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ABSTRACT
This dissertation, entitled “The Rising of the Avant-garde Movement in 1980s
People’s Republic of China: A Cultural Practice of the New Enlightenment,” deals with
Chinese avant-garde literature and art in the reform era of the 1980s, when the People’s
Republic of China was turning from high socialism to state capitalism. Scholars of
Chinese studies have deemed avant-garde texts as counter-narratives of enlightenment,
which was a main ideology and national agenda of the reform era. This dissertation reexamines this established statement by shifting focus from the traditional hermeneutic
approaches to a sociological study of the generative conditions of avant-garde literature
and art. Responding to the thematic preoccupation with individual avant-garde artists and
works in various scholarly monographs and literary and art history, I take literary and art
journals and newspapers in which avant-garde works were primarily published and
discussed as the object of observation. The three content chapters, by focusing on the
official literary magazine, Shanghai Literature, the self-printed unofficial poetry journals,
Them, At Sea, and Not-Not, and the semi-official art newspaper Fine Arts in China,
examine the dialogic and conflicting relationships of the Avant-garde with socialist
cultural production. They also delineate the generative trajectory Chinese experimental
literature and art, in correspondence with China’s economic reform starting from the mid1980s. This dissertation treats the avant-garde as a cultural movement in the form of
groups rather than individual texts and artists. This movement is related to the change of
knowledge system, the reform of institutions, and the conflict and complicity among
v

different cultural fields. Predicated on this conception, it investigates how the avant-garde
engaged in the reform era by practicing and reflecting on the national discourse of the
New Enlightenment. This research leads to a more complicated understanding of Chinese
avant-garde in terms of its relationship with the official cultural field, of its deviating and
transitional doubleness in the history of the Post-Mao Era, and of its great ambiguity in
the growing discrepancy between two forms of enlightenment, namely, industrial
modernization and aesthetic modernity.
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INTRODUCTION
The first decade after the end of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) is likely to
be continuously studied as one of the most vigorous periods of cultural production in
twentieth-century China. This transitional period, which I designate as “the Eighties” 八
十年代 (baishi niandai), began in 1978, marked by Deng Xiaoping’s 邓小平
groundbreaking announcement of the Reform and Opening-up Policy (改革开放 gaige
kaifang) at the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th central Committee of the CCP. The Policy
inaugurated a decade of exploration in ideology, culture, and economics, with the
nation’s center turned from class struggle to economic construction. It ended decades of
tyranny and isolation by opening China to the other side of the Cold War, that is, the
capitalist world, from which China had been disconnected in the high socialist era. As a
result, tremendous vigor in cultural practice characterized the Eighties. The previously
censored modern Western culture gushed in and became suddenly accessible to ordinary
Chinese readers. The resumption of normal college enrollment in 1977 and 1978 after a
whole decade had an immediate effect: the first generation of college graduates quickly
became the most active practitioners of social and cultural reforms. Newspapers and
magazines were the major venues for cultural debates on topics such as humanism,
democracy, and modernism. Literature and art played the leading roles in cultural
reflection, reform, and creation. Along with tremendous cultural vitality, fickleness also
1

marks this turbulent, transitional decade. Various “fevers” (i.e. fever for One Hundred
Years of Solitude in 1984, methodology fever in 1985 and 1986, cultural fever in 1986,
and Weber fever in late 1986) emerged and were immediately replaced by newer ones.
Indeed, the Eighties saw rapid progression and immense changes in thoughts and cultural
creation. In these senses, both cultural practitioners of the time and scholars thereafter
have described the 1980s as an age of enlightenment.
Whereas enlightenment in general characterized the Eighties, “New
Enlightenment” was a national discourse and agenda; it was a “complicity,” in Pierre
Bourdieu’s word, between the state and the intellectual. The logic underpinning the New
Enlightenment was to historicize the 1980s as a “New Era” with the aim of separating
from the high socialist period before it and connecting back to the May Fourth Movement
(1919), the first enlightenment movement in modern Chinese history. In particular, by
paralleling the Cultural Revolution with feudalism, intellectuals justified the connection
of the 1980s with the May Fourth as the second enlightenment in Chinese history.1 As He
Guimei explains,

1

In the article, “A Defense of the May Fourth Spirit,” Wang called “the Cultural
Revolution a restoration of feudalism.” Ruan Ming describes the New Enlightenment as a
movement to eliminate the despotism of feudalist culture. Li Zehou also criticizes that the
“Cultural Revolution de facto restored feudalism under the name of anti-capitalism.”
Wang Hui contends that “the New Enlightenment equalized the socialist practice with the
feudalist tradition to call for modernity of the Western capitalism.” He Guimei argues
that “it is exactly because the definition of the Cultural Revolution as ‘a dictatorship of
feudalist fascism’ […] that the transitional time from the 1970s to the 1980s became the
New Era when the May Fourth banner of ‘science and democracy’ was highlighted.” See
Wang Yuanhua, “A Defense of the May Fourth Spirit,” in Xin qimeng I 新启蒙 I, ed.
Wang Yuanhua (Changsha: Hunan jiaoyu chubanshe, 1988),15. Ruan Ming 阮铭,
“Shidai yu xuanze” 时代与选择, in Xin qimeng I 新启蒙 I, ed. Wang Yuanhua
2

[intellectuals] of the 1980s understood their age as a modern one bidding farewell
to the premodern and revolutionary period from the 1950s to the 1970s, as an age
of cultural enlightenment that seemed to reconnect with the tradition of the May
Fourth movement. The 1980s steered clear of the erroneous national isolation and
became open to the world. This historical consciousness and understanding of the
1980s received a wide acknowledgement. The 1980s, in which the vision of
modernization was widely accepted, formed a sharp contrast with the period from
the 1950s to the 1970s, which had been dominated by a revolutionary paradigm.2
The connection of the 1980s with the May Fourth by means of the idea of enlightenment,
as He also contends, is “one of the biggest myths of the 1980s.”3 Indeed, the New
Enlightenment began with being an ideology “from above”; it was inherently imbedded
in the national agenda of constructing a socialist modern country. Nonetheless, this myth
of the New Enlightenment validated the ideological transition from class struggle to
modernism in the immediate post-Revolutionary era. It also justified the introduction of
cultural products from the modern West, which included modernist aesthetics, the
liberation of personal expression in literature and art, and, potentially, cultural capitalism.
As Wang Hui states, “New Enlightenment began with Marxist humanism and turned later
into radical movements of social reform required by the intellectual; due to this
development from an official ideology to a cultural practice, it adopted a minjian (民间 ,

(Changsha: Hunan jiaoyu chubanshe, 1988), 60. Li Zehou 李泽厚, “Qimeng yu jiuwang
de shuangchong bianzou” 启蒙与救亡的双重变奏, in Zhongguo xiandai sixiang shilun
中国现代思想史论 (Beijing: Sanlian shudian, 2008), 35. Wang Hui 汪晖, “Dangdai
Zhongguo de sixiang zhuangkuang yu xiandaixing wenti” 当代中国思想状况与现代性
问题, in Qu zhengzhi hua de zhengzhi 去政治化的政治 (Beijing: Sanlian shudian, 2008),
72. He Guimei 贺桂梅, “Xin qimeng” zhishi dangan: 80 niandai Zhongguo wenhua
yanjiu “新启蒙”知识档案: 80 年代中国文化研究 (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe,
2010), 33.
2
He, “Xin qimeng” zhishi dangan, 18.
3
Ibid, 18.
3

meaning “among the people,” in antithesis of the government and institution) tendency.”4
Intellectuals brought this official ideology of New Enlightenment into practice in the
form of “radical movements of social reform.”5 Among these movements, the Avantgarde Movement in the mid-1980s was a significant one in the cultural sphere.
At the end of 1984 and beginning of 1985, with the justification of modernism,
the exploration of aesthetic modernities was reinforced in literature and art. Avant-garde
Literature and Art (先锋文艺 xianfeng wenyi) were among the most radical reforms in
the sense of the aesthetic and disciplinary reform they brought about. The Avant-garde in
this dissertation refers to a movement of radical literary and artistic reforms in the second
half of the 1980s. It did not necessarily rebel against the official ideology of the 1980s,
but against the ossified socialist literature and art. On the one hand, through radical
formal experimentations, the Avant-garde completed the transition of artistic expression
from realism to modernism. Since realism had been the orthodoxy of socialist literature
and art, the Avant-garde’s aesthetic innovation was also an ideological challenge. On the
other hand, in the organizational form of self-organized groups, Avant-garde Literature
and Art generated a form of cultural production beyond the state-controlled unitary
system. Different from both collective literary and art production in the high socialist era
and individualist literature and art in the 1990s, literary and art groups were transient but
generated extraordinary vigor in the transitional historical period of the 1980s.
Geographical proximity, close dispositions, and similar views on literature and/or art of

4
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Wang, Qu zhengzhi hua de zhengzhi, 70.
Ibid.
4

writers and artists were the core factors to form a group. This does not mean that
members of a group created works together, neither did the members always have the
same artistic styles, but the group members got their individual works published and
announced their common views on literature and culture in a magazine or newspaper,
which was either named after the group or dominated by the group members.
Avant-garde Literature and Art began to wane around 1988 under the double
pressure of the rising of cultural capitalism and the tightening political weather. Largely
borrowed from the Western modernist culture, the Avant-garde was once the pioneer in
the exploration and experimentation of cultural modernization in China. However, the
Avant-garde, as elitist arts alienated from the masses, fell prey to the modern commercial
society. After the Tiananmen Square Incident in 1989, most Avant-garde groups were
disbanded, and many Avant-garde magazines and newspapers were either banned or lost
the rebellious momentum.
A dominant scholarship of the Avant-garde compares it with Western
postmodernism; it analyzes the postmodernist anxieties and artistic forms represented by
Chinese Avant-garde works. On this account, the Avant-garde has been regarded as a
counter-narrative of enlightenment. However, I contend that Avant-garde Literature and
Art were not a product of the postmodern, but of enlightenment. Instead of criticizing the
modernist turn of Chinese society, the Avant-garde actively participated in this national
agenda in cultural practices. By borrowing from Western postmodernist artistic
expressions, Avant-garde Literature and Art went to the furthest extent, compared with
artistic trends before them, in turning away from high socialist culture, or simply the
Leftist culture. The methodological problem with the reading of Chinese Avant-garde

5

works with postmodernist theories does not only lie in that this method prescribes
Chinese Avant-garde with the social development of the West, but it is no more than a
“syndrome of the Great Leap Forward myth,” to borrow Wang Jing’s words, by grafting
postmodernist critique onto a pre-capitalist culture.6 Hence, I call for contextualizing the
Avant-garde in the original cultural field of its production rather than in the genealogy of
Western cultural criticism. I will examine the Chinese Avant-garde of the 1980s by
situating it in the observation of an enlightenment age.
This dissertation treats Avant-garde Literature and Art as a cultural movement for
modernity on both national and aesthetic levels. I argue that the rise of the Avant-garde in
the mid-1980s was peculiar to the socially and economically experimental decade. The
Avant-garde was one of the most radical experimentations in the cultural practices of
China’s turn to the world capitalist culture. Steering clear of the socialist paradigms and
bringing the Reform and Opening-up Policy to an extreme in culture, the Avant-garde
Movement not only conformed to the national agenda of the New Enlightenment, but also
consistently negotiated the boundaries of ideological and systematic reform. Through a
contextualized study of Avant-garde Literature and Art, this dissertation aims to discuss
the following two questions. First, how did China transition from a socialist to sociocapitalist country? This is a large and comprehensive question relating not only to a series
of domestic reforms in politics, economics, and culture, etc. in the 1980s, but also to the
changing world order and the degree of globalization in China. Constructing one of the

6

Wang Jing, introduction to China’s Avant-garde Fiction: An Anthology, ed.
Wang Jing (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998), 235.
6

most radical reforms in and beyond the cultural area, the Avant-garde was a product of all
these social changes and was always caught in the whirlpool of these drastic social
reforms. Second, in retrospect, how possible is it to re-read the Avant-garde, as well as its
context of the Eighties? Was the Avant-garde a deviant or a transition in contemporary
Chinese history? To be more specific, there are quite opposing views on the value of the
Avant-garde of the 1980s, which was rather bold and ignorant in initiating a
groundbreaking cultural exploration. It is either celebrated as representing cultural
booming and freedom, which would not happen again, or criticized as a naïve and
carnivalesque cultural practice in lack of both depth and persistence. We can predict this
debate will always continue in the future, especially when the method of re-reading has
uncritically prevailed all these years. Yet, I suggest that the significance of the Avantgarde Movement does not lie so much in how much it brought about conceptual and
technical innovations in art creation as in the potentiality with which it enables us to
observe the ongoing history of contemporary Chinese. To borrow from what Peter Bürger
learnt from Habermas, “the illumination of the past only succeeds insofar as it
simultaneously lights up the present. The history of the historical avant-gardes and our
history were mirrored in each other.”7 In other words, my examination of the 1980s
Avant-garde aims to reflect the urgency of contemporary concerns.

7

Peter Bürger, “Avant-Garde and Neo-Avant-Garde: An Attempt to Answer
Certain Critics of ‘Theory of the Avant-Garde’,” New Literary History 41, no. 4 (2010):
698.
7

1.1 A GENEALOGY OF ENLIGHTENMENT MOVEMENTS AND THOUGHTS IN
MODERN CHINA: FROM LATE QING TO THE EIGHTIES
Although intellectuals were the main agents of the New Enlightenment, it was not
first proposed by the intellectual, but by the state. In the article “The Enlightenment of
Philosophy and the Philosophical Enlightenment” (启蒙的哲学和哲学的启蒙 Qimeng
de zhixue he zhexue de qimeng),” published in People’s Daily on July 22, 1978, its
author Xing Bisi 刑賁思, a Marxist theorist, first mentioned the idea of ‘New
Enlightenment.’ Still written from the perspective of class struggle, Xing argues that “a
philosophy of enlightenment will come into being whenever barbarism reaches its peak,”
which he refers to the “cultural despotism of the Gang of Four.” He conceives a “socialist
enlightenment movement” as the call of the “proletariats’ revolutionary undertakings”
and as the “New Era.” 8 As it is published in People’s Daily, this article should not be
understood as the author Xing’s personal appeal, but it stands for the will of the State and
the Party rather than his own. It can also be regarded as an early signal of the national
ideological turn. More than four months later, Deng Xiaoping proposed the Reform and
Opening-up Policy in The Third Plenary Session; from then on, “modernization replaced
class struggle to become a new national ideology.”9 The argument for the New
Enlightenment among the reformist officials continuously deepened with their reflection

8

Xing Bisi 刑賁思, “Qimeng de zhexue he zhexue de qimeng” 启蒙的哲学和哲
学的启蒙, Remin ribao 人民日报, (The Central Committee of the CCP, Beijing), July
22, 1978.
9
Ye Liwen 叶立文, Qimeng shiye zhong de xianfeng xiaoshuo 启蒙视野中的先
锋小说 (Wuhan: Hubei renmin chubanshe, 2007), 13.
8

on the previous socialist experience. Whereas the article in People’s Daily still celebrates
Marxism as a whole, viewing it as a “weapon of thought […] to conquer barbarism,”
Zhou Yang’s 周扬 speech, “Three Great Movements of the Liberation in Thought” (三次
伟大的思想解放运动 Sanci weida de sixiang jiefang yundong), at the sixtieth
anniversary of May Fourth in 1979 steered clear of the imperative discourse of class
struggle. As an established CCP cultural official, Zhou yang had been alternating
between acting at the frontier of cultural liberation and suppressing it in allegiance to
Mao. In this speech, he interrogated the distorted understanding of Marxism by
“point[ing] out that ‘simplified, dogmatized, mythified’ Marxism was the main obstacle
to […] the latest movement for intellectual emancipation.”10 As it were, Zhou Yang and
some other reformist officials were among the first to problematize the established
Marxist hermeneutics, and, through the Marxist interrogation, to promote humanism,
which had been attacked as an ideology of the bourgeoisie in the high socialism.
In the following years, a grand debate on humanism happened among the
intellectuals, which brought the agenda of the New Enlightenment into practice. The state
and intellectuals, were not necessarily in conflict with each other in negotiating the
Marxist orthodox and humanism. Being moved from the cowshed to the center of the
Chinese society in the post-Revolutionary decade, intellectuals, who He Guimei defines
as “cultural critics, cultural officials, scholars, and cultural activists,” played the role of

10

Zhou Yang 周扬, “Sanci weida de sixiang jiefang yundong” 三次伟大的思想
解放运动, Guangming ribao, May 8, 1979, quoted in Vera Schwarcz, The Chinese
Enlightenment: Intellectuals and the Legacy of the May Fourth Movement of 1919
(Berkeley: University of California, 1986), 299.
9

enlightener more than dissident, very often in line with the reformist officials of the
CCP.11 The official narrative of the New Enlightenment continued throughout the 1980s.
Wang Yuanhua 王元化, a cultural official and scholar, edited and published The New
Enlightenment Series in 1988. The four issues collect twenty articles authored by
reformist officials and scholars discussing the New Enlightenment. In the article “A
Defense of the May Fourth Spirit,” Wang adopted Zhou Yang’s idea by stating that “it is
a misreading of Marxism by opposing Marxism to the freedom of personalities, the
consciousness of humans, […and] humanism.”12 Although for Michel Foucault
humanism “is something entirely different” from enlightenment, as “it is a theme or
rather a set of themes that have reappeared on several occasions over time in European
societies,” this is not the case in 1980s’ China.13 In opposition to Europe, humanism
featured the New Enlightenment as its most important appeal in 1980s’ China, in
resistance to the older national ideology based on class struggle. It is proper to describe
the New Enlightenment of the 1980s as, among many other things, a humanistic return.
From the articles in People’s Daily to the grand humanistic debates, the state and
the intellectuals reached a complicity in promoting the ideology of the New
Enlightenment, which was justified in the sphere of the Marxist orthodoxy (at least until

11

Cowshed refers to the places to imprison intellectuals during the Cultural
Revolution. The living conditions in cowsheds were very inhuman and cruel.
He, “Xin qimeng” zhishi dangan, 12.
12
Wang Yuanhua 王元化, “Wei Wusi jingshen yibian” 为五四精神一辩, in Xin
qimeng I 新启蒙 I, ed. Wang Yuanhua (Changsha: Hunan jiaoyu chubanshe, 1988), 1112.
13
Michel Foucault, “What is Enlightenment?” in The Foucault Reader, ed. Paul
Rabinow, trans. Catherine Porter (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984), 44.
10

the early 1980s) and met the practical needs of social regeneration after the Cultural
Revolution. As Wang Hui keenly points out, “New Enlightenment did not conflict with
the state; instead, it offered the ideological base for the country’s reform […] The
confrontation between the New Enlightenment intellectuals and the orthodox cannot be
understood as one between grassroots intellectuals and the state.”14 The highly
controversial documentary River Elegy (河殇 Heshang), which was aired in 1988 on
China Central Television (CCTV), emblematized this conformity of the state and the
intellectuals under the rubric of the New Enlightenment. Critically reflecting on the
Chinese tradition, as is symbolized by the Yellow River, the documentary celebrates the
blue sea civilization, as is represented by the West and Japan, and regards it as the
direction that China should follow. As a propaganda media of the CCP, the CCTV
represents the Party, the state, and the dominant ideology. Shown on the CCTV, this
rather ethnocentric documentary can be regarded as largely containing the views of the
state, in line with most intellectuals’ understandings in the 1980s of the West and China,
of the developed countries and the developing ones. The emergence of the Democracy
Wall during 1978 and 1979 in Beijing and the publication of the self-printed magazine
Qimeng (enlightenment) also in 1978 and 1979 can be deemed as the first responses from
the minjian to this new state agenda of enlightenment. Qimeng was an unofficial journal
of political poetry printed by a group of Guiyang-based poets. This form of selforganized groups and self-printed journals continued with the Avant-garde poetry and art

14

Wang Hui 汪晖, Qu zhengzhi hua de zhengzhi 去政治化的政治, 70.
11

in the mid-1980s. The cover of the first issue of Qimeng shows the following words: “a
dedication to the Socialist New Enlightenment Movement,” echoing the prologue— “to
love the great socialist China; to follow the Party and the State.” 15 Indeed, the state and
the minjian had a common target under the ideological arch of the New Enlightenment: to
reflect on the erroneous socialist practices and to revoke the early CCP’s ideal of the New
Democratic Revolution (1919-1949) through the discourse of enlightenment.
For many intellectuals of the 1980s, the proposal of enlightenment re-justified the
May Fourth tradition and signified the power to circumvent the totalitarianism in the Mao
Era, while they ignored both facts that enlightenment in modern China can be traced back
to Late Qing and that “enlightenment in China was not historical events, but a recurrent
theme” even during the high socialist era.16 As Li Zehou suggests, “Tan Sitong’s attack
on feudalist virtues, Yan Fu’s sharp juxtaposition between Chinese and Western cultures,
and Liang Qichao’s advocacy for the new citizen—all are an enlightenment movement in
the form of rebelling against Chinese traditional culture with modern Western culture.”17
Xu Jilin also argues that “Chinese enlightenment did not begin from the May Fourth, but
from New Citizen (新民说 Xinmin shuo).”18 New Citizen was a collection of twenty
political comments by Liang Qichao published in Collection of New People (新民丛刊

15

Qimeng 启蒙 no. 1 (1978): cover.
Wang Hui 汪晖, “Zhongguo de renwen huayu” 中国的人文话语, in Sihuo
chongwen 死火重温 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 2000), 359.
17
Li, Zhongguo xiandai sixiang shi lun, 2.
18
Xu Jilin 许纪霖, introduction to Huang Kewu 黄克武, Yige bei fangqi de
xuanze: Liang Qichao tiaoshi sixiang zhi yanjiu 一个被放弃的选择：梁启超调适思想
之研究 (Beijing: Xinxing chubanshe, 2006), 2.
16
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Ximmin congkan) from 1902 to 1906. In these articles, Liang discusses the expected
characters of China’s new citizen. His proposal of the new citizen is comparable to
Moses Mendelssohn’s formulation of bürger in his famous reply in 1783 to Johan
Friedreich Zöllner’s question of “What Is Enlightenment,” in the sense that for both
Mendelssohn and Liang, new citizens are regarded as essential for a modern nation.
Liang’s advocacy that “the new citizen is the first urgency in today’s China” because they
are the basis of “a new system, a new government, and a new country” resembles
Mendelssohn’s statement that “in the absence of the essential destiny of man as citizen,
the constitution of the state ceases to exist.”19 Liang regards gongde 公德 (public
morality), which Liang interprets as “doing good to others” 人人向善其群者, as one of
the most important qualities of a new citizen because gongde allows people to unite as a
nation.20 In this sense, gongde has a comparable function with Kant’s private reason,
while side 私德 (private morality), the antithesis of gongde, is in parallel with Kant’s idea
of public reason. As it were, the center of the earliest enlightenment thoughts in both
Europe and China rests on the education of people as citizens. Yet, Chinese
enlightenment had a different aim: the theme of jiuguo 救国(to save the nation) has
always been the ultimate goal of the attempts of jiuren 救人 (to save the people) in
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Chinese enlightenment; “there could be no jiuguo, national salvation, without qimeng,
enlightenment.”21 For both Late Qing and May Fourth generations of intellectuals, the
ultimate goal of enlightenment was to turn China into a strong modern country
comparable with Europe. In other words, a revolutionary gene was entrenched in Chinese
enlightenment from the very beginning, in particular, in treating “tradition.” Whereas
Hans-Georg Gadamer and Jürgen Habermas diverge in the issue of the “rehabilitation of
tradition” versus the reflective imperative against tradition, China’s enlightenment in the
form of the New Cultural Movement “assumed a radical new posture of completely
breaking with the tradition.”22 The May Fourth generation was even more absolutist in
national cultural revolution compared with, say, Liang, who contends that Chinese new
citizens should simultaneously “extract from what they essentially have” 淬厉所固有
(cuili suo guyou) and “supplement with what they originally lack” 采补所 本无 (caibu
suo benwu).23
Actually, it was not until in the 1930s that the “promoters of the New
Enlightenment Movement (1937-39), who were Marxists and Leftist Liberal Intellectuals,
named the May Fourth as an ‘Enlightenment Movement’,” according to the careful
examination by Yu Yingshi, an established sinologist.24 Chen Yajie even claimed that
“the most prominent contribution of the activists of New Enlightenment Movement was
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to put forward the concept of May Fourth Enlightenment Movement.”25 In the New
Enlightenment Movement from 1937 to 1939, the time when the War of Resistance
against Japanese Aggression just started, the May Fourth visions of enlightenment—an
anti-feudal cultural movement—largely gave way to the practical requirement of national
salvation in the New Enlightenment Movement. As Zhang Shenfu, a leading activist of
the Movement, put it, “cultural survival, and national freedom and democracy,” on top of
others, “is the current mission of the New Enlightenment Movement.”26 Although
activists of the New Enlightenment movement did try to combine the enlightenment
ideals of democracy, science, and rationality with the “political imperatives of the
resistance to Japan,” their references to either Kant (by Zhang Shenfu) or the European
Enlightenment in general (by Hu Sheng) were simply floating signifiers in front of the
urgency of national survival.27 For this reason, both Vera Schwarcz and Li Zehou
contend that a more instrumental enterprise of national survival and anti-imperialism
replaced the May Fourth enlightenment agenda, which called for a more general
philosophical, political, and social reform by calibrating with the Western modernism. In
the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, the May Fourth was used to justify communist movements
by highlighting its revolutionary attributes. For example, under the name of the May
Fourth, Guo Moruo 郭沫若, a Leftist poet and politician, attacked the Kuomingdang, the
government of the Republic China (1949); the Red Guards ruined traditional thoughts
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and materials (1969). As Schwarcz notes, “each new generation created a different image
of the May Fourth enlightenment, one that is more in keeping with its own needs and
aspirations.”28 In most cases, activists used the May Fourth enlightenment to justify
rebellions against the authority and the established ideologies.
In the Mao Era, the designation of the May Fourth Enlightenment Movement,
which was invented by activists of the New Enlightenment movement in the late 1930s,
was re-interpreted to adapt to the ideology of socialist China. According to Chen Yajie,
“along with Mao Zedong who dispensed with the designation of enlightenment
movement,” other communists such as Qu qiubai 瞿秋白, Ai Siqi 艾思奇, and Zhou
Yang also turned to claim the incompatibility of the revolutionary attribute of the May
Fourth with the description of the May Fourth as a movement of enlightenment and
liberalism.29 He Guimei also suggests that “after 1949, the description of the ‘May Fourth
Movement’ had been strictly following Mao’s statement, which interpreted the May
Fourth as ‘the beginning of the New Democratic Revolution’; its significance lies in that
it marked ‘the initial dissemination of Marxism in China’ and ‘the debut of the working
class on the historical stage’” 30 Whereas communist theorists used the May Fourth as the
cultural orthodox to endorse Marxism and communist revolution, the New Enlightenment
of the 1980s revoked the humanistic concerns and the democratic enterprises of the May
Fourth enlightenment in line with the earlier Chinese Marxists. This explains why the
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theoretical debate on the New Enlightenment began with the justification of Marxist
humanism.
1.2 THE NEW ENLIGHTENMENT AND THE AVANT-GARDE
Many scholars have described the Avant-garde as a counter-narrative of the
national agenda of the New Enlightenment, because Avant-garde works are full of
postmodernist ambiguity and fragmentariness (Wang Ning and Chen Xiaoming), are
characterized by existentialist void of meanings (Zhang Qinghua), and register individual
experiences and subjective perception frequently in the forms of dreams or subconscious
(Sabina Knight). In addition, scholars also deem the Avant-garde as a breakthrough not
just of Maoist ideology (Yomi Braester), but also of the collective discourses before
1985, such as modernization, development, humanism, and of course, also the New
Enlightenment. For example, Zhang Xudong argues that “legends and fairy tales of a
monadic individual” that many Avant-garde works involves replace the earlier “collective
adventure of the New Era.”31 Wang Jing also suggests that Avant-garde works overwrite
“the epochal discourse of the 1980s” and transcend the “outburst of utopia fever” before
1985.32 In particular, for scholars who argue for a division of social mentalities between
pre-1985 and post-1985 periods, Avant-garde works represent an existentialist
detachment of the late 1980s in opposition to the generally humanistic commitment of the
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early 1980s. The Avant-garde is thus regarded as antiprogressive and antihumanist. For
example, as Sabina Knight puts it,
weary of the heavy affirmation of texts promoting revolution, development, and
modernization, avant-garde works publicize a skepticism and a disenchantment
with the whole notion of faith. Whereas humanist works sometimes confront
similar predicaments concerning what people can know and control, they still
strive to make sense of the world and to further possibilities for shared
understanding and community. [The avant-garde works] reveal the price of rapid
social transformation and remind us that ideological programs, no matter how
authoritarian, necessarily provoke resistance.33
For Knight, the Avant-garde bore a postmodernist nihilism which featured the post-1985
Chinese society. However, this antagonism between the Chinese Avant-garde and
enlightenment with humanism as its undertone—which is different from how it was in
European history—leads to even more questions. Does the Avant-garde register
metaphysical and individual concerns or is it a social representation? Does the “avant”
(xian) in Chinese Avant-garde lie in that it displays a sharper perception of the time or in
that it rejects speaking for the time? As I repeatedly argue in other places of this
dissertation, the quasi postmodernist deconstruction of meanings in some Avant-garde
works should not be understood as a simple representation of the social mood. Instead, in
many cases, they were empty signifiers, pure formal experiments performed in imitative
ways, and “plays” not out of the existentialist predilection but for the purpose of
“walking toward the world.” In sum, one can often find the representations of frustration,
solitude, disengagement, and violence, etc. in individual Avant-garde works. Yet, the
paralleling of Chinese Avant-garde Literature and Art with Western postmodernism
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forms a tautology by applying postmodernist theories to the reading of individual Chinese
Avant-garde works to show and analyze the postmodernist themes they represented. This
simply decontextualizes the Avant-garde from its original field of production.
From the perspective of the production of the Chinese Avant-garde, the Avantgarde Movement was inherently imbedded in the agenda of the New Enlightenment; the
New Enlightenment and the humanistic construction in the early 1980s are what Cheng
Guangwei calls the “pre-history” of the Avant-garde.34 The Avant-garde was a prominent
product, an agent, and a radical expression of the New Enlightenment. Like the May
Fourth, the New Enlightenment of the Eighties was propelled by both domestic urgency
and international pressure. Indeed, “enlightenment is opposed, not to authority per se, but
rather to those forms of authority that are maintained by force and deception rather than
by recognition and consent”35 Maoism for 1980s intellectuals, comparable to feudalism in
the eye of May Fourth intellectuals, was this kind of authority. Meanwhile, although the
world toward the end of the Cold War was different from that at the beginning of the
twentieth-century, China was facing similar predicaments: the futility of the traditional
culture in front of the modern industrial civilization (1900s and 1910s) versus the failure
of socialist experiments before global capitalism (1980s). Hence, like the May Fourth, the
New Enlightenment began with the opening up to the world and borrowing from
successful Western experience, for the purpose of national revival and modernization.
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On this account, both the Avant-garde Movement and avant-garde artists were
preconditioned by the New Enlightenment, and they perfectly epitomized the spirit and
practices of enlightenment. We can understand the personal enlightenment of Avantgarde activists in the sense of its Chinese equivalent, qimeng 启蒙. Qimeng literally
means to awaken, to lift naivety in early children’s education by regenerating their
knowledge system. This classical Chinese implication of enlightenment is in parallel with
Mendelssohn’s envisioning: “education, culture, and enlightenment are modifications of
social life […] the more the social conditions of a people are brought, through art and
industry […] the more education this people has.”36 Enlightenment is thus first and
foremost based on the education of people both in European and Chinese traditions. In
the case of post-Revolutionary China, the sudden approachability of Western modernist
literature and culture functioned as the second qimeng for the generation of Chinese
intellectuals and petite bourgeoisie who were born in the 1960s and received incomplete
school education during the Cultural Revolution. Meanwhile, book series, such as
Culture: China and the World (文化：中国与世界 Wenhua: Zhongguo yu shijie) and
Walking Toward the Future (走向未来 Zouxiang weilai), which introduce philosophies,
cultures, religions, and social and political systems of the Western world to Chinese
people, both distributed the idea of the New Enlightenment and enlightened young
intellectuals who were their ardent readers.37 As a result, Western (post)modernism
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replaced socialist realism as a new central cognitive resource for the young generation, in
particular for Avant-garde poets, writers, artists, film directors, musicians, and cultural
critics.38 Exactly as Zhang Xudong points out, “throughout the 1980s, Western literary,
aesthetic, and theoretical discourses were introduced to China, not as ideology, but as
knowledge as such, that is, as science.”39 The idea of New Enlightenment and the policies
around it, such as the opening-up to Western culture, the relaxation on book prohibition,
and the resumption of the print variety, enabled the construction of this new knowledge
system for those who grew up and received their primary education in the Revolutionary
period.
This personal qimeng, based on the establishment of a new knowledge system and
self-consciousness, went along with the aspiration for national modernity. At this point,
the national agenda of the New Enlightenment and the Avant-garde practitioners’
personal enlightenment converged. In his speech titled “Modernity: An Unfinished
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Project,” Jürgen Habermas quotes Adorno that “without the characteristic subjective
mentality inspired by the New no objective modernity can crystallize at all.”40 Although
Adorno and Habermas do not refer to China, of course, their argument shows a
significant point of the New Enlightenment: the grand narrative of the New
Enlightenment was practiced on the basis of the liberation of subjective mentality. In the
context of the New Enlightenment, Avant-garde artists formed their cognitive
potentialities and applied them in the sphere of avant-garde praxis. In short, the ideology
of the New Enlightenment informed young Avant-garde practitioners, preconditioned the
construction of a new knowledge system for them, and eventually fostered the Avantgarde Movement.
An important agency that connected the personal qimeng with the national
movement of the New Enlightenment was the recovered vigor of universities.
Universities played a principal role to expose the official discourse of the New
Enlightenment to a minjian position, so that the enlightenment narrative of the 1980s
developed from theoretical debates to cultural practices. Universities were important sites
that facilitated the turn of the New Enlightenment from a national agenda to a cultural
practice. The ivory tower produced a younger generation of elite who became the
enlighteners of the New Era. The university campus was also a central place where the
New Enlightenment was crystalized. For example, many humanities courses at
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universities were always packed with people from outside the campus, who were as
hungry for knowledge and ideas, which were not necessarily ‘useful’ for them, as college
students. Books of Western literature and philosophy were never back in stock in
university libraries. There were numerous poetry groups on campuses nationwide; poets
were popular with girls. College students were also the main audience of Avant-garde
literature and art. In a word, university existed as a particularly vigorous field for
knowledge dissemination, the exchange of ideas, and artistic innovation.
Most Avant-garde activists were the first-generation college graduates after the
Revolution; they completed their personal qimeng in college. Whereas cultural activists
of the previous generation, such as the Stars art group and the Today poetry group,
remained largely self-taught, amateur, and artistically naïve, university campuses exposed
Avant-garde artists more legitimately to a cultural field of openness, freedom, and
professionalism. To a large extent, college was the cradle of the Avant-garde. The
resumption of general college recruitment in 1977 and 1978 meant that, through the
National College Entrance Examination (高考 gaokao), admission to college no longer
relied on the class background of the family (only children of proletariat family had been
qualified to attend university during the Cultural Revolution; they were called ‘college
students of workers, peasants, and soldiers.’); aptitude replaced politics to become the
new criteria of college acceptance. As a result, as the most vigorous places of cultural
creation, “university campuses [became] the heart of the 1980s.” 41 After a decade of
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social turmoil and the college enrollment freeze, the ratio of college students in the initial
years of the resumption of enrollment was particularly low. To take 1982 as an example,
the Third National Census by the National Bureau of Statistic shows that the Chinese
population in 1982 was 1,031,882,511. The number of college students of the year, which
means those who were accepted by colleges from 1977 to 1981, was 15,120,000, with an
average admission ration of 6.75%. This being said, only 0.15% of Chinese people were
either still studying in college or were newly graduated.42 College graduates of the early
1980s formed the new generation of social elites. They had a very high social position.
For example, Zhang Hua 张华, a student of the Air Force Medical University, died in
1982 from saving an old peasant who accidentally fell into a septic tank. This event
incurred a heated debate in the Chinese society on whether it is worth it to save an old
peasant at the cost of a college student’s life. Of course, young college students were at
the top of social hierarchy in the early 1980s’ Chinese society, when the social classes
based on economic interests were not yet formed. Most Avant-garde practitioners were
from this generation of college-educated elites. As Matei Calinescu suggests, “the notion
of an elite was implied in the concept of the avant-garde.”43 Poggioli also contends that
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“the avant-garde is by nature solitary and aristocratic; it loves the initiated and the ivory
tower.”44 Although the Chinese Avant-garde of the 1980s was not related to aristocracy
in a European sense, its anti-proletarian tendency derived from its essential opposition to
the domination of proletariat literature and art as it had been in the Mao Era.
College was the main location where the thought of the New Enlightenment came
to the fore, and college students were the major practitioners of the New Enlightenment.
Universities had privilege to access knowledge and information beyond the socialist
orthodox, which allowed college students to act at the national frontline of cultural
reform. In particular, since “educational institutes were permitted to subscribe to
international magazines and to order books from overseas,” college also provided
students with extracurricular reading materials, such as Western modernist art, literature,
and books in original versions, which were unavailable outside the campus, although
literature and art taught in college were still dominated by socialist realism.45 For
example, a good number of Avant-garde artists, such as Wang Guangyi 王广义, Zhang
Peili 张培力, Geng Jianyi 耿建翌, Huang Yongping 黄永砯, Gu Wenda 谷文达 and Wu
Shanzhuan 吴山专, graduated from the Zhejiang Academy of Fine Art, which Gao
Minglu deems as “the most influential academy for the generation of the ’85
Movement.”46 As Gao claims,
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the artists might not have learned much from the school’s teachers directly,
because in China’s academies a realist style has always dominated, even after the
Cultural Revolution. However, they learned from some young teachers and their
classmates outside the classroom, and, most importantly, they were stimulated by
the books imported from Euro-American circles in the early 1980s.47
Colleges enabled their students to approach modernist and postmodernist culture from the
West, which significantly inspired the Avant-garde practitioners, broadened their
received understanding of art, and prepared them technically for their art
experimentation. At the same time, however, by “deeming the West as a model of
modernist paradigm” and “equalizing the West to an ideal other,” the Avant-garde failed
to access Western modernity with a critical eye in their own practices.48 As Wang Hui
argues, “the New Enlighteners uncritically embraced modernity and lost the ability of
retrospection.”49 In a sense, college provided Avant-garde artists with open access to
Western modernism, which they treated as a new paradigm, but it did not provide them
with the critical capacity to transcend this new paradigm. This prevented the Avant-garde
of the 1980s from transcending the contemporary ideology of the New Enlightenment.
In addition to allowing access to resources not open to the public, universities also
created a relatively free environment for artistic creation and social debates. In this sense,
universities preconditioned systematically Avant-garde literary and artistic
experimentations. As Poggioli states, “avant-garde art is by its nature incapable of
surviving not only the persecution, but even the protection or the official patronage of a
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totalitarian state and a collective society.”50 Poggioli’s statement explains why the Avantgarde Movement emerged and flourished in 1985 and 1986 when censorship was
minimal; it also points out university’s fostering relationship with the Avant-garde. Gao
Minglu tells a story about how the Zhejiang Academy, the school of many avant-garde
artists, changed its rule about the 1985 graduation exhibition.
[The new rule] allowed the students to create a single work in any freely chosen
style as their diploma work. [As a result,] a number of the works shown were
experimental, expressing many different individual conceptions and styles [and
thus] caused a sensation in the Chinese art world, thereby encouraging a new
generation of artists, […] trained after the Cultural Revolution, to adopt the new
avant-garde orientation […] Similar phenomenon also took place in some other
academies, especially in Sichuan, Beijing, and Guangzhou [in 1985].51
By providing students with a more flexible and democratic environment for expression,
the new school policy encouraged them to explore novel artistic forms. Avant-garde
activists carried this spirit of freedom, democracy, and innovation into their artistic
practices. By advocating for the autonomy of literature and art, Avant-garde artists
created a new aesthetic paradigm that freed literature and art from the socialist orthodox
of being a tool of political propaganda or a mirror of social reality. To a large extent,
universities not only worked to turn the official ideology of the New Enlightenment into
cultural practices, but also drove the New Enlightenment beyond its original socialistmodernist scope.
Meanwhile, college provided a chance for acquaintance, exchange, and gathering,
especially for avant-garde artists and poets. For fiction writers, official magazines played
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the same role as poetry and art groups. Universities, which were located in big cities,
allowed young activists from all over the country to gather together and know each other.
In addition to Zhejiang Academy of Fine Art, campuses of Sichuan Academy of Fine Art,
East China Normal University, Nanjing University, Shanghai Normal University, just to
name a few, were the sites for many literary and art circles which were composed by
writers, poets, artists, and critics. They exchanged views on the social and cultural reform
and on the books they had just read, and commented on each other’s works. They also
formed the first post-Revolutionary elite, and the Avant-garde was a movement based on
this kind of elitism. In other words, the so-called “fellow students’ relationships” (同学关
系 tongxue guanxi), as Cai Xiang proposed, generated a cornerstone of the Avant-garde
movement.52 In a nutshell, universities, where personal qimeng and the national agenda
of the New Enlightenment converged, provided professional, mental, and material
conditions for the emergence of the Avant-garde movement.
In above, I showed how the New Enlightenment generated human resources and
provided social conditions for the Avant-garde Movement; in other words, this new
enlightenment movement in the early 1980s preconditioned the emergence of the Avantgarde in the mid-1980s. Yet, this does not mean that the Avant-garde was always
concordant with this grand narrative from the Eighties. The clarification of the
interconnectedness of the Avant-garde with the New Enlightenment also entails
investigating whether Avant-garde Literature and Art betrayed the ideal of enlightenment
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when they grew into independent entities. The dominant scholarship, as abovementioned,
held the idea that the Avant-garde was a counter-narrative of enlightenment by analyzing
the postmodernist symptoms of individual Avant-garde works. However, my horizontal
reading of, for example, the Not-Not poetry group (Chapter Two) and the Northern Art
Group (Chapter Four), demonstrate Avant-garde practitioners’ essentialist and holistic
views on culture and the general tendency in treating the Avant-garde as a progressive
movement in both 1980s cultural field and the historicity of the Avant-garde—all are
actually in line with the mentality of enlightenment. Nevertheless, I understand since
Avant-garde works are versatile in style, the examination of individual examples cannot
delineate a panorama of the Avant-garde within its historical context, I would like to
probe this problem from a different perspective, namely, a total modernity as the essential
character of the Avant-garde.
1.3 A MODERNIST PROJECT AND THE AVANT-GARDE
In philosophy, the idea of “modernity,” as a point of reference and an aim of the
New Enlightenment, implied an understanding of time and history that fully endorsed
avant-garde experimentations. As Wang Hui suggests, “the concept of modernity is based
on the acknowledgement of time as linear, which derives from Christian eschatology;
accordingly, history is not repetitive.”53 Thus, modernity contains a temporal idea
opposing the cyclical cosmology of the Chinese traditional view of time, which had been
informed by Buddhist samsara and continuously enacted within the rise and fall of
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dynasties in classical Chinese history. This temporal philosophy underpinning the New
Enlightenment and the Avant-garde also involves a value judgement of the ancient and
the modern. Through the more advanced, and thus good, modern, one identifies an
undeveloped and barbaric pre-modern. This idea about modernity is not original to the
Chinese enlightenment narrative, but it derived from the conventional European
cognition of modernity. Hegel, for example, taking modernity as an “Epochenbegriff”
(epochal concept), equalized “neue Zeit” (new era) with “moderne Zeit” (modern age).54
To identify the modern with new and to attach to it an affirmative value is in the same
vein with the idea of the “New Era,” which Chinese intellectuals have used to nominate
the post-Revolutionary period of the time. According to Sabine Dabringhaus, through
“the leading ideas of the European Enlightenment, such as rationality, science, progress,
critique, or humanism, the European missionaries had introduced [the idea of modernity]
into China as early as the 17th century.”55 The pursuit of the New “become popular since
Late Qing (1840-1912),” and it developed into a dominant mentality after the May Fourth
Movement of 1919.56 In particular, when the May Fourth intellectuals, such as Fu Sinian
傅斯年, Luo Jialun 罗家伦, Cai Yuanpei 蔡元培, and Hu Shi 胡适, described the
Movement as a Chinese Renaissance and Marxist theorists, such as Zhang Shenfu 张申府
and Hu Sheng 胡绳, defined it as the first Chinese Enlightenment successively, they fully
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institutionalized this imported value of modernity. As Habermas notes, “the expression
‘modernity’ repeatedly articulates the consciousness of an era that refers back to the past
of classical antiquity precisely in order to comprehend itself as the result of a transition
from the old to the new.”57 As a historical event, the May Fourth demarcated a clear
boundary between the ancient and the modern in historical cognition; or in other words,
the concept of ancient was formed through the identification of the modern. Theoretically
supported by social Darwinism, Marxist historicism, and the enlightenment trend of
thought, modernity acquired vindication in the promise of national and human
progressiveness. This historical philosophy was also crystalized in quotidian. For
example, the French word moderne was directly used as modeng 摩登 to refer to a
progressive spirit, attitude, and form in lifestyle and fashion.
The teleological conception of history in favor of newness, which started in Late
Qing and was fortified in the May Fourth movement, became the dominant mentality of
modern China, although the content of the modern varied in different historical periods.
This new mentality justified the most momentous events in twentieth-century Chinese
history: the students’ attack on Confucianism in the May Fourth movement in 1919, the
foundation of the CCP in 1921, the Red Guards’ actions to destroy the Four Olds (old
customs, old culture, old habit, and old ideas) during the Cultural Revolution, and, by the
same token, the ideology of the New Enlightenment of the 1980s. Within the New
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Enlightenment, the mode of ancient-versus-modern was transformed into a new ideology
that differentiated between the old socialist experiences and the new modernist ideal.
Whereas the May Fourth intellectuals applied the idea of the modern to define the
boundary of ancient China, the intellectuals of the 1980s took the idea of modern as a
calibrator to draw a line between the Mao Era and the 1980s.
In this process, social and aesthetic modernity have always been conflated. As a
result, the word “modern” turned into an ideology with opposite values in different
periods of socialist China. When the CCP leaders, Mao Zedong 毛泽东 and Zhou Enlai
周恩来, raised the strategic target of Four Modernizations (in industry, agriculture,
national defense, and science and technology) in 1954, modernity was still a core national
agenda of socialist China. However, the connection of aesthetic modernity with capitalist
petit bourgeoisie rendered the word “modern” taboo; in the middle of the Cultural
Revolution from 1967 to 1976, academic articles in humanities and social sciences that
mentioned the word “modern”现代, plummeted almost to zero, with few exceptions
either talking about model operas or conducting political criticism.58 The official
propaganda used “socialist revolution” to replace modernization. On this account, when
Deng Xiaoping reiterated the Four Modernizations in 1977 and 1978, and especially,
when the New Enlightenment ideology aiming at national modernization served to justify
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aesthetic modernity in the 1980s, the New Enlightenment gave modernity yet another
twist. Intellectuals celebrated modernity as a subversive edge to the socialist cultural
paradigm.
As the core values of the New Enlightenment, national modernization legitimized
aesthetic modernity, of which Avant-garde Literature and Art were its best practices. In
other words, the logic of the New Enlightenment, which articulated the transition from
the barbaric premodern to the civilized modern or from the Mao Era to the New Era,
endorsed Avant-garde praxis. In the 1980s, critics used the terms of avant-garde and
modern or postmodern interchangeably. It was not until the 1990s that the critical circles
began to differentiate the terms of ‘Modernist Fiction’ and ‘Avant-garde Fiction.’59 This
misuse was also the case in the genre of visual arts. As Gao Minglu states,
before the ‘China/Avant-garde’ exhibition [1989], “modern,” “avant-garde,”
“postmodern,” and “contemporary” had all been used by the artists of the ’85
Movement. After the 1989 exhibition, however, “modern art” was no longer used
to define any new art phenomenon in the Chinese art world, and ‘avant-garde’
became the most frequently used term.60
In the field of poetry, scholars used “modern” poetry to refer to avant-garde poetry, too.
For example, when Poetry Press (诗歌报 Shige bao) and Shenzhen Youth Daily (深圳青
年报 Shenzhen qingnian bao) co-published poems by over 100 avant-garde poets in a
special column in October 1986, the papers named the column “An “Exhibition of
Modern Poetry” in the 1986 Chinese Poetry Field” (中国诗坛 86’ 现代诗群体大展
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Zhongguo shitan 1986’ xiandaishi qunti dazhan). This was the first time that Avant-garde
Poetry was intensively brought to the light. The notions of modern or (post)modernist art
were once equalized to avant-garde, as a value, a goal, and an ideology. By using
“modern” literature and art to designate the Avant-garde, critics and scholars indicated a
sense of rebellion to the established cultural field. To identify the avant-garde as modern
was to differentiate the avant-garde from the obsolete socialist ideology and literary
paradigm and to affirm it as a more progressive artistic form.
Deviating from the socialist orthodoxy of literature and art on the one side, and
borrowing from Western (post)modernist arts on the other side, the Avant-garde
emblematized the enterprise of artistic modernization, which was enacted through artistic
modernity. It is worth mentioning that intellectuals of the 1980s accepted Western
modernism as an unsorted monolith. In most cases, they did not particularly differentiate
between modernism and postmodernism. Modernism did not strictly refer to Western
modernism in the first half of the twentieth century. As Hong Zicheng puts it, “in the
view of writers and readers during the 1980s, the western ‘modernist school’ was a broad
concept. From the end of the previous century until the 1970s, it included symbolism,
expressionism, futurism, stream-of-consciousness literature, surrealism, existentialism,
the nouveau roman, the Beat generation, the theater of the absurd, black humor, magic
realism, and other forms of literature.”61 When being used in describing Chinese literary
and art works, the term modernism was a rather abstract notion designating any new
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literary and art forms that differed from conventional realistic styles or literature and art
that did not directly express social, political or cultural concerns. Through modernism,
Avant-garde writers and artists created an alternative to the mainstream literature and art,
which were dominated by realism, including both socialist realism in the high socialist
era or social realism as the mainstream of the 1980s’ cultural field (e.g. Reform
Literature); they regarded realism as an old artistic form with rare innovative meanings
both in China (as is represented by socialist art) and in the West (as is represented by
various realisms at the end of the nineteenth century). In comparison, scholars sometimes
also used the concept postmodernism to refer to Chinese Avant-garde literature and art,
which became highly controversial. While using this term, scholars usually emphasized
the formal experimentation of Avant-garde works, by calibrating not just with Western
postmodernist styles but also with the Western literary and art scholarship. Hence,
scholars used postmodernism to refer to a more specific and “advanced” literary and art
style while modernism had more general references. I suggest that the transplanting of
Western postmodernism in the discussion of Chinese Avant-garde literature and art is
highly problematic and requires further inspection. To put it simply, it was difficult to
find social and aesthetic conditions in 1980s’ China for either the postmodernist practice
or existentialist mentality or the critique of capitalism, which scholars usually connect
with the Avant-garde works and through which they separated the Avant-garde from
other literary and art genres. Yin Guojun was right to ask: “Can the cultural spirit be
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transitioned through translation? Is culture translatable at all?”62 On this account, I would
use the idea of the modern in general to describe the artistic experimentations and the
zeitgeist involved in them. In sum, the Avant-garde was both an end in itself identical
with modernism in value according to a teleological conception of cultural development,
and a method deviating from the “old” social realism and leading toward art
innovativeness.
Almost every Avant-garde writer, poet, and artist had a list of Western modernist
works exposed to them in an inspirational sense. From observing Yu Hua, a prolific
Avant-garde writer, Yang Qingxiang states that “avant-garde literature detached itself
from realism by incorporating in itself the Western literary tradition [which] is
constructed by [Franz] Kafka, James Joyce, [Marcel] Proust, [Jean-Paul] Sartre, [Albert]
Camus, T.S. Eliot, Eugene Ionesco, Alain Robbe-Grillet, Claude Simon, and William
Faulkner, etc.”63 Yu Hua’s reading list overlaps with many others’ which also involved
Wittgenstein, Carl Jung, Schopenhauer, Bergson, Nietzsche, Freud, Heidegger,
Kierkegaard, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Borges, Kawabata, and Dostoyevsky.64 The
impact of modern Western philosophy and literature on the young generation of Chinese
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intellectuals is not merely apparent. Scholars have also discussed the stylistic analogies or
connections between Yang Li 杨黎 and Alain Robbe-Grillet, Can Xue 残雪 and Kafka,
Ma Yuan 马原, Sun Ganlu 孙甘露, Yuhua 余华 and Jorge L. Borges, Mo Yan 莫言 and
William Faulkner, Xiamen Dada 厦门达达 and Dada—this list can continue further. This
comparability with Western aesthetic modernity, with each writer, poet, and art group
having a distinct style, differentiates the Avant-garde from other contemporary literary
and art trends; whereas other literature and art concerned Chinese social reform (Reform
Literature), national trauma (Scar Art and Scar Literature), and Chinese cultural roots
(Root-seeking Literature), the Avant-garde viewed itself as world literature and
integrated the contemporary Western literature and art into itself. The role of Western
modernist literature and art in the emergence of Chinese Avant-garde in the 1980s is too
apparent to ignore; to a large extent, Chinese Avant-garde materialized the national
ideology of “walking toward the world” (走向世界 zouxiang shijie), which started in
1985.
However, the “anxiety of influence” was also true. It has been contested in
understanding and evaluating the impact of Western modernist literature and art on the
Chinese Avant-garde experimentations. Most scholars claim that the intensive
introduction and translation of Western modern philosophy and literature in the early
1980s generated the Chinese Avant-garde (Meng Fanhua, Cheng Guangwei, and Wang
Yongbing). For example, Hong Zicheng borrowed Li Zhaozhong’s description of avantgarde works as “closely related and directly influenced by modern Western philosophical
and aesthetic trends, and modernist literature” and “those works that evidently possessed
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a transcendental character from their philosophical trends to their artistic forms.”65
Meanwhile, many other scholars (Henry Zhao, Gao Minglu, and Hans van Dijk, just to
name a few) have argued that the generation of Chinese Avant-garde echoed either
Daoism and Buddhism or the contemporary Chinese society, as was characterized
simultaneously by tremendous vigor and turbulence, rather than resulting from the impact
of Western literature and art.66 Other scholars contend that both Western modernism and
Chinese traditions were the cognitive sources of the Chinese Avant-garde. For example,
Yu Zhansui argues that “it is the creative synthesis of foreign elements with Chinese
traditions that produced the tremendous innovative achievements of Chinese avant-garde
fiction on both formal and thematic levels.”67 He continues to specify that
among the foreign intellectual trends introduced into China during the “culture
fever,” existentialism as represented by Friedrich Nietzsche, Søren Kierkegaard,
Martin Heidegger, Karl Jaspers, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Albert Camus; Frudian
psychoanalysis, Franz Kafka’s fiction, and Latin American magical realism were
among the most powerful foreign influences on Chinese writers, who valued them
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not only for their technical and methodological significance but also for how they
helped shape their worldviews.68
I contend that the problem does not rest on whether and/or to what extent Chinese Avantgarde was derived from the West, but on how to understand Chinese Avant-garde’s
innate connectedness with the West, that is, a commitment to modernity. In other words,
Western (post)modernist literature and art were not an end for Chinese avant-garde
practitioners; their avant-garde experimentations, instead, have always contained an
uncritical appeal for modernity in general, with the ultimate aim of a modernized Chinese
society. As Martina Köppel-Yang concludes, “it is the challenging coexistence of the
artists’ and intellectuals’ utopian concepts with the official ideology of modernization,
which dominates the cultural climate of the 1980s.”69 Whereas most scholars celebrated
the rebellious Avant-garde in subverting the established socialist ideology, it deserves
mentioning that the Avant-garde’s experimentation with aesthetic modernity did not
conflict with the national project of modernization, a principal and consistent target of
socialist China. This understanding of the entangled relationship between social and
aesthetic modernity in contemporary China allows one to re-examine the position of the
Avant-garde in the Chinese cultural history of and beyond the 1980s.
1.4 DISSERTATION STRUCTURE
This “Introduction” is followed by a chapter that revolves around a conceptual
analysis of the notion of avant-garde in general and of Avant-garde Literature and Art in
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1980s China. Instead of the traditional interpretation of the Avant-garde as formal
experimentation and aesthetic rebellion in literature or art, I define the Chinese Avantgarde of the 1980s as a cultural movement in concurrence of literature, visual arts,
theatre, film, architecture, music, and cultural criticism. This understanding opened up
three ways to look at the Avant-garde. First, the Avant-garde was the most radical
cultural experimentation in contemporary China. Exempt from both the total control of
the state and the mass market, it embodied the autonomy of literature and art to its largest
degree in the contemporary history of Chinese literature and art. Second, the Avant-garde
represented a pre-capitalist mode of literary production. At the center of high culture,
Avant-garde Literature and Art acquired both its symbolic and economic capitals from
the state. Also, largely incorporated in the cultural practice of the New Enlightenment,
the Avant-garde Movement showed inherent connectedness with the national project
while it jarred with the logic of capitalist individualism. The third way in looking at the
Avant-garde places it in the entire socialist literary and art history, which has been
dominated by realism. In this perspective, the Avant-garde that steered clear of the
realistic convention significantly enlarged literary and art possibilities on the basis of
earlier experimentations say, Mistry Poetry, Scar Literature, and Stars Art of the early
1980s. It also revitalized realism by lending the product of formal innovation and the
exploration of transcendent truth to the later trends of realism, such as New Realism in
both literature and visual arts.
Instead of traditional studies of Chinese Avant-garde Literature and Art, which
have focused on individual works and artists, I borrowed from Pierre Bourdieu’s notion
of cultural “field” to adopt a relational examination of Avant-garde literary and artistic
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production. I contextualize the Avant-garde within the original field of cultural
production in the 1980s through the horizontal readings of magazines and newspapers, in
which Avant-garde works, artists, and trends were primarily published and discussed. In
particular, I discuss the conflict and complicity between the official and the periodicals
with tongren 同人/同仁 (literally, kindred, comrade) characters. Self-organized literary
and art groups and their self-printed periodicals, as alternatives and a resistance to the
dominance of the official culture, were emblematic of a vigorous cultural field centering
around the intellectuals. Harshly repressed in the high socialist China and resumed in the
Eighties, this mode of cultural organization and creation, like the Avant-garde, was
transitional in the gap of cultural production between collectivism and individualism.
The following three chapters are genre-based, with respective focuses on Avantgarde Fiction, Poetry, and Art in each chapter. However, this does not mean that I treat
the Avant-garde fiction, poetry, and visual arts as three separate fields. Instead, I describe
one facet of the Avant-garde movement through the investigation of each Avant-garde
genre. In doing so, I discuss three major themes of the New Enlightenment, of which the
Avant-garde movement was a crucial episode. Chapter Three examines the
institutionalization of Avant-garde fiction in the official literary system. Instead of Avantgarde fiction per se, I draw special attention to the publication, criticism, and literary
context of the Avant-garde to re-contextualize it in the generative field of Avant-garde
fiction in 1985. My observation of 1985 Shanghai Literature 上海文学 (Shanghai
wenxue) shows the case that, rather than being antagonistic to the official literary field,
Chinese Avant-garde Fiction happened within the official literary magazines. Instead of
avant-garde writers, this chapter focuses on a literary circle based on Shanghai
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Literature. Composed by Avant-garde writers, official magazine editors, and literary
critics, the circle justified and institutionalized Avant-garde Fiction. In particular,
beginning to publish and discuss Avant-garde works in Shanghai Literature, Li Ziyun 李
子云, who was in charge of Shanghai Literature, along with the young literary critics she
mentored, added modernism to the exclusive realistic literary field, after severe
ideological struggling with the established literary field in Beijing. Albeit initiating a
literary reform that lent possibilities to literary styles and aesthetics that were different
from officialdom, this rebellion within the official cultural field was thus inherently
situated in the national agenda of total modernity.
In Chapter Four, I investigate three Avant-garde poetry groups and their selfpublished periodicals Not-Not (非非 Feifei), Them (他们 Tamen), and At Sea (海上
Haishang). Traditional studies focus on either the linguistic innovation of individual
avant-garde poems or individualist perception and existentialist nihilism they register. By
reading the poetry magazines and newspapers from cover to cover, I contend that under
the semblance of quasi-postmodernist linguistic experimentations, Avant-garde poetry
contained more complicated ambivalence toward modernity. On the one hand,
profoundly imbedded in the narrative of the New Enlightenment, Avant-garde poets
envisioned an essentialist reconstruction of a new cultural order which was modern. On
the other hand, Avant-garde poets were deeply skeptical of a capitalist modernity which
was directed by rationality, efficiency, the pursuit of material well-beings, and aesthetic
kitsch. Its inherent romantic and aristocratic disposition rendered it particularly
vulnerable when being exposed to the rising of cultural commercialization. As a result,
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the Avant-garde poetry groups detoured from the state’s track of New Enlightenment and
led enlightenment into an aesthetic and metaphysical direction.
Among many other things, what differentiates the Avant-garde from other
contemporary literature and art is the extent to which it approached, was inspired by, and
misrepresented Western (post)modernism. In Chapter Five, by reading the newspaper of
Fine Arts in China (中国美术报 Zhongguo meishu bao), one of the few periodicals that
published, criticized, and discussed the emerging Avant-garde art, I examine how Avantgarde artists and art critics (mis)represented the world, in particular the Western world
(deemed as an indiscriminate, monolithic, and more advanced entity), to restore the
discourse of the New Enlightenment. I investigate three cases that represent three
different readings of the world. On July 13th, 1985 Fine Arts in China published oil
paintings of the “new generation” artists. One of them was In the New Age:
Enlightenment of Adam and Eve, created together by two sophomores at the China
Central Academy of Fine Arts, Zhang Qun 张群 and Meng Luding 孟禄丁. This painting
presented an imagination of a new age in China through the representation of the biblical
figures in Genesis. In this way, the artists integrated China’s future into the world history
which was, nevertheless, essentially West-centered. The second case inspects the
reception of contemporary Western art by Chinese audiences, through the reading of a
series of reports and reviews of American artist, Robert Rauschenberg’s, visit to China,
who was the first modernist Western artist to visit the PRC. I discover that
Rauschenberg’s works critical of capitalism were misrepresented in the Chinese artist
field as an emblem of developmentalism and modernism. The last case focuses on the
“Culture of the Post-Arctic” created by the Avant-garde art group, the Northern Art
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Group. Deeply informed by cultural anthropology and Christianity of the Middle Age, the
group members invented a de-cultural and de-historical world that was regarded as
transcending all existing human cultures. The above three cases showed the common
teleological thinking of the world history, which nevertheless, unnoticed by the Avantgarde artists, fell prey to Eurocentrism.
The conclusion chapter deals with one particular issue: the challenges that the
Avant-garde encountered with the rising of cultural commercialization in the late 1980s.
In 1985, the Avant-garde was the pioneer of the national discourse of the New
Enlightenment, and it uncritically embraced “advanced” cultures and systems from the
West, including capitalism, at the convergence of the state and cultural modernities;
while in 1988, the rise of cultural commercialization resulted in the marginalization of
Avant-garde Literature and Art. In sum, the Avant-garde, as a product in the interim of
political totalitarianism and Chinese society’s overall turn to capitalism, once showed
tremendous vigor in cultural production; however, it lost its critical energies when China
integrated itself in the global capitalism.
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CHINESE AVANT-GARDE AS A MOVEMENT: A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY
2.1 WHAT IS THE CHINESE AVANT-GARDE?: A DEFINITION
In Chinese, avant-garde (先锋 xianfeng) is originally a military term, meaning
“the spearhead in a battle or march.”70 The character ‘feng’ in xianfeng means literally a
sharp edge, which is used to spear through a barrier. In classical history books, such as
Hanji 汉记 (Record of Han, 2c.), for example, xianfeng refers to “a military leader who
serves as the vanguard on the battlefield”71; the term has the same meaning in Sanguo zhi
三国志 (Records of the Three Kingdoms, 3c.).72 In modern China, the military denotation
of xianfeng was transformed into the discourse of class struggle by the Chinese leftists,
who borrowed the term “proletarian avant-garde” (无产阶级先锋队 wuchan jieji
xianfeng dui), a Marxist-Leninian notion, in the 1930s. The vanguard of the proletariat
revolution is also called xianfeng (pioneers); even today, children from 6 to 14 years old
in China “voluntarily” become the Young Pioneers of China, who wear red scarfs (红领
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巾 hong lingjin) as a symbol. Indeed, the terms of “avant-garde” and “pioneer” place
stress on two different facets of xianfeng. Avant-garde, usually used in cultural spheres,
indicates a rebellious tendency in art as well as in spirit. In comparison, pioneers refer to
those who were at the frontline of the social development in a general sense; they are
usually in line with the dominant ideology. Like its French equivalent “avant-garde,” the
term of xianfeng developed from a military and political notion into a special phrase in
the sphere of literature and art.73 Differently, however, xianfeng is inevitably politically
concerned when it is used in Chinese literature and art. As it is mentioned in Gao
Minglu’s Total Modernity, “one of the very radical magazines of the Left Wing Writers
Association was named Xianfeng in 1932 in Shanghai.”74 When the English term “avantgarde” is translated back into Chinese, scholars use xianfeng mostly in literature and
qianwei 前卫 in art. Qianwei, interchangeable in meaning with xianfeng, also means
vanguard troops, with a special emphasis on guard rather than spearhead. In the use of art
and fashion, qianwei connotes styles that are bold, grotesque, and even perverted from
the perspective of the masses, and thus largely deviating from the orthodoxy.
In Republican China (1912-1949), Avant-garde Literature and Art were exposed
to two distinct characteristics: they were largely inspired by foreign literature and art of
their contemporaries and associated with the left-wing ideology. I would like to elaborate
on these two attributes through two established studies of Chinese avant-garde in the
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1920s and 1930s, one in literature and the other in visual arts. The introduction of
European and Japanese Avant-garde (Dada, German Expressionism, Futurism,
shinkankakuha, etc.) started even earlier in the late 1920s. However, it was received only
among small circles of writers and artists in China in the form of some fleeting sips of
modernist literature and art. Leo Ou-fan Lee discusses the Liu-Dai-Shi circle, centering
around three modernist writers—Liu Naou 刘纳欧, Dai Wangshu 戴望舒, and Shi
Zhecun 施蛰存—who were the founders of two modernist literary groups in Republican
China, Neo-Sensationalism (新感觉派 xin ganjue pai) and the Modernist Poetry Group
(现代诗派 xiandai shipai). The circle was revolutionary in art abreast with its
international contemporaries. As Lee suggests,
Shi and his friends [not only showed] an avid interest in modern European
literature, [but were also] initially attracted to the radical revolutionary metaphor
[of] qianwei, [which] was first introduced to China around 1926-1928 from
Japanese sources on Soviet literature […] because they believed that all the best
Soviet writers active in the 1920s—Mayakovsky, Babal, and others—were avantgardists, which they equated with the “modern” trend in art and literature in
Europe as well. 75
Thus, Lee concludes that “they saw themselves as both revolutionary and aesthetic rebels
on an international frontline.”76 Yet, the Liu-Dai-Shi circle’s overlap with the leftist was
only in art; aristocratic in essence, the circle showed apparent disinterest in any “power
clique,” which made them “more cosmopolitan and avant-gardist” whereas different from
“most leftist writers of the time.” 77 According to Lee, “the term ‘avant-garde’ was
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fashionable among Chinese leftist circles for only a brief period—in the late 1920s and
1930s. The newly formed League of Left-Wing Writers soon renounced the term in favor
of socialist realism.”78 Apparently, compared to political ambition, aesthetic modernity
was more attractive to the Liu-Dai-Shi circle. This drew the modernist writers apart from
the leftist literature, which began to monopolize the official Chinese literary field in the
following decades.
Like the Liu-Dai-Shi circle, the modern Woodcut Movement in the early 1930s
also positioned itself at the international frontline of the avant-garde movement; as Tang
Xiaobing notes, “it was a generation that regarded itself as part of an international printrevival movement that swept across Europe.”79 Different from the modernist writers,
however, the woodcut artists were much more predisposed to the leftist ideal by creating
“a modern public art (大众艺术 dazhong yishu) that overcame the entrenched division
between a lofty, eremitic ‘elegance’ and a tasteless, crowd-pleasing ‘vulgarity’.”80 The
woodcut movement, which was celebrated by Tang as “the most consequential art
movement modern China [and] an avant-garde movement in the fullest sense of the
concept,” not only pursued a synthesis of Chinese and Western aesthetics, but also freed
high art from aristocracy and subjected it to the demand of the public. Resorting to the
media of “popular prints, posters, and even commercial advertisements,” which Feng
Zikai 丰子恺 saw as “serv[ing] as a necessary means to extend capitalism,” the art of
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woodcut was regarded as the harbinger of new world art.81 In sum, the adoption of
modernist aesthetics and the extension of artistic concern to the working class made the
Chinese avant-garde of the 1920s and 1930s what it was and aligned it to its international
contemporaries. Whereas they later became harshly antagonistic during the Cold War, the
leftist regard at that time somehow converged with the capitalist culture which attempted
to reach the largest audience possible. At this particular point, the Chinese Avant-garde
Literature and Art was on the same page with its Western contemporaries.
When the poetry critic and scholar, Xu Jingya 徐敬亚, first used the word “avantgarde” to describe the Obscure Poetry in his famous article, “Jueqi de shiqun” (崛起的诗
群 Rising poetry groups), in 1982, the concept was probably not borrowed from the idea
in Republican China. Nevertheless, the Avant-garde Literature and Art of the 1980s
showed every historical and ideological interconnectedness with its remote predecessors.
The essential influence of contemporary Western literature and art and what Feng Zikai
proposes as “a fusion of Eastern and Western aesthetic tradition” were the same with
1980s’ Avant-garde practices.82 Differently, however, Avant-garde activist of the 1980s
borrowed Western modernist and postmodernist styles as a novel artistic expression to
subvert the leftist ideology and aesthetic, which became the orthodox in the high socialist
era. In doing so, they also detached themselves from the people’s literature and art and
ended up becoming completely elitist. The situation of the 1980s avant-garde was even
more complicated by the conflict between its self-proclaimed anti-leftist position and the
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militarist aggression and destructive tendencies demonstrated by some Avant-garde
activists. Indeed, the leftist revolutionary convention, which had dominated Chinese
society for decades before the 1980s, inherently informed the avant-garde rebels who
grew up in the Mao Era; this can be immediately discerned, say, in the Avant-garde
poetry group Not-Not, as it was shown in Chapter Two.
The concept of ‘avant-garde’ is never definitively settled, nor are its scope and
boundary. Avant-garde can refer to either any revolutionary arts in general or some
particular art movement and/or artistic innovation in history, in and beyond the Europe,
such as Dada, Italian Futurism, Surrealism, German Expressionism, the Black Arts
Movement, Senegalese avant-garde group Laboratoire Agit-Art, Russian Avant-garde
group Chto Delat, and so on.83 These different conceptualizations of avant-garde are also
true in contemporary Chinese literature and art. Many Chinese scholars such as Henry
Zhao, Luo Zhenya, Cheng Bo, Zhang Liqun, Yin Guojun, Hong Zhigang, etc. have
similar view with Renato Poggioli to understand avant-garde as the currently most
progressive trend rather than as a movement in history.84 This means that any avant-garde
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art is meant to be temporary and is supposed to be replaced by a newer one. With this
understanding, the notion of avant-garde in contemporary Chinese literature and art is
like a vector pointing to the future. Yet, although this understanding is proper when
avant-garde is used as a modifier to describe the experimentalist spirit of artistic practices
or artists, it fails to pinpoint the specialty of the single movement of art in the 1980s that
was particularly ‘deviant’ in thought as well as in style from arts before and after it. In
contrast, the Avant-garde Literature and Art discussed in this dissertation refer to a
particular cultural movement, which was active between 1984 to 1989. This historical
definition of the Avant-garde allows me examine the modernist literary and art movement
of the 1980s still as the Avant-garde even if it was soon institutionalized. By this
definition, I highlight the Avant-garde Literature and Art as a cultural event unique in
history. On this basis, this dissertation observes the Avant-garde within the temporal and
spatial context of 1980s’ mainland China, and examines its historical significance in the
decade between the end of the Cultural Revolution (1966-76) and the beginning of
capitalist turn. The particular social context of this transitional decade, that is, the
Eighties, in history rendered the Avant-garde Movement irreplaceable by any later art
creations and movements with avant-garde characteristics.
In the study of contemporary literary and art history, avant-garde often also
involves new literary and art styles or schools existing in the years immediately after the
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Cultural Revolution, such as the Stars art group (星星画会 xingxing huahui), Today
literary group (今天派 jintian pai), Obscure Poetry (朦胧诗 menglongshi), and
psychological fiction (心理小说 xinli xiaoshuo). These literary and art schools at the end
of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s cautiously proposed political criticism and
offered alternatives to the established literary and art orthodoxy, which was dominated by
socialist paradigms. Some of them were rebellious in politics but not necessarily in art.
As bitter or critical responses to the Cultural Revolution, the Mao-regime, and the leftist
totalitarianism, artistic practices of these post-Revolutionary schools were limited to
practical experiences. In terms of artistic style, these earlier experimental arts challenged
socialist realism, “which render[d] an idealized (and sometimes fictional) vision of the
greatness of national leaders and the people’s prosperity and happiness under
communism,” with either a realist critique or a romanticist alternative that registered a
sense of totality, perfection, and unity.85 In contrast, the Avant-garde works in the second
half of the 1980s subverted the orthodox of realism as a whole, including social realism,
which “depicts the contemporary reality of working people’s life,” as was emblematized
by Reform Literature (改革文学 gaige wenxue). 86 Hence, I treat these earlier literary and
art schools as precursors of the Avant-garde movement of the mid-1980s, which did not
only “embod[y] a conscious departure from the official Communist ideology and a
vigorous search for an alternative discourse beyond the pale of the dominant discourse,”
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but also ushered a revolution on literature and art per se in order to bring about social and
cultural modernity.87
Furthermore, as aforementioned, scholars frequently use xianfeng to designate
Avant-garde Literature while qianwei in the sphere of art. However, I contend xianfeng is
a more proper term than qianwei in the description of both Avant-garde literature and art
of the 1980s. Because it is not simply particular artistic styles but, all the more so, an art
movement that significantly broke through the established artistic norms, discipline, and
aesthetics. This movement actualized by self-organized art groups endowed the avantgarde art of the 1980s, upsetting the established academy art and folk art in the 1980s’ art
field. By the same token, I am with Gao Minglu’s understanding of Chinese avant-garde
as “a unity of the aesthetic and the social” to argue that avant-garde is a more proper term
than “experimental” to describe avant-garde art of the 1980s, because experimental not
only “sounds too passive and lacking in motivation and direction,” but also fails to
capture the combative and revolutionary nature that was integral to the radical art
experimentations of the mid-1980s.88 Indeed, “to be ‘avant-garde’ is to make value
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choices, to adopt a specific critical direction. This critique integrates two inseparable
tendencies: social critique and self-critique.”89 Likely, the use of Avant-garde in literature
is more capable of describing its nature as a cultural reform beyond simple literary
innovation, compared to its various interchangeable terms (the Third Generation, the
New-Born Generation and Post-obscure poetry in poetry, and New-Wave Fiction, New
Fiction, Exploratory Fiction, and Experimental Fiction in fiction). Although I still use
these interchangeable terms to nominate particular literary and art trends in the bulk of
the dissertation, “avant-garde” is the most proper term to describe the spiritual rebellion
and combativeness as well as artistic innovation of literature and art that came to the
public at the end of 1984 and in 1985. In order to investigate the particularity of the
Avant-garde Literature and Art of the 1980s, I proposed three theses thereabout.
2.2.1 THESIS ONE: THE AVANT-GARDE AS A PRODUCT PECULIAR TO THE
1980S
Here, I suggest the first thesis concerning the Avant-garde practices. The Avantgarde Literature and Art were conditioned by the particular historical context of the
1980s. Along with Poggioli, I “treat [avant-garde] not so much as an aesthetic fact as a
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sociological one” and “examine avant-garde art not under its species as art but through
what it reveals, inside and outside of art itself, of a common psychological condition, a
unique ideological fact.”90 The most important social conditions of Chinese avant-garde
in the 1980s involve: 1) the end of the social and cultural isolation of the nation, which
entails the opening to the world on the one hand, and the intermittent relaxation in the
control of domestic cultural production on the other hand; 2) the new generation of
intellectuals, including writers and artists; and 3) the hunger for knowledge alternative to
socialist didactic, for cultural identification, and for social reform on all levels of the
society.
More than that, what Perry Link calls “the foggy and treacherous political-literary
‘weather’” in 1980s’ China made the Avant-garde Literature and Art experience a
constant vacillation between endorsement and censorship. This experience, nevertheless,
stimulated the Avant-garde activists to hastily bring new ideas, literary and art
experimentations, and cultural reform to the fore.91 The first political leniency followed
the Third Plenary Session in December 1978, when Deng Xiaoping proposed the Reform
and Opening-up Policy. This historic policy brought the dominating program of class
struggle to an end, and stipulated a new national agenda: modernization. It immediately
invigorated the cultural scene. New literary and art trends, accompanied by heated
debates on ideological and social reform, emerged to challenge the old cultural
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paradigms. As it were, Deng’s Policy encouraged the liberation of thoughts and cultural
activities from the official to the minjian levels. For example, Jiang Feng 江丰, “the
newly rehabilitated head of the Chinese National Artists Association and president of the
Central Academy of Fine Arts, […] enthusiastically encouraged creativity, free choice of
subjects, the formation of private groups, and the sale of paintings.”92 As Gao Minglu
states,
from the winter of 1978 to the spring of 1981, a total of more than fifty
nonofficial magazines were published in Beijing, most of which could be
categorized as political […] together with some literary ones […] It was quite
common for artists to offer illustrations to those magazines, through which
amateur painters expressed their hopes of individual freedom and human
liberation within the stylistic idiom of abstraction, creating a new aesthetic they
based on formalist beauty.93
For Deng and other reformist officials, this, after all, was a social experiment toward
national revival. This means, they controlled and constantly adjusted the “degree” of
liberation, either to release the social chaos the reform brought about or because of the
opposition of the conservative sect in the CCP. This resulted in the capricious political
“weather” throughout the 1980s; the relaxing years from 1978 to 1981 were followed by
a hardened political atmosphere from late 1981 to the Anti-Spiritual Pollution Campaign
(反精神污染运动 fan jingshen wuran yundong) in 1983 and early 1984, which stifled the
first vitality of cultural practices of the 1980s. In consequence, Jintian and Xingxing
huahui were banned and many avant-garde poets and artists ended up leaving China.
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The second period of political relaxation happened after the Fourth Congress of
the Writers’ Association in December 1984, when Hu Qili 胡启立 represented the Party
to deliver an address endorsing creative freedom. Ba Jin 巴金 (Li Yaotang 李尧棠) and
Wang Meng 王蒙, two liberal cultural officials who were themselves writers, were
“elected” as the president and vice-president of the Writers’ Association. This relaxation
in cultural production was followed by the Hangzhou Conference (杭州会议 hangzhou
huiyi) on literature in December 1984 and the Huangshan Conference (黄山会议
huangshan huiyi) on visual arts in April 1985. These two conferences of literature and
art, respectively, brought immediately into practice the Party’s approbation of “creative
freedom” by encouraging the publication of modernist literature and art, which had never
been officially justified in People’s Republic of China. The rise of Avant-garde Literature
and Art on the public stage was a result of this political relaxation. It was not a
coincidence that the most prominent Avant-garde art and poetry groups were established
around 1985 and began to publish works in their self-printed magazines or organize their
first exhibitions in the same year: the largest national modern art movement, namely,
what was later called the ’85 Art Movement, happened in 1985; the art newspaper Fine
Arts in China and art magazine Painters (画家 Huajia), the two main publishers of Avantgarde works in press, were founded in 1985; and official literary magazines with the most
authority began to publish Avant-garde fiction also in 1985. The publications of Avantgarde Literature and Art in clusters in 1985 was a result of the repressing and releasing
political “weather.” As Link comments on literature from the Soviet Union, “if works
written in opposition to coercion seem wanting as ‘pure art,’ they can nevertheless be
very good, as Irving Howe has noted, at filling the special and sometimes intense spiritual
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needs that tyranny can generate.”94 This was also true for Chinese literary and art creation
in the 1980s. Ground-breaking in aesthetic, formal, and linguistic innovations, the Avantgarde Literature and Art emblematized the intellectuals’ ideal of literary and artistic
autonomy, in the concept of the so-called “pure art.” In 1987, a new political movement
of Anti-Bourgeois Liberalism Campaign blunted the innovative edge of some Avantgarde experimentations, resulting in “the dissolution of most self-organized avant-garde
groups in the second half of 1987.”95 It was not until Tiananmen Square Incident in 1989
that the Avant-garde receded entirely from the domestic public’s view. In sum, the ever
changing political weather exerted direct and complicated influence on cultural
production of the 1980s; the rise and degeneration of the Avant-garde Movement was
closely connected with not just the political weather, but also the broader social changes,
ideologically, economically, and culturally, on the daily basis of the Eighties.
The attempt to contextualize the study of the Avant-garde within the social and
political contexts of the 1980s does not push against the idea that the Avant-garde
Literature and Art are fundamentally counter-realistic, of which I completely approve.
The Avant-grade has been celebrated (or criticized) because it deviates from the so-called
historical truth and turns inward to transcendental explorations or individual expressions,
and thus “represents a true break with the didactic and instrumentalist tradition of
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Chinese literature.”96 As Sabina Knight claims, “in departing from the mainstream of
realism, be it May Fourth critical realism, the socialist realism of the Mao era, or the new
realism of the post-Mao period, [Chinese Avant-garde works] register skepticism toward
any claim merely to record the facts and, more important, toward the ideologies that
motivate wishes to do so.”97 Yu Zhansui further elaborates on the counter-historical
nature of the avant-garde fiction that challenges the realistic tradition of Chinese
literature from journalist realism in Late Qing, to critical realism in the May Fourth
period, and to socialist realism in the Maoist era. This understanding of the Avant-garde
as emblematic of literary autonomy goes along with the early modernists’ conception of
pure art, and rightly differentiates the Avant-garde from other contemporary literary and
art genres. Yet, as Zhang Xudong keenly points out,
because of their own ideological (and necessarily utopian) stances, the early
modernists failed to address the problem by looking into its own social and
cultural conditions of possibility, in which the formal history of contemporary
modernism becomes the subject matter of an allegorical reformation. Instead, they
focused on a less productive resistance to what they perceived to be a
paradigmatic challenge in formal, aesthetic, and cultural terms.98
Not only the early modernists, but the lopsided emphasis—in the scholarship of Avantgarde Literature and Art—on the formal innovation of the Avant-garde and the aesthetic
revolution it brought about led to the intentional ignorance of the social context of the
1980s, which the Avant-garde could actually never get rid of.
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One problem of this scholarship of the Avant-garde that focuses on formal
innovation is that it can hardly justify its “avant-gardeness,” since none of the Chinese
Avant-garde experimentations were stylistically or thematically new if situating them in
the global literary and art market of the 1980s. As Li Tuo, a very active promoter of
Avant-garde fiction, commented on literature of Ma Yuan and Liu Suola 刘索拉, they
were simply “too familiar, not new [compared to the contemporary Western fiction]”.99
Another problem lies in the institutional misreading of Avant-garde works that this
established study actually led to. I discussed the elitist character of the Avant-garde as
well as its subversion of the realistic orthodox. It is important to point out that neither
means a detachment from life. In fact, it was one of the core values of the Avant-garde
Literature and Art to re-discover life and the real, simply in the unconventional styles
against the realistic paradigm and in the ways usually inaccessible to the mass readers. In
other words, the reading of the Avant-garde as meaningless and banal registrations was a
product of institutional invention, especially of the postmodernist approaches to the
Avant-garde, which I argue is highly problematic. In sum, scholars have applausively
labelled individual Avant-garde works as agents of personal expressions. Yet, it merits
noting that this freedom of non-collective literary and artistic expression was a result of
fitful political relaxations from 1978, and was profoundly informed by the national
agenda of New Era, that is, a total modernity.
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The different understandings of the Avant-garde—as l’art pour l’art or as a social
product—result in different methodologies in its study. For example, inspecting the
transcendent truth registered by Avant-garde fiction that did not necessarily speak to the
historical context, Yu adopts the method of “close reading,” which he claims as
“effective and valuable” for his studies of Avant-garde fiction, although he understands
that “close reading, as a philosophical principle based on structuralism and
poststructuralism in literary criticism, tends to isolate the meaning of a literary text from
its historical context.”100 In contrast to Yu and others, my approach to the examination of
the Avant-garde is sociological rather than philosophical; instead of studying
metaphysical motifs and the narratology of individual Avant-garde works, this
dissertation focuses more intensively on the emergence and institutionalization of the
Avant-garde within the historical and social contexts of the 1980s. By re-placing the
Avant-garde works and artists in the original field of their publication, one can penetrate
the zeitgeist of this transitional decade. Granted, as Yu quotes Martin Heidegger to claim,
“metaphysics belongs to ‘the nature of human being,’ making humanity go beyond
empirical being to true existence.”101 Yet, it is the undertaking of this research to explore
in what circumstances this ‘nature of human being’ is met or contravened, why the
Avant-garde movement occurred in 1985, and how special is the 1980s, which allowed
artists to “explore transcendent truth.”102
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2.2.2 THESIS TWO: AVANT-GARDE AND THE OFFICIAL POSITION
The Avant-garde in People’s Republic of China rising around 1985 was not
underground activities that operated independently from the official literary and art field;
this is my second thesis. The Chinese government of the 1980s should not be read as a
monolithic entity; instead, the reformists in the state experienced by themselves an
experimental reform oscillating between the old state-controlled cultural system and the
initial attempts of cultural liberalization. On the one hand, Avant-garde practices were
constantly frustrated and banned in the sporadic trends of political tightening-ups. On the
other hand, the socialist state system and tradition preconditioned, to some extent, the
emergence of the Avant-garde, which would otherwise not be fulfilled in the market
economy. One example is the “central position [of literature and art] in discussions of
morality, social life, and even politics” in the socialist tradition that temporarily reprieved
the Avant-garde activists from catering to the emerging market for existence.103 Another
example is the paramount role of official magazines in the publication and
institutionalization of the Avant-garde fiction and art. Official newspapers and magazines
(机关刊物 jiguan kanwu, or 官方刊物 guanfang kanwu)—“also called orthodox and
establishment in English”—are periodicals that conform to state-sanctioned cultural
policy.104 These periodicals served the government authorities and were also controlled
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by them in publication and distribution. Thus, the official periodicals had very little
political freedom. However, in the circumstance of cultural despotism, official magazines
and newspapers usually monopolized cultural production with the best human and
financial resources guaranteed by the state.
As it were, the emergence of the Avant-garde was not just related to the Avantgarde practitioners, namely, writers, poets, artists, literary critics and magazine editors,
but a more contextualized observation of the Avant-garde within a total vision of the New
Enlightenment will involve people whom I would categorize into three groups according
to their identities. The first group involves all Avant-garde practitioners, who created
Avant-garde works, constantly attended debates and wrote reviews for new literary and
art experimentations, conducted exhibitions, organized literary and art groups, printed
magazines and newspapers, and did additional acts that were directly related to the
creation of Avant-garde works, products, and groups. The second group of people
involves scholars (such as Xu Jingya 徐敬亚 and Gan Yang 甘阳), established cultural
critics (such as Li Tuo 李陀), and chief editors of official magazines and newspapers
(such as Li Xianting 栗宪庭, Gao Minglu 高名潞, Liu Xiaochun 刘骁纯, Li Ziyun 李子
云, Tang Xiaodu 唐晓渡, etc). They were usually both cultural officials and intellectuals
who promoted literary and art reforms. They did not create works by themselves, but they
played a paramount role in bringing the Avant-garde into the public, either through
journals and newspapers they were in charge of or by organizing conferences and
exhibitions to bring together Avant-garde groups and artists that were scattering all over
the country. The third group involves the reformist cultural officials of much higher
ranks, such as Hu Qili and Jiang Feng. In support of literary and art innovation, their
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speeches and actions, which represented the attitude of the Party toward literature and art,
invented a political space for avant-garde activities. Indeed, people on these three levels
played different, but the same important, roles in the generative history of the Avantgarde. The study of the Avant-garde without the consideration of young and established
cultural critics, magazine and newspaper editors, and scholars, as most traditional
research of the avant-garde shows, cannot fully discover the rationales behind the
emergence and canonization of the Avant-garde. In sum, in the transitional post-statesocialist and pre-capitalist period when a cultural authority other than the central
government had not been established and cultural production grew increasingly
commercialized, the publication of Avant-garde Literature and Art had to take refuge in
the official cultural field for its political permission, financial support, and authority.
2.2.3 THESIS THREE: AVANT-GARDE AS A MOVEMENT
My consequential thesis about the Avant-garde is: rather than merely an artistic
form, style, genre, trend or school, the avant-garde of the mid-1980s in the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) is a movement. By movement, I mean, firstly, the Avant-garde
was historical. It began at the end of 1984, mostly in 1985; boomed from 1985 to 1988;
and, waned under the dual forces of tightened-up political weather and cultural
commercialization until it completely came to an end after 1989. Secondly, it was not
limited to individual disciplines, figures or schools, but involved a bigger range of
cultural reforms occurring simultaneously in hundreds of avant-garde literary and art
groups and intellectual circles. It ended up creating a new discipline and aesthetic in
literature and art alternative to the socialist orthodoxy. Poggioli was probably the first
scholar who clearly conceptualized the avant-garde as a movement. He differentiates the
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notion of “movement” from the old-fashioned “school.” He claims that movement
contains the idea of “transcend[ing] the confines of literature and art and extend[ing] to
all spheres of cultural and civil life, [and] the passing beyond the limits of art, the
aspiration toward what Germans call Weltanschauung, is perhaps the principal
characteristic by which to separate what we call movements from what we call
schools.”105 Situating the avant-garde in a larger observation of “cultural and civil life”
and the “world,” Poggioli’s description of European Avant-garde Literature and Art
tallies well with the Avant-garde movement in 1980s’ China. Poggioli continued to
summarize four “aspects” or “moments” of the avant-garde movements: activism (“out of
the sheer joy of dynamism, a taste for action, a sportive enthusiasm, and the emotional
fascination of adventure”), antagonism (the “spirit of hostility and opposition”), nihilism
(“the act of beating down barriers, razing obstacles, destroying whatever stands in its way
[…] a kind of transcendental antagonism”), and agonism (“self-ruin as an obscure or
unknown sacrifice to the success of future movements”).106 These four aspects offer
useful dimensions to look at the Chinese Avant-garde movement of the 1980s, although I
do not mean to calibrate it with the European avant-garde movement in a horizontally
comparative way.
On an immediate level, the Chinese Avant-garde movement, highly activist in
promoting cultural reform and innovation, and radically rebellious against the cultural
despotism in the high socialist era, conformed very well to the first two aspects in
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Poggioli’s model. Even more so, the third and fourth moments, nihilism and agonism,
were inherently involved in the nature of Chinese Avant-garde of the 1980s. The
devastating violence and hostility shown in many Avant-garde works and activities
resulted from the extremely revolutionary environment, in which the Avant-garde
activists had grown up, as well as from the turbulence of the 1980s when new ideas and
knowledge were introduced into China in an unsorted and explosive way. Frequently,
Avant-garde activists resorted to the language, methods, and destructive violence from
the Revolution to attack it and to conduct their own reforms in literature and art. For
example, Claire Huot used “a small cultural revolution” as the title of his 1994 book to
refer to the period that “lasted some ten years and [ended] in 1993.”107 Meanwhile, the
Avant-garde movement of the 1980s was ultimately self-destructive not because it ended
in 1989, but because it was not able to deal with an intrinsic dilemma of the Avant-garde.
On the one hand, the Avant-garde practitioners largely embraced Western modernism, in
their literary and art experiments, not just as an aesthetic, but also as a value and a social
vision. On the other hand, their unreadiness and uneasiness in facing a commercialized
modern cultural field were apparent. In this sense, they became both progressive and
nostalgic, and to some extent, a sacrifice of the transitional decade.
As early as 1986 at the National Oil Painting Conference, Gao Minglu announced
the emergence of the ’85 Movement; Gao was the first to publicly call the avant-garde art
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of 1985 a movement.108 As Gao explains, “the ’85 Movement was a broad movement
encompassing social activities, such as performances, meetings, lectures, conferences,
and village-factory visits as well as many self-organized, unofficial exhibitions.”109 Li
Xianting echoes Gao to claim the ’85 Movement an “intellectual and philosophical
movement [accompanied by] numerous articles and appeals.”110 In Total Modernity and
the Avant-garde in Twentieth-Century Chinese Art, Gao simply uses the term of “’85
Avant-garde Movement” to refer to this art movement.111 The year of 1985, of course,
marked the magnificent debut of Avant-garde art, and was also a symbolic reference to
the radically subversive art activities in the mid-1980s. Chinese avant-garde art of the
1980s is far beyond simply technical or stylish innovation in terms of the broader
cultural, social, and political scopes it touched upon, the socialist literary and art
paradigm it upset, and the extent to which its practitioners engaged in the entire social
reform.
This description of Avant-garde art is also applicable to Avant-garde poetry and
fiction, which came to the public simultaneously about 1985. Köppel-Yang is right to
claim that “the 1980s avant-garde movement in the field of the visual arts is not an
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isolated phenomenon. Parallels can be found in the literature, music and cinema of the
time.”112 In fact, avant-garde artists were not just coterminous with avant-garde writers,
but they were properly treated as a new generation of intellectuals who grew up in the
Mao-Era and experienced China’s opening-up to the world. In many senses, they had
very similar will, philosophy, and vision. For example, one can read similar philosophical
ideas, artistic methodologies, and political appeals in the Northern Art Group (北方艺术
群体 beifang yishu qunti) and the Not-Not Poetry Group, even they were not physically
connected or known to each other. In even more cases, different Avant-garde groups
cooperated, befriended each other, and had overlapping membership. For example, the
artist Ding Fang 丁方 was at the same time a member of the art group hongse lü 红色·旅
(Red·Brigade) and the literary society “Them”. The poet Han Dong 韩东, a core figure of
Them, was a close friend with the novelists and literary critics of a Shanghai-based
Avant-garde literary circle. From the perspective of the organizational form of the Avantgarde, namely, self-assembled groups, Avant-garde Literature and Art were not
necessarily restricted to the respective boundaries of disciplines as the method in which
they were later studied. Instead, Avant-garde Literature and Art were closely connected
in the 1980s’ cultural field in terms of the activists’ common mindsets, which were
expressed in different forms of art: poetry, fiction, and visual arts, as well as theater,
cinema, music, performance art, etc., which were not involved in this dissertation. To
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sum up, inspired by the Western modernist literature and philosophy in translation in the
early 1980s and conditioned by the political relaxation on literary and art creation in the
mid-1980s, the Avant-garde practitioners pursued aesthetic modernity to attack the
ossified socialist culture. As it were, the Avant-garde Movement was a modernist
movement in a total sense.
2.2 A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF AVANT-GARDE LITERATURE AND ART
Traditional studies of the Chinese Avant-garde Literature and Art have mostly
focused on authors and works, as one can readily discover in most Avant-garde
monographs and histories of literature or art. In monographs on the Avant-garde, scholars
conduct narratological, linguistic, psychological, formal, aesthetic, and thematic analyses
of the representative Avant-garde works. In histories of contemporary Chinese literature
or art, the Avant-garde is paralleled with other literary/artistic trends in a chronological
order, and, very often, close readings of individual works or artists follow general
mappings of the Avant-garde. Relying on a classified list of individual works as the
primary resources of their examination, these monographs and histories work on and
within a canon of the Avant-garde. The Grand Exhibition of Chinese Poetry Groups
(1986), New Fiction in 1985 (1986), and A History of Chinese Contemporary Art 19851986 (1991), which was the first monograph on Avant-garde Art, formed the primary
canon of Avant-garde poetry, fiction, and visual arts.113 In the late 1980s and early 1990s,
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the “re-writing” of contemporary literary and art historiographies, in which Avant-garde
Literature and Art usually occupy independent chapters, completed the process of
canonization. Since then, the dominant scholarship has continuously performed this
canon.
Granted, the generation of canon is both necessary and problematic. As Bourdieu
argues,
every critical affirmation contains, on the one hand, a recognition of the value of
the work which occasions it, which is thus designated as worthy object of
legitimate discourse […], and on the other hand an affirmation of its own
legitimacy. Every critic declares not only his judgement of the work but also his
claim to the right to talk about it and judge it. In short, he takes part in a struggle
for the monopoly of legitimate discourse about the work of art, and consequently
in the production of the value of the work of art.114
The formation of a canon creates a value that at once is produced by and reinforces
power. Through criticism and historiography, critics, editors, and scholars reproduced the
Avant-garde Movement by limiting it to the selected works and figures. This
canonization works to identify Avant-garde Literature and Art by demarcating an
exclusive boundary, yet at the sacrifice of burying more creators and works. Indeed, the
canon only represents a fragmentary picture of the Avant-garde movement. As Lei
Shiwen puts it, “canonization is a process of cutting and hiding. In the form of offprints,
the collective significance [of a literary trend or group] is lost, and its social and historical
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contexts are also missing.”115 As it were, the traditional studies of the Avant-garde
crystalized a lively network of the Avant-garde Movement into a selected list of
individual figures and works. This network was composed by figures (artists, writers,
critics, editors, and scholars), texts (works, exhibitions, and journals and newspapers),
sites (conferences, symposiums, universities, and private spaces such as Avant-garde
activists’ home), and relationships (between different groups, between the government
and the official magazines, and between the official and the minjian, etc.).
Yet, the innovativeness of the Avant-garde Literature and Art was as much in the
aesthetical sense as in the institutional sense. In order to excavate the information cloaked
in the canon-based investigations of the Avant-garde, it is important to discriminate two
fields of the Avant-garde: the original field where the Avant-garde movement happened
and the field of the Avant-garde scholarship. By naming, institutionalizing, and
historicizing the Avant-garde, the traditional studies have worked in the second field,
while this study will focus on the original field of cultural production by examining a
related network of “the personal, the societal, and the textual.”116 This methodological
shift will not only allow me to break down the canon but also to contextualize the
observation of the Avant-garde in a larger cultural field.
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Responding to the thematic preoccupation with individual Avant-garde artists and
works in various scholarly monographs and literary and art history, I envision different
possibilities of examining the Avant-garde. I borrowed a theoretical frame from the
French sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002). The study and use of Bourdieu are
prevalent in the scholarship of modern Chinese literature, art, society, politics, and
history; to some extent, Bourdieu is not new. Nevertheless, his theories would be
specifically appropriate and helpful for the examination of the Chinese Avant-garde
Movement, not only because this sociologist conducted scholarly discussions on art and
literature but also because his sociological analyses of the cultural field provide an
alternative to the established scholarship of the Chinese Avant-garde. This alternative
brings about new understandings and a panoramic view of the Avant-garde from the
perspective of the broader historical and social context. The issues that Bourdieu
addresses— “aesthetic value and canonicity, subjectification and structuration, the
relationship between cultural practices and broader social processes, the social position
and role of intellectuals and artists and the relationship between high culture and popular
culture”—are also the major concerns in this study of the Avant-garde.117 In particular,
Bourdieu’s conceptualization of the multilayered fields formulates a relational mode of
thought conducive to observing the production and historicity of literature and art.
Bourdieu defines the field of cultural production as
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the space of [cultural] prises de position that are possible in a given period in a
given society. prises de position arise from the encounter between particular
agents’ dispositions (their habitus, shaped by their social trajectory) and their
position in a field of positions which is defined by the distribution of a specific
form of capital.118
This methodology is based on the understanding that literary and art works are not simply
writers and artists’ personal creations, but they are also a social invention revolving
around various agents and social relationships. As “a system of dispositions,” the habitus
of the producers, of both Avant-garde works (writers and artists) and of the value thereof
(magazine editors, cultural critics and thinkers, and scholars), played a significant yet
often ignored role in the cultural production.119 In sum, Bourdieu provides theoretical
tools to see the Avant-garde as a movement and cultural phenomenon, shaped in the
confrontations of different ideologies and discourses, and through the engagement of
different agents.
Predicated on this understanding of the Avant-garde, I contextualize the study of
it within the entire literary and artistic field, which is “further contained within the field
of power” and further within “the field of class relations,” in order to capture the
rationales behind the emergence of the Chinese Avant-garde in the mid-1980s.120
Meanwhile, through the Avant-garde, I also investigate the ideological, institutional, and
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aesthetic changes Chinese society experienced in the transition from state to market
socialism. This method of what Randal Johnson calls
radical contextualization […] takes into consideration not only works themselves,
seen relationally within the space of available possibilities and within the
historical development of such possibilities, but also producers of works in terms
of their strategies and trajectories, based on their individual and class habitus, as
well as their objective position within the field. It also entails an analysis of the
structure of the field itself, which includes the positions occupied by producers
(e.g. writers, artists) as well as those occupied by all the instances of consecration
and legitimation which make cultural products what they are (the public,
publishers, critics, galleries, academies and so forth). Finally, it involves an
analysis of the position of the field within the broader field of power.121
Indeed, my study of Chinese Avant-garde Literature and Art comprises all these aspects.
In a concrete sense, in addition to Avant-garde works and artists, this dissertation also
investigates 1) the roles of magazine editors, cultural critics, and cultural officials; 2) the
growing and educational environment of intellectuals of the 1980s; 3) the confrontation
of the official cultural field and the unofficial field composed by self-organized literary
and art groups; and 4) Avant-garde Literature and Art within the field of high culture,
which is further contained within a broader cultural field also including the rising popular
literature and art. This literary and artistic field is a part of the 1980s Chinese society
when literature and art became increasingly marginalized when economic development
replaced ideological debate to become the nation’s dominant undertaking. I contend that
one cannot see the rationales of the Chinese Avant-garde—Why did it emerge in the mid1980s? What did the avant-garde practitioners pursue? How was it related to the national
agenda of the New Era? —without positioning it in the observation of the Chinese society
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of the 1980s. Granted, all literature and art are products of human society. But for the
study of Avant-garde Movement, a sociological approach is of particular significance.
Formal innovativeness alone cannot justify the Avant-garde Literature and Art as they
were, if comparing historically with artwork after it or horizontally with the
contemporary art in the world. Instead, the contexts of the 1980s Chinese society created
Avant-garde Literature and Art. As Ye Liwen aptly points out, “the special combination
in the post-Revolutionary Chinese society preconditioned and justified the emergence of
the Avant-garde.”122 The ideological shift, the establishment of a new knowledge system
and of a young generation of intellectuals, the political “weather,” and the disciplinary
and aesthetic reformation together composed this post-Revolutionary Chinese society,
which contextualized the Avant-garde movement.
This methodological shift from traditionally text-centered readings to a
sociological study of the production of the Avant-garde does not imply a return to the
old-school paradigm of the “external analysis,” of which reflection theories are an
example. Such approaches, as they had been in high socialist China,
by conceiving of literary works as expressions not of the author but rather of the
social class of which he or she is a member, by seeing the author as merely one
who lends coherence to the ‘mental structure’ of his or her class, and by positing
works as collective products of social groups […] neglect the relative autonomy
of the literary field.123
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Nor does this methodological shift suggest a complete rejection of the “internal
analysis—ranging, in literary criticism, from different brands of formalism to AngloAmerican New Criticism, French explication de textes,” which focus on the texts
themselves to discover their “aesthetic or formal properties.”124 Nevertheless, “internal
analysis alone is indeed untenable and reductive.”125 This is particularly the case for
Chinese Avant-garde works, which were both involved in global modernity and highly
susceptible to the domestic political, economic, social changes of the transitional decade
of the Eighties. In order to “transcend the seemingly irreconcilable differences between
internal and external readings of artistic works,” Bourdieu developed the method
centering around the notions of “field” and “habitus,” as explicated above.126 This
dissertation draws upon this method to excavate the hidden complexity and richness of
the Avant-garde Movement.
2.3 JOURNALS AND NEWSPAPERS AS A METHOD
For the purpose of a contextualized examination of the Avant-garde, I take
journals and newspapers as the object of my observation. Journals and newspapers were
not only primary venues for the publication and discussion of new literary and artistic
works, artists, and trends in the 1980s, but they also displayed an original scene of
cultural production before the canon of Avant-garde Literature and Art was established.
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They resemble an archive of all Avant-garde works, agents, and relations. As Lei Shiwen
suggests,
if the hierarchy of literary works exists, literary histories include only fine arts at
the top of the hierarchy. In contrast, many works in newspapers’ literature and art
supplements (文艺副刊 wenyi fukan) were just undeveloped ones, to which
writers themselves and literary historians paid no attention. Hence, writers would
not select these works for their later published books, and these early works were
also distanced from historians’ view. From the perspective of literary production,
these ignored works show literary realities beyond the purview of the
historiography. [From these works], we see the primitive state of literature free
from being disciplined, classified, and defined by the discourse of literary
history.127
Journals and newspapers played exactly the same role as the newspaper supplements that
Lei mentions. What is stored in archive is “potentially available, but […] not interpreted.
[Interpretation] would exceed the competence of the archivist. It is the task of others such
as the academic researcher or the artist to examine the contents of the archive and to
reclaim the information by framing it within a new context […The archive] stores
materials in the intermediary state of ‘no longer’ and ‘not yet’,” as Aleida Assmann
contends. 128 By returning from the canon to the archive, this study would discover the
hidden facets of the Avant-garde, which are “no longer” seen and known after the
classification of individual Avant-garde works and figures, and which are “not yet” dealt
with in the established scholarship.
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Of course, it is neither possible nor desirable to restore the original site where the
Avant-garde came into being. The archive based on journals and newspapers is not equal
to the original cultural scene, but re-presents it. It indicates a good variety of literary and
artistic modes and potentialities before historians generated the canons. For example,
other than several individual poems by, say, Han Dong, Yu Jian, Zhou Lunyou, Yang Li,
and Meng Lang, most works published in the Avant-garde poetry journals are not
necessarily experimental in aesthetics or forms. In more cases, the poems, in a rather
romanticist way, show the desire and anxiety of the intellectual when encountering the
ever commercialized society. The journals indicate the complexity of the Avant-garde
poetry which would be hardly discernible by only reading the canonized works: on the
one hand, the poets were committed to a new cultural scene informed by the aesthetic and
social modernity of the West; on the other hand, however, their elitist tendencies exposed
them to profound anxieties while dealing with this new literary scene, which became
increasingly ‘intruded on’ by the market and the popular culture. In other words, whereas
scholars have labelled the Avant-garde with formal experimentations and rebellious
spirits, the canon cloaked the Avant-garde’s self-skeptical and self-destructive nature.
Likewise, through a horizontal reading of official literary journals, one can immediately
discover that the Avant-garde fiction occupied only a small portion of all literary
production in official journals, while realistic works still dominated. This discovery
echoes Wu Liang’s memoire; accordingly, “the promoters of avant-garde literature,
lacking historical experience and having arrived on the literary scene after the
establishment of the 1980s mainstream, started out on the periphery […] They often
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stayed outside the realm of political debates and social topics.”129 The original scene of
literary production contradicts the historicity of contemporary Chinese literature, in
which the Avant-garde fiction was situated at the center. In addition, a comprehensive art
newspaper like Fine Arts in China presents a panorama of the field of visual arts, in
which Avant-garde Art appeared in parallel with many different artistic genres and
categories. In sum, journals and newspapers showed a much more diverse cultural scene
with all different kinds of cultural experimentations and debates than literary and art
historiography. In this sense, the reading of journals and newspapers enables one to
approach the Avant-garde in sites rather than in historicity.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that journals and newspapers actually
initiated the canonization of the Avant-garde because the publication itself was already a
result of selection. Journals and newspapers selected literary and artistic works, artists,
and styles, and the publication began to institutionalize Avant-garde Literature and Art.
In this sense, journals and newspapers formed a field of power. They “created” the
Avant-garde both in the original cultural field and in historicity. As the primary places
where the Avant-garde Literature and Art were introduced, published, and debated, they
allowed the Avant-garde Literature and Art to be visible in the public. For example, the
editors of Fine Arts in China bao started to report exhibitions of different Avant-garde art
groups from 1985; they continued to publish the prints of Avant-garde artwork in the
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following years; in 1987, they created a special column displaying works of young artists
(青年群体专栏 qingnian qunti zhuanlan), to introduce young artist groups. To some
extent, the newspaper followed the development of the Avant-garde art groups before
some were canonized. The publication of Avant-garde poems had remained within the
small poets’ circles, until Shenzhen qingnian bao and Shige bao jointly presented
manifestoes and works of over 60 poetry groups from October 21 to 24, 1986. These two
newspapers made Avant-garde poetry known to the readers as a collective with high
individual diversity. In particular, journals and newspapers were the main media for
Avant-garde fiction to be known to a wide public. With the help of their authority,
official literary magazines, such as Tibetan Literature (西藏文学 Xizang wenxue),
Shanghai Literature, Harvest (收获 Shouhuo), People’s Literature (人民文学 Renmin
wenxue), Writer Magazine (作家 Zuojia), Beijing Literature (北京文学 Beijing wenxue),
etc., fully exposed Avant-garde fiction to the public. In addition, journals and newspapers
were a center for exchanging information about literature and art. They informed the
readers of the latest literary and art creations in China, the newest cultural policies made
by the government, and the contemporary literary and art development in the world. In
this way, they established a network of literature and art, which allowed Avant-garde
writers and/or artists in different places to be connected with each other. Each periodical
and every kind of periodical (official or unofficial) played different roles in promoting
the Avant-garde movement. With distinct characters, the “over 70” self-printed unofficial
poetry journals presented to the public a good variety of Avant-garde poetry groups and
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works.130 Different official periodicals supported, in different phases, the emergence,
development and/or institutionalization of the Avant-garde Literature and Art. For
instance, Fine Arts in China continuously followed the growth and institutionalization of
the Avant-garde art. Tibetan Literature discovered the Avant-garde fiction, Shanghai
Literature brought it to the central literary field, Harvest emphatically promoted it, and
finally, Shanghai Literary and Art Criticism (上海文艺评论 Shanghai wenyi pinglun)
classified this literary trend through literary criticism. Compared to unofficial periodicals,
some official magazines and newspapers had more power and reputation to facilitate the
publication of the Avant-garde and also to allow a larger readership. In sum, journals and
newspapers not only constructed a general picture of the Avant-garde movement, but
they also participated in each single phase of the development of the Avant-garde before
it was finally institutionalized.
Journal and newspaper publication was also a primary form of institutionalization.
In addition to the published Avant-garde criticism, the selection of works was also
already integral to this process of institutionalization. Indeed, the appearance of Avantgarde artists and works was a result of selection. For different journals, this selection
showed different relations between Avant-garde activists, editors, and cultural critics. For
example, for the unofficial literary journals with tongren attributes, the aforementioned
three roles were not necessarily different from each other. Basically, they published
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works of tongren writers. In comparison, editors of official periodicals frequently worked
around the clock to select good and proper works from numerous drafts submitted to
them every day. The selection of works in official journals resulted from the editors’
judgment of the political “weather” on the one hand, and on the other, from the editors’
personal views on literature and art. Especially, an editor-in-chief played a significant
role; their personal will, taste, political position, and aspiration usually determined which
works the periodical would select for publication and which artists they would largely
promote to the public. In addition, editors of official journals had to weigh many more
factors in publishing works with “explorative hues,” while for unofficial literary journals,
one or two core figures of the literary groups had the absolute power in making decisions.
Editors of official magazines and newspapers had four identities at the intersection of
different levels of literary production. As government employees, they executed the
government’s control of artistic creation. As cultural critics themselves, they actualized
their own thoughts on literature or art in their periodicals. As professional editors, they
discovered artists and new works. In the mid-1980s when official magazines were
required to be financially self-dependent, the editors assumed a new identity as magazine
sellers; they had to balance magazines’ contents and marketing in response to economic
transformation. In short, journals and newspapers did not just allow the Avant-garde to be
visible in public, but they also primarily institutionalized the Avant-garde by selecting
what to publish. The study of different modes and processes of selection, which relied
heavily on magazine and newspaper editors’ personal political experience and aesthetic
insights, is not possible by reading canonized Avant-garde works or histories.
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Among many other things, power, social and economic systems, the market and
the lack of it, ideology, and political urgency of each period of time determined the rise
and fall of different sorts of journals and newspapers. In this dissertation, whereas I still
provide a general view of journals and newspapers with avant-garde characters, I do “not
follow a chronological perspective, nor [give] complete coverage of any of the
phenomena,” a method that I borrowed from Michel Hockx.131 I focus mainly on certain
periodicals that played special roles in the Avant-garde Literature and Art yet have been
largely ignored in the Avant-garde scholarship. As Hockx claims, this “selective
approach reflects to some extent the complexity” of the literary and art world of the
1980s.132 Also, the emergence of Avant-garde Literature and Art reached a peak in 1985,
so journals and newspapers of 1985 issues are my central concern, although I also
involve issues beyond this narrow time frame into the analysis in individual cases for the
purpose of tracing the developing trajectory of the Avant-garde.
They include the following three types of journals or newspapers. 1) three selfprinted Avant-garde literary journals: Not-Not, Them, and At the sea, and the newspaper,
Not-Not criticism (非非评论 Feifei pinglun)—whereas they are known as poetry
journals, they actually also published fiction and many non-literary texts, all of which are
the objects of my observation; 2) the official journal Shanghai Literature—scholars
usually refer to the more authoritative literary magazine, Harvest, and its editor Cheng
Yongxin 程永新, when mentioning how magazines promoted the Avant-garde fiction.
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Shanghai Literature, in contrast, presented a less elitist and more diverse literary scene. It
brought, for the first time, the Avant-garde fiction to the center of the national literary
field; and 3) Fine Arts in China —this paper provided a panoramic view of the art field
on the one hand, and on the other, it was among few periodicals which reported Avantgarde art exhibitions, introduced Avant-garde artists, groups, and works, and more
importantly, promoted the development of the Avant-garde art by means of its prestige.
For example, the newspaper organized “1985 Slide Exhibition and Convention of the
Youth Art Trends” (or Zhuhai huiyi 珠海会议) together with Zhuhai Art Academy. The
Zhuhai huiyi was one of the most important events in the history of Avant-garde Art.
Representatives of Avant-garde art groups nationwide, as well as chief editors of the
other magazines who were also in support of the Avant-garde, attended the convention.133
To some extent, Fine Arts in China played a leading role in the field of Avant-garde Art.
Different in political positions, organizational forms, and sponsorships, these periodicals
played significant roles in the Avant-garde movement.
I borrow the approach of what Hockx calls “horizontal reading” to examine
aforementioned periodicals. The “horizontal reading” strategy, as opposed to close
reading,
acknowledges that, in most cases, single stories or poems cannot be independent
units in the analysis. They cannot be called ‘texts.’ Instead, the ‘texts’ that this
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reading strategy addresses are the journal issues themselves, with all their textual
and visual content, as it confronted the historical reader at the time of reading.134
In addition to literary texts and critical articles, I also analyze political speeches, editors’
words, readers’ letters, advertisements, covers, illustrations, tables of contents, and
colophons in different issues of each journal or newspaper, which all together registered a
context indicative of the economic, social, and cultural changes in the 1980s. Through
horizontal readings of these journals and newspapers, I trace the process in which the
Avant-garde Literature and Art came to the fore. This methodology is slightly different
from Hockx’s horizontal reading, in the sense that my research extends “between the
covers of a journal issue” to different issues of a journal or newspaper;135 instead of one
journal issue, I treat multiple issues of a journal or a newspaper as one text. In line with
Bourdieu’s relational study of the cultural field, horizontal readings of the magazines
allow me to inspect the Avant-garde beyond individual pieces of literary and artistic
works.
2.4 FROM STRUGGLE TO COMPLICITY: THE OFFICIAL CULTURAL FIELD
AND PERIODICALS WITH TONGREN CHARACTERS
The Eighties saw a significant boom in literary and artistic magazines and
newspapers, which was not only a backlash of the cultural destitution during the Cultural
Revolution, but also echoed the tremendous vigor in cultural production in the 1980s.
Many resumed publication and even more were newly founded. This dissertation
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discusses two kinds of periodicals—official magazines/newspapers 官方刊物 (guanfang
kanwu) of literature and art and self-printed ones with tongren characters. The state
planned for, controlled, and funded the cultural production in official periodicals,
including the personnel and, largely, also the works. The monopoly of official periodicals
happened in the time when the Party had absolute control over cultural production. Yet,
as opposed to what people usually assume, official periodicals in the 1980s played the
same if not a more important role as unofficial journals in the production and promotion
of Avant-garde Literature and Art. The Avant-garde could not have entered the public’s
view without active promotions by official journals and newspapers. In a sense, official
periodicals were simultaneously under the control and the protection of the unitary
literary and art system. On the one hand, official periodicals were at the center of
censorship. On the other hand, “being protected by the system, official journals and
newspapers could address criticism more boldly compared to unofficial periodicals.”136
Consequently, official journals were continuously testing and negotiating the boundaries
of publication prohibitions throughout the 1980s, although they were not completely
banned as many unofficial journals were. The emergence and institutionalization of the
Avant-garde Literature and Art was a result of this attempt and negotiation.
In comparison, tongren groups, which means literally kindred or comrade, were
formed based on members’ common goals, mentalities, interests, understandings of
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literature and art, and, very often, physical proximity, although it was common that
artistic styles of different group members varied greatly. The most influential tongren
journals, such as Xinqingnian (新青年 La Jeunesse), Xinchao (新潮 The Renaissance),
and Xiaoshuo yuebao (小说月报 The Short Story Magazine), appeared or were revised
during the May Fourth period; in the post-May Fourth years, tongren journals grew
significantly. Based on self-organized literary groups, journals and newspapers with
tongren tendencies re-emerged as a subculture in the 1980s. Independent from the state,
these self-printed journals had the freedom to publish any experimental works against the
grain of the dominant cultural paradigms. Yet, they were also more fragile than official
journals, both politically and financially. In fact, each fitful political tightening-up
resulted in the suspension or complete ban of some unofficial journals. Although
unofficial journals did not have the authority and reputation among the majority of
readers as official journals had, they created what Michael Day calls “China’s second
world of poetry” to counterbalance and compete with the official literary scene.137 The
vigor of tongren magazines showed the period when the intellectuals had great power in
cultural production. The proportion of different kinds of periodicals have demonstrated
the distinct modes of cultural production in each single period. When there were still few
commercial magazines in the mid-1980s, the confrontation and, indeed, complicity
between official and tongren periodicals displayed the same relationships between the
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state and the intellectuals. The unitary cultural system gradually disintegrated from within
and from without, although it was then still the case that only official periodicals were
legitimate.
To some extent, the Eighties was a special time and the only time so far in the
PRC when literary and artistic groups played a significant role in cultural production. The
existence of these unofficial groups and their publications, in resistance to the unitary
cultural system, was itself a part of the Avant-garde Movement. The concept of group has
different Chinese equivalents for different genres of art. Avant-garde art groups named
themselves qunti (群体 group), which boomed in the mid-1980s. For example, “in 1985
and 1986, seventy-nine self-organized avant-garde art groups […] emerged to organize
exhibitions, to hold conferences, and to write manifestos and articles about their art.”138
With strong commitment to aesthetic modernity, the Avant-garde art groups functioned,
as Gao Minglu argues, “very much like a zhandoudui or ‘a vanguard troop,’ as the Red
Guards named themselves during the Cultural Revolution.”139 Against the grain of both
the official propaganda art and the dominating fine arts in the academies, Avant-garde
groups created a new art field that was diverse in style and subversive by nature. A qunti
was not as loose-knit as a painting society (画会 huahui) of the late 1970s, nor was it as
commercialized as an artists’ village (画家村 huajiacun) of the 1990s or an art district
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(艺术区 yishuqu) of the present.140 Each group had its own idea about art, a distinctive
artistic style, fixed members who were mostly from the same place and staged exhibitions
under the name of the group.
Compared to Avant-garde art, there were even more self-organized poetry groups:
“up to July 1986, there were over 2000 poetry groups […] that printed 70 poetry journals
irregularly, and distributed unofficially 22 letterpress poetry journals and newspapers.”141
Calling themselves a literary society (文学社 wenxue she), a poetry group (诗群 shiqun),
or even a club (俱乐部 julebu), Avant-garde poetry groups had the same tongren
characteristics as the art groups. They published literary works and disseminated their
views of literature through self-printed literary journals with the same names.
Different from Avant-garde poetry, official literary journals were initial
publishers of almost all Avant-garde fiction, which means the publication of Avant-garde
fiction was a part of the unitary literary system.142 In other words, Avant-garde fiction
was literally an official literature, in opposition to the minjian or unofficial poise that
Avant-garde art and poetry groups assumed. Why, then, could one still understand Avant-
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garde fiction as a literature with tongren character? Around official magazines, such as
Harvest, People’s Literature, Shanghai Literature, Bejing Literature, Tibetan Literature,
Writer Magazine, and Bell Mountain (钟山 Zhongshan), there formed intellectual circles
(圈子 quanzi), which promoted Avant-garde fiction and criticism. Composed by writers,
critics, and editors, these circles in Beijing, Shanghai, Nanjing, Lhasa, and other big cities
had the same revolutionary approach to a new literary paradigm as unofficial literary
groups. They initiated the disciplinary and aesthetic reform of literature from within the
official cultural system. In sum, these literary and art groups, which were on the front of
exploration, experimentation, and creation, provided a place where the minjian and
official positions were reconciled under the common vision of the New Enlightenment.
The group-based journals and newspapers in the late 1970s and 1980s revived a
primary mode of literary production from before 1949. In particular, groups and
periodicals with tongren characteristics indicated a May Fourth tradition. Initiating in
Late Qing, tongren groups and periodicals boomed after the May Fourth New Literature
Movement. As Hu Feng 胡风, a leftist writer and poetry theorist, contended in 1936,
“tongren groups contributed significantly to the New Literature. Without them, the
history of New Literature would have resembled a blank paper […] Tongren groups
generated a tradition of May Fourth revolutionary literature.”143 Hu Feng treated tongren
periodicals as an effective agent of the New Literature. They performed the May Fourth
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revolutionary tradition, and thus were by nature an antagonism of the established
authority not only in aesthetics but also in politics. As Chen Pingyuan argues, “the
tongren intellectuals of the periodicals, such as Xin qingnian, were not only a cluster of
writers, but also a cultural association with political tendencies.”144 Indeed, as a
revolutionary agent of the New Literature in juxtaposition with the official publications,
tongren periodicals were not in conflict with the CCP and Mao’s idea that literature and
art function to serve politics.
Yet, after the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, tongren
periodicals became a problem. The different views on tongren periodicals within the
Party suggested a debate less about the method of cultural production than about
ideology. Whereas some cultural officials, such as Hu Feng, continued to openly support
tongren periodicals as a democratic and effective way for an alternative literary
production to official literary publications, others, such as Ding Ling 丁玲, criticized the
form of privately organized groups, or what they called cohorts (小集团 xiao jituan), as
violating the socialist collectivism. Ding Ling was one of the most celebrated CCP
writers, a highly ranked official of CCP, and the first chief editor of People’s Daily (人民
日报 Renmin ribao) and Newspaper of Literature and Art (文艺报 Wenyi bao), two of
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the most authoritative official periodicals in the PRC. As she claimed at the Mobilization
Meeting for Rectification on November 24, 1951,
many people among us are still viewing our periodicals in a traditional and old
way. They treat periodicals as niche interest of cohorts. A cohort in the past
possessed a periodical (namely, the so-called tongren periodical), published and
disseminated ideas of this cohort, and opposed what they themselves intended to
oppose […] Yet, this form of periodicals is already outdated. We should
understand that we are already in a new age different from the past. We are now
the master; the country and people required our periodicals to lead the masses in
all kinds of ideological struggles in life, and guide the writers to complete this
task of ideological reform.145
Published in People’s Literature and Literature and Art Newspapers with the title of
“Fighting to Enhance the Ideological and Combative Levels in Our Periodicals,” Ding
Ling’s speech represented the Party’s views on tongren magazines. Her negative attitude
toward tongren periodicals politically invalidated them in the socialist cultural scene,
which was under near-complete control of the Party.
Besides the ideological conflict between tongren culture and socialist
collectivism, the debate on tongren periodicals in the 1950s was also a power struggle
within the Party, as it is shown in Table 1 below. I created this table to show the harsh
struggle around tongren periodicals within the Party in the first years of the PRC from
1949 to 1958.146 Tongren groups and periodicals were suppressed after 1951, resumed
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during the Hundred Flowers period of 1956 and early 1957, and completely purged after
1958. The rather dramatic rises and falls of tongren culture within simply a few years
showed the fierce political struggle in the Party. I would like to specify two figures and
an aborted endeavor shown in the table above. Hu Feng was among the rare CCP officials
who openly and firmly advocated for tongren periodicals. Exactly as Duan Xiaolin’s
comments on Hu Feng, who ended up being arrested for political dissidence, go, “Hu
Feng’s outcome made clear the fate of tongren periodicals in a state-controlled unitary
system of literarature and art.”147 Hu Feng’s incarceration made tongren periodicals and
groups highly contested and politically risky. Ding Ling was another typical case
showing the power struggle in the Party by means of tongren periodicals. Different from
Hu Feng, Ding Ling’s two identities—as a CCP official and an experienced leftist writer
and magazine editor herself—decided the change of her attitude toward tongren
periodicals. On the one hand, she had to defend the socialist ideology that literature
serves the great majority of people rather than small groups of elitist intellectuals. On the
other hand, she was well informed by the subversive potential of tongren periodicals in
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power struggles. Hence, when she found herself incriminated in the case of the Antirevolutionary Hu-Feng-clique, she used the tongren periodical to resist against the
authorities. The Hundred Flowers Campaign released the repressed aspiration for tongren
periodicals by many cultural official and leftist writers/artists, especially when Mao
celebrated tongren periodicals from the Soviet Union. With many cultural officials who
once tentatively supported tongren periodicals being purged, the potential to resume
tongren culture was completely aborted after the Anti-Rightist Campaign. The production
of literature and art fell prey to the absolute control of the state thereafter.
Table 2.1 Struggles around Tongren periodicals within the CCP in the high socialist
period
1938

•

Hu Feng 胡风 promoted tongren periodicals at the symposium
titled “The Present Activities of Literature and Art and Qiyue.”

1949- •
51

There were still over 10 tongren periodicals, such as Fiction (小说
Xiaoshu), Life of Literature and Art (文艺生活 Wenyi shenghuo),
Mass Poetry (大众诗歌 Dazhong shige), Newspaper of new people
(新民报 Xinmin bao), and Wenhui Daily (文汇报 Wenhui bao).

1949- •
50

The tongren journal, Qidian (起点 Starting Point), established by
Mei Zhi 梅志, Hu Feng’s wife, and the writer Lu Ling 路翎,
stopped publishing after three issues.148
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1951

•

At the Mobilization Meeting for Rectification on November 24th,
Ding Ling 丁玲 contended that tongren periodicals were outdated
for the new socialist China.

•

Literary and Art Criticism (文艺评论 Wenyi pinglun), an official
journal with tongren character, suddenly stopped publishing.

1953- •

Tongren periodicals disappeared in public.

55
1954

•

Hu Feng criticized official periodicals and continued to advocate
for editor-centered journals. He submitted a petition to the Politburo
of CCP, named “Three-Hundred-Thousand Letter” (三十万言书
Sanshiwanyan shu), one purpose of which was to establish a
periodical of his own.

1955

•

Hu Feng was purged and imprisoned. The question of tongren
periodicals was not allowed to be publicly discussed.

•

Discontented by being involved in the case of the Antirevolutionary Hu-Feng-clique, Ding Ling intended to establish a
tongren journal to fight against the authoritative official Newspaper
of Literature and Art, of which Ding Ling had been the chief editor
and now lost control.

literature and art, Sanlian Press, ordered its local stores not to sell the journal. Chen,
“Jianguo chuqi wenyijie guanyu tongren kanwu de changyan,” 57.
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1956

•

The Hundred Flowers’ Campaign inaugurated an interim political
relaxation.

•

Zhou Yang 周扬, one of the most powerful leaders in Chinese
literature and art in the 1950s and 1960s, encouraged the reestablishment of tongren periodicals. Although official journals
harshly opposed Zhou’s proposal, it still endorsed a few
intellectuals to schedule new tongren periodicals.

•

Zhou Yang, Lao She 老舍, one of the most celebrated leftist
writers, and Feng Xuefeng 冯雪峰, the vice president of the Writers
Association, talked at the conference of Literary Journals Editorship
(November 21-December 1). They raised a few suggestions for
periodicals, which included the cancellation of official journals and
the development of tongren periodicals. These suggestions were
never put into practice.

1957

•

Mao gave positive comments on tongren periodicals from the
Soviet Union.

•

Zhou Yang continued to advocate for tongren journals.

•

Supported by the Writers’ Association, many official periodicals,
including People’s Literature and Newspaper of Literature and Art,
either began to bear tongren tendencies or planned to turn to
tongren periodicals.
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•

Harvest and Poetry Monthly, which later became the most
authoritative official literary journals, were established as tongren
journals.

•

Lin Xiling 林希翎, a student of Renmin University, openly
advocated for tongren periodicals.

•

The Anti-Rightist Campaign began in July. It was one of the
harshest political purges by the CCP, in addition to the Yan’an
Rectification Movement (1942-1944) and the Cultural Revolution
(1966-1976).

•

Shu Wu 舒芜, a leftist writer and communist theorist, as well as the
chief editor of the People’s Literature Publishing House, suggested
the CCP permit tongren periodicals. Shu was immediately purged
and sent to a labor camp.

•

Min Ze 敏泽, Tang Yin 唐因, and Tang Da 唐达, editors of
Newspaper of Literature and Art, consulted Feng Xuefeng about
establishing a tongren journal; they received a positive answer.
However, all the three editors and Feng were purged as Rightists
while still preparing for the journal.

•

Lu Wenfu 陆文夫, Fang Zhi 方之, Ye Zhicheng 叶至诚, and Gao
Xiaosheng 高晓声, four CCP writers, prepared to establish a
tongren journal named Explorer (探求者 Tanqiuzhe). The journal
attacked propaganda literature, which led to severe political
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criticism from the Party. The group of Tanqiuzhe existed only for
one month before it was suppressed. None of the writings were ever
published.
1958

•

Ding Ling was purged from the Party and sent to do manual labor
in the Great Northern Wilderness.

•

Almost all advocates for tongren periodicals during the Hundred
Flowers year were purged and became victims of struggle sessions.

•

All periodicals with tongren tendencies, official or unofficial, such
as Newspaper of Literature and Art, Stars, Jianghuai Literature,
Explorer, People’s Literature, and Literary and Art Studies, were
suppressed, and their editors were purged.

I expounded at length the harsh struggle around tongren magazines in the initial
years of the PRC in order to demonstrate that the tongren attributes of Avant-garde
Literature and Art rendered them a subversion in their own right. For example, “between
1981 and 1984, self-organized group shows were strictly prohibited nationwide, and
experimental art could be only executed underground, at home.”149 After 1989, most selforganized avant-garde groups were dissolved, and avant-garde artists receded again to the
underground in the form of, for example, Apartment Art. Indeed, the reappearance of
intellectual groups and periodicals with tongren characteristics in the New Era was a
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result of the momentary cultural relaxation informed by the new national agenda of the
New Enlightenment. Being an alternative cultural production in the 1980s, the Avantgarde groups and group periodicals brought about unprecedented vitality and diversity in
the literary and art field. This does not mean that privately organized literary and art
groups became valid in the 1980s. Actually, even in 1986, when Wu Liang 吴亮, a
literary critic, submitted the article “On Circle Literature and Circle Critics” to Zhou
Jieren, Shanghai Literature’s chief editor, Zhou rejected the article and criticized it for
“openly promoting circle literature.”150 While intellectual circles abounded in the 1980s,
it was still politically incorrect for an official journal to openly discuss this phenomenon.
As it were, this organizational form of groups with tongren character was itself the most
avant-garde in the 1980s’ cultural scene. It broke through the cultural despotism escalated
by the Anti-Rightist Bourgeois Campaign. Institutionally, mentally, and also financially
independent from the state, the Avant-garde groups generated an intellectual-centered
cultural field and provided alternatives to the state-controlled cultural production.
Ideologically, the Avant-garde groups and periodicals of the 1980s revived the
unsolved conflict between individualism and socialist collectivism. Neither collectivism
nor individualism properly labels the Avant-garde. When the cultural production was still
largely under the control of the state in the 1980s, the Avant-garde groups and their
literary and art production disturbed the collective mode of cultural production, which
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was integral to the planned economy and operated through the unitary system of literature
and art. In the system of collective cultural production, a work was usually published
under the name of a collective, say, a magazine or a publisher, rather than the real author,
namely, the individual writer or artist; it was very difficult to indicate artists’ subjectivity.
In contrast, highlighting each individual author and their distinctive style, the Avantgarde groups, either the unofficial literary societies and art qunti or the loose-knit
intellectual circles around official magazines, profoundly challenged socialist
collectivism in literary and art production. For example, starting from the first issue of
1985, Shanghai Literature set up special columns named after individual writers and
critics to intensively publish their works. Fine Arts in China also created a special
column, “New-Trend Artists” (新潮美术家 Xinchao meishu jia), in 1987 and 1988, to
introduce individual Avant-garde artists. Whereas official periodicals were still a part of
the unitary system of literature and art, the establishment of special columns to create star
writers and artists by promoting individual writers, artists, and critics was quite unusual
and daring. Nonetheless, they still frequently hid editors’ names by replacing them with
“the editor” (本刊编辑 benkan bianji). As cultural officials after all, magazine editors
were not supposed to openly announce an official periodical as a tongren magazine
centering around the chief editor, which was still an unspeakable taboo in the 1980s.
Granted, formal diversity and personalized expressions characterized Avant-garde
Literature and Art. However, it is still problematic to describe the Avant-garde as
emblematic of individualism, in particular, as an outcome of commercialization, as some
scholars argue. For example, as He Guimei concludes,
the aesthetics of Avant-garde literature [demonstrate] the disintegration of the
collective experience and style, and the regeneration of the self in the form of the
100

individual […] this individual (also known as the “subject”), as is constructed by
language, echoes on the one hand the imagination of “pure literature,” a new
mainstream idea of the 1980s, and on the other, the imagination of individualist
subjectivity as was constructed by marketization and commercialization at the
transition from the 1980s to the 1990s.151
She connects the Avant-garde with “marketization and commercialization” through the
dimension of “the individual.” However, this relationship between individualism and
commercial economy requires reexamination. Although the establishment of the market
to counterbalance the totalitarian state-owned cultural production was integral to the
imagination of national modernization and social modernity, intellectuals and Avantgarde practitioners were not necessarily prepared for a market-oriented cultural scene.
While they were practicing the rather individualist literary and art experimentations, they
had lost most non-elitist audiences. The market and consumerism based on the masses
and the popular culture did not engender but conflicted with the elitist and individualist
artistic expression. In this sense, the market economy did not cause the emergence of the
Avant-garde, but the not-yet established market economy did. The organizational form of
the Avant-garde, namely, literary and art groups or intellectual circles, shows that the
Avant-garde Literature and Art was a product of what Chen Sihe calls an era under
“common name” (共名 gongming), which one can regard as the New Enlightenment.152
In addition, in a time when the unitary system of literature and art still had certain
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controlling power and the market was not yet fully established, it was difficult for
individual Avant-garde artists to publish works that addressed subjectivity against the
grain of the socialist orthodoxy. Hence, Avant-garde groups served to protect works with
distinctive personal styles. For Avant-garde poetry and art groups, it was politically more
secure to publish Avant-garde works under the name of a group rather than as
individuals; the form of group gave individual artists senses of belonging and value, and
it was easier to find a sponsor for publication in the form of groups. In comparison,
official journals and newspapers were more powerful in literary and art production.
Intellectual circles relied on them to practice, cautiously nevertheless, their own ideas
about aesthetic modernity in the form of Avant-garde Literature and Art. In sum, Avantgarde groups and periodicals significantly subverted the socialist collective mode of
cultural production. Nevertheless, the Avant-garde was not an individualist literary or art
form; the groups with tongren characteristics protected individual artists’ exploration of
subjectivity and expression of the self, while they also practiced the larger social agenda
of the New Enlightenment.
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THE CONTEXTUAL AND THE INSTITUTIONAL: AVANT-GARDE FICTION AND
SHANGHAI LITERTURE
In 1985, Shanghai Literature (上海文学 Shanghai wenxue) published Ma Yuan’s
novella “The Temptation of Gangdisi” (冈底斯的诱惑 Gangdisi de youhuo). In the same
year, Harvest and People’s Literature published Mo Yan’s “Ball-shaped Lightening” (球
状闪电 Qiuzhuang shandian), and Can Xue’s “A Cabin on the Mountain” (山上的小屋
Shanshang de xiaowu). The publication of these three works surprised readers and
literary critics with novel artistic expressions and themes that fundamentally deviated
from the established literary norm, which was dominated by social realism. The
experienced reader can immediately discover the Borgesian narrative trap in Ma Yuan’s
novella, the Faulknerian hallucinatory scenes in Mo Yan’s narrative of the protagonist’s
memories, and the Kafkaesque sense of alienation and absurdity in Can Xue’s meticulous
delineation of individual psyche. Beginning with these three works, the publication of
Avant-garde Fiction (先锋小说 xianfeng xiaoshuo) significantly increased in both
quantity and diversity in many more official literary journals (官方文学期刊 guanfang
wenxue qikan) in the following years. Tibetan Literature, Beijing Literature, Writer
Magazine, Bell Mountain, Chinese Writers (中国作家 Zhongguo zuojia), Literature and
Art of Chinese People’s Liberation Army (解放军文艺 Jiefangjun wenyi), Fujian
Literature (福建文学 Fujian wenxue), Spring (春风 Chunfeng), Flower City (花城
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Huacheng), Contemporary Literature Bimonthly (当代 Dangdai), October (十月 Shiyue),
Youth Literature (青年文学 Qingnian wenxue), etc. all once published Avant-garde
Fiction from 1985 to 1989, and the publications of avant-garde works became milestones
in the history of these journals. Although Tibetan Literature had published Ma Yuan’s
“Lasahe nüshen,” an experimental novella, as early as June 1984, it was not until
Harvest’s editor Cheng Yongxin ‘discovered’ him and Shanghai Literature published his
work in 1985 that the writer became widely known to the literary field and the public. As
Yu Jinxing arguably suggests, the fact of publication of a literary work mattered less than
the amount of what Bourdieu calls cultural capital held by the magazine in which it was
published.153 Hence, it is fair to regard 1985 as the birth year of Avant-garde Fiction and
Shanghai Literature as its “birthplace,” as Zhaoziyun notes.154
I argue that the emergence of Avant-garde Fiction in official literary magazines
resulted from the complicity between the state and the intellectual. As a modernist
literature, its publication broke through the orthodox of realism in the official literary
field. It thus epitomized the completion of a literary reform within that field. In this
respect, Avant-garde Fiction was involved in the discourse of New Enlightenment, which
parallels the high socialist era with premodern and deems the Reform era of the Eighties
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as an age of enlightenment aiming for the modern. Editors of official literary magazines
who possessed rich cultural and political capital largely contributed to the emergence and
institutionalization of Avant-garde Fiction. In particular, this chapter investigates how
Shanghai Literature’s vice-chief-editor, Li Ziyun, negotiated an opener field of literary
creation and criticism, which made possible the preconditioning, justifying, and
canonizing Avant-garde Fiction.
As Yiheng Henry Zhao contends, “it would be almost impossible to trace who
first applied the term Avant-Garde fiction to a recent trend in Chinese fiction since
1985,” which is echoed by Wu Liang’s claim in 2008 that up until “even today I have had
no idea who first put forward the concept of Avant-garde Literature.”155 Nevertheless,
Wu Liang’s article “Who are Avant-garde Writers?” published on September 26, 1986, in
China Youth Daily (Zhongguo qingnian bao), is among the earliest discussion of Avantgarde literature and writers.156 In this article, Wu, one of the most prominent critics of the
1980s, describes avant-garde writers as rebels and rule-breakers. This article initiated the
discursive formation of Avant-garde Fiction.157 A symposium attended by journal editors,
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writers, and literary critics in October 1988 reinforced this discourse. At the symposium,
“literary critics reached a common understanding of Avant-garde Fiction: it refers to
literary works that were closely related to and profoundly inspired by Western
philosophies, aesthetics, and modernism.”158 This “common understanding” bolstered the
inherent connectedness of Avant-garde Fiction with the aesthetic modernity of the West.
In other words, Avant-garde Fiction, modernist, elitist, and delivering personal
perceptions, has been juxtaposed with socialist literary paradigm, which was
monopolized by realism, meant to serve the people, and informed by reflective theory.
With literary practices under the influence of western modernism, Avant-garde Fiction of
the 1980s took up where the Chinese Modernist Avant-garde of the 1930s (as was
emblematized by the Neo-Sensationalism) left off, while completely abandoned the
primary implications of xianfeng in the Leftist politics and culture in the same period.159
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It conformed to a utopian anticipation of literature as “purely” artistic and apolitical. In
the early 1990s, the institutionalization of Avant-garde Fiction in the form of monographs
by literary scholars, such as Zhu Wei (1990) and Chen Xiaoming (1993), further
valorized this understanding of Avant-garde Fiction as a rebellion against the socialist
literary scene.
In tracing the genealogy of the scholarship of Avant-garde Fiction, it is proper, I
think, to divide it into three periods. Avant-garde Fiction began to be tentatively
published in official literary journals in 1985 as Modern Literature or New Wave
Literature. This production of Avant-garde fictions in magazines constitutes the first
period. The second period, focusing on 1987 and 1988, was characterized not only by the
booming of Avant-garde Fiction in official literary magazines, but also by the
institutionalization of it through literary criticism. Avant-garde Fiction was differentiated
from other experimental works and required its independent name of Avant-garde literary
school (先锋派文学 xianfeng pai wenxue), which indicates that critics generally regarded
Avant-garde Fiction as a literary school or trend at that point. Avant-garde Fiction almost
occupied the center of literary creation. “For many scholars,” as Cheng Guangwei states,
“Chinese contemporary literary history has been constructed as centering around Avantgarde taste.”160 Starting from the movement of Rewriting Literary History in 1988,
Avant-garde Fiction acquired its position in the historicity of contemporary Chinese
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literature. In 1999, when literary historians, such as Hong Zicheng and Chen Sihe,
respectively inscribed the Avant-garde Fiction into the history of contemporary Chinese
literature, they finally canonized this discourse of Avant-garde Fiction.161 The discussion
in this chapter focuses on the aforementioned first period of Avant-garde Fiction, when it
was created by official literary magazines.
3.1 AVANT-GARDE FICTION: A COUNTER-NARRATIVE OF
ENLIGHTENMENT?
Steering clear of the teleological historical thinking and the humanistic pursuit
that informed the enlightenment discourse, Avant-garde Fiction has been repeatedly
demonstrated as a revolutionary deviation from the discourse of New Enlightenment. As
early as 1993, Wu Liang expressed that Avant-garde writers “attacked the shallow
optimism and historical evolutionism popular in the mid-1980s […] they influenced the
contemporary understanding of time. Their presence fragmented the unified literary scene
built in the early 1980s.”162 Wu is not the only scholar who celebrates Avant-garde
Fiction’s breakthrough of the completeness and linearity of the mainstream historical
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account. Wang Jing regards Avant-garde Fiction as an alternative to the entire 1980s
literary scene under the same enlightenment rubric, which always related literature to a
greater national and cultural theme. Wang describes Avant-garde Fiction as “a rebellion
against a morally, historically, and epistemologically centered subject assembled
laboriously throughout the decade of the 1980s by the different schools of writers.”163
Hence, “rational critiques of politics à la May Fourth,” recalled in the discourse of the
New Enlightenment, were “exiled from these new writings” of the avant-gardists.164
Wang’s contention that Avant-garde Fiction was a subversion of the reconstructed
May Fourth literary tradition in the 1980s was reiterated in Contemporary Chinese
Literature Textbook by Chen Sihe, who also holds that Avant-garde Fiction disturbed the
narratology of the New Enlightenment:
in the first half of the 1980s, enlightenment and humanism as two significant
trends of thought were nearly a common name 共名(gongming). The emergence
of Avant-garde Fiction, which showed incredulity toward enlightenment and
human nature to some extent, contravened the traditional literary paradigm and
made possible extremely individual writings.165
It deserves mentioning that Chen Sihe’s Textbook canonizes Avant-garde Fiction’s
antithesis to the enlightenment discourse, which is in line with Hong Zicheng, who
contends that “the discourse of ‘literary consciousness’ indicates the ‘divorce’ from the
humanism-centered enlightenment spirit; it problematizes literature for having taken on
too much social responsibility and for its too-close relationship with contemporary socio-
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political issues.”166 Scholars after him reinforce the separation of Avant-garde Fiction
from the core ideals of the New Enlightenment on different levels. For example, Zhang
Qinghua argues that Avant-garde Literature shows the 1980s transition from
enlightenment, which is informed by idealism and the pursuit of truth, to existentialism
characterized by individual consciousness.167 For Zhang and many other scholars, Avantgarde Fiction’s fragmentary narratives of individual experiences and psyches detach it
from any later narrative about society in reality. The unsettled subjectivity, semantic
ambiguity, and thematic darkness of Avant-garde Fiction largely differ from the upbeat
project of enlightenment. Some scholars conduct de-historicizing observations of Avantgarde Fiction by focusing on its narratology and philosophical connotation (Henry Y.H.
Zhao, Chen Jianguo, and Hu Xiwan), while others insist that Avant-garde Fiction is a
fragmentary writing of the irrepresentability of the past (Yang Xiaobing, Zhang Xudong,
Yomi Braester, Yu Zhansui, Sabina Knight, and Yin Jianguo).168 In either way, it has
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been a consensus in the scholarship that Avant-garde Fiction tears apart the evolutionary
historical thinking, the totalizing vision of social development, and the utopian social
mentality which fundamentally informed the enlightenment narrative in the first half of
the 1980s.

transcendent truth registered in the description of death and sufferings in Avant-garde
fiction. For scholars who treat Avant-garde fiction by incorporating it into its material
and cultural conditions, Avant-garde Fiction demonstrates an alternative historicity to the
totalizing and progressive enlightenment narrative. For example, Yang Xiaobing
celebrates Avant-garde Fiction as the beginning of the challenge to the totalizing and
absolute discourse of history and subjectivity. Zhang Xudong claims that all individual
writings are a writing of the collective experience; Ge Fei’s metafiction characterizes
how individual consciousness integrates in itself the fragmentary collective memory.
Reading Yu Hua’s short story “Past and Punishment,” Yomi Braester states that the
fiction shows the inability to witness and represent the historical trauma in the past. This
non-representability “turns away from straightforward testimony to history,” and thus
dismantles the metanarrative of the social progress. In a recently published book Chinese
Avant-garde Fiction: Quest for History and Transcendent Truth (2017), Yu Zhansui
follows Braester’s view that Avant-garde Fiction provides a counter-history by “rejecting
the traditional view of literature speaking for history,” while its very aim is “historical
authenticity.” See Henry Y.H. Zhao, “The New Waves in Recent Chinese Fiction” in The
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Chinese Avant-Garde Fiction (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2002).
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However, I regard Avant-garde Fiction as a practice of the enlightenment
discourse in literature not only because it symbolizes “the arousal of the spirit of the self;
it explores the latent status of life, probes into human nature, and describes the life of
irrationality; it is an enlightenment of human nature and human’s existence.”169 It is also
because by undoing grand narratives and sharpening literary experimentation Avantgarde Fiction broke through the socialist literary paradigm, which made it inherently
involved in the discourse of New Enlightenment. In particular, Avant-garde Fiction
intensified the practice of a new literary aesthetic introduced by modernism. As Liu
Fusheng argues, “Avant-garde Fiction’s counter-enlightenment ideology was quickly
nullified by modernist ideology that inherently informed it.”170 Literary modernism
informs new literary aesthetics, which young scholars, such as Chen Sihe, hold as
deriving from the May Fourth enlightenment. Avant-garde Literature is regarded as the
fruit of the modernist experiment in the literary form171. New Enlightenment intellectuals
do not necessarily differentiate the aesthetic notion of modernist literature 现代派文学
(xiandaipai wenxue) from the ideological prioritization of modern 现代 (xiandai), which
includes the national agenda of Four Modernizations. Therefore, Avant-garde Fiction,
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emblematic of literary modernism, is compared to an enlightenment accomplished in the
literary sphere.
In addition, the naming of “Avant-garde,” xianfeng 先锋 in Chinese, which
denotes the progressiveness and combativeness of this literary style, indicates an
evolutionary understanding of literary development. According to this logic, the realistic
literature is a pre-modern and underdeveloped literary style which cannot show the
beauty, complication and depth of literary expression, while modernist fiction can
approach “the unknown world, [such as] the spirit, subjective consciousness and
subconsciousness” by means of its innate complexity and artistry.172 He Guimei
summarizes two genealogies of Avant-garde Literature; both integrate it into an
enlightenment discourse: first, “Avant-garde Fiction is a result of continuous innovation
in the literary field from the Scar Literature to Reflection Literature to Root-seeking and
New Wave Literature and finally to Avant-garde and New Realism.” Second, Avantgarde Literature was deemed as “a real change, or revolution” in the genealogy of
Obscure Poetry, Root-seeking Literature, and Experimental Fiction. It “broke through the
realistic convention, and thus marked a real inception of ‘New Era Literature’.”173 Both
historical descriptions of the Avant-garde Fiction stress its deviation from the socialist
literary tradition, in particular, from plain realism, while conforming to the Western
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modernism, which was uncritically accepted as a universal principle of literary
development. In the discourse of literary enlightenment, literary styles were not only
hierarchized, but also moralized. The Avant-garde, which radicalizes the pursuit of
literary artistry and ontology, was elevated by connecting with the elite’s taste; the
subtlety of Avant-garde works was thus largely celebrated. In this sense, literary
modernism refers actually to the development of intellectual literature, which became
significantly distinct from the people’s literature. By naming “Avant-garde Fiction” and
by highlighting its formal and linguistic innovation, scholars deemed Avant-garde Fiction
an emblem of literary, aesthetic, and institutional enlightenment.
Enabling completely new literary expressions that deviated from all previous
literary paradigms, Avant-garde Fiction epitomized exactly what Chen Sihe
conceptualizes as “literary enlightenment” (文学的启蒙 wenxue de qimeng). Chen
invents this concept to differentiate from the notion of “enlightenment literature (启蒙的
文学 qimeng de wenxue), in which literature is a tool for national enlightenment in
thought, and whose aim is to transfer the theme of the era into literary theme.”174 In
contrast, “literary enlightenment” discusses “on an ontological level of literature […] It
aims to establish the sense of beauty and aesthetics, […] and to elevate the aesthetic
quality of the nation.”175 Chen’s conceptualization of literary enlightenment exactly
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conforms to most scholars’ understanding of Avant-garde Fiction as. They hailed Avantgarde Literature as a significant deepening of the aesthetic evolution, which had already
begun at the end of the 1970s, to depart from socialist realism. In this sense, as Yomi
Braester notes, “for a short while, Avant-garde Fiction came to represent the essence of
postsocialist literature.”176 The independence of Avant-garde Fiction from a coherent
narrative of history, society, and politics has been regarded as testifying to its counterenlightenment nature. Interestingly, however, these attributes perfectly emblematize an
important sort of literary enlightenment in Chinese contemporary fictional genealogy: the
requirement for literary autonomy replaced the instrumentalist understanding of
literature; literature as a national allegory gives way to it as individual expression. In
short, it is exactly Avant-garde Fiction’s rejection of the grand narrative of enlightenment
that rendered it an ultimate fulfillment of literary enlightenment.
3.2 AVANT-GARDE FICTION AND OFFICIAL LITERARY MAGAZINES
The production of Avant-garde Fiction has always been involved in the national
unitary literary system, of which literary magazines were an indispensable component.
The official journals were at the center of both resource and censorship. Official journals
possessed the richest resources for literary production and circulation: the mechanism of
developing writers and literary critics, state sponsorship, the largest readership, and
literary authority. For example, Cheng Yongxin, Harvest’s executive editor, largely
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promoted Avant-garde Literature in the four issues of the journal (the May and June
issues of 1987 and 1988), which ultimately brought Avant-garde Fiction to the center of
the literary field. When Cheng Guangwei mentions how Cheng Yongxin intervened in
the publication of Avant-garde Fiction— “Cheng Yongxin directly participated in the
writing, polishing, and publishing processes of Avant-garde Literature”—Cheng
Guangwei is right to ask:
If Cheng Yongxin were not the editor of the famous Harvest, a magazine that the
state solidly financed, would [his promotion of Avant-garde Fiction] still be
possible? If the ‘reader’s market’ that had been developed by Harvest for decades
and the corresponding support from the state publishing system did not exist,
would the publication of Avant-garde Fiction still be possible?177
Cheng Guangwei’s interrogation illustrates how the state-funded journals rather than the
market worked as the most powerful agency for the publication of Avant-garde Fiction in
the 1980s. Another marked publication in the development of Avant-garde Fiction is a
special issue of People’s Literature for experimental works in 1987. As Li Jianzhou
notes, it “sold 700,000 copies for the first print and another 500,000 copies for an added
print; [this popularity] was unprecedented in the history of People’s Literature” (although
this popularity incurred severe censorship immediately).178 Avant-garde Fiction and
People’s Literature, one of the most authoritative journals, are mutually imbricated to
make a hit in the contemporary literary field. The authority held by People’s Literature
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greatly endorsed Avant-garde Fiction and placed it at the center of the official literary
field.
Indeed, the selection of works by reputable official journals was already integral
to a primary process of literary institutionalization. Literary selection resulted from the
editors’ judgment of what Perry Link calls the political “weather” on the one hand, and
on the other, from the editors’ personal will, taste, political position, and view on
literature.179 Especially, editors-in-chief of official magazines played a significant role in
the 1980s literary field; they had different identities at the intersection of different levels
of literary production. As government employees, they executed the government’s
control of artistic creation. As literary critics themselves, they actualized their own
thoughts on literature or art in their periodicals. As professional editors, they discovered
promising writers and new works. For a radically subversive literature like Avant-garde
Fiction, the highlighted publication in People’s Literature does not demonstrate so much
that Avant-garde Fiction was justified by the state authority as that the literary authority
itself was subject to negotiation.
In the unitary literary system which is strictly hierarchical descending from the
central (中央 zhongyang) to the regional (地方 difang), the authority of a magazine
mostly decreased proportionately with its rank. Whereas literary journals at the center of
the official literary field received the most literary resources, they were also subject to the
most censorship. Even the most experienced editors occasionally fell afoul of censorship
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which was vague and ever-changing. While the final publication of Ma Yuan’s
“Temptation” in 1985 followed intense debate and careful measurement within the
editorship of Shanghai Literature, one year later, the magazines’ editors, Zhou Jieren and
Yang Xiaomin, came upon the similar pressure when they tried to publish Sun Ganlu’s
“Visiting the Dreamland” (访问梦境 Fangwen mengjing), a highly modernist work
displaying the flow of personal perceptions. They had to resist “against pressures from all
aspects.”180 This shroud of strict censorship on literature enveloped all official literary
magazines. For instance, the famous Ma Jian Incident in early 1987 severely thwarted
People’s Literature’s incipient attempt of publishing Avant-garde works; with the
magazine’s chief editor, Liu Xinwu, being dismissed and the author of the short story,
Ma Jian, in self-exile, the magazine ceased its explorative edge thereafter.181 Indeed,
although the emergence of Avant-garde Fiction in official journals from the mid-1980s
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was already a groundbreaking relief in cultural supervision, editors of official journals
were never completely free to publish whatever they intended without censorship.
Instead, the haphazardly tightened and relaxed political censorship caused those
magazine editors in the 1980s to remain very cautious in publishing modernist literary
works that did not politically conform to the socialist literary norm and were less
accessible to the masses. They strove to keep the balance between socialist literary
principles and literary exploration according to their own political sensibilities and
experience, and to reconcile “realism and modernism.”182 That’s why Huang Fayou uses
“concealed resplendency” (锦衣夜行 jinyi yexing) to describes Harvest’s highlighted
publication of Avant-garde Fiction.183
Only with this understanding of the resource/censorship double characters bound
with official literary journals of the 1980s can one recognize the excitement and
discretion, valor and dedication that magazine editors demonstrated in bringing Avantgarde Fiction to the public. Whereas one may not align official literary journals with, say,
self-printed literary magazines from minjian (which means unofficial, “among the
people,” as opposed to the institution and authority), they acquired much more autonomy
and independence in the publication of literary works and criticism in the 1980s, albeit
still as an organic part of the unitary literary system. In fact, editors of the core official
literary journals, such as Wang Meng, Liu Xinwu, and Zhu Wei of People’s Literature,
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Cheng Yongxin and Li Xiaolin of Harvest, and Li Ziyun, Zhou Jieren, and Yang
Xiaomin of Shanghai Literature, among others, took the initiative to disrupt the
originally uniform literary paradigm continued from the high socialist era. In this sense,
one should not see the official literary field as monolithic in opposite to avant-garde
practices. Instead, official journals showed tremendous vigor in literary innovation and
reform, in spite of the fluctuating censorship. Their active publication of Avant-garde
Fiction “renders the well-orchestrated official-dissident dichotomy inadequate for a
historiographic engagement in the past decade,” as Zhang Xudong argues.184 Meanwhile,
although Avant-garde Fiction was a result of working with, within, and against the
official literary system, it was not a designed product as, say, He Ping claim, but it
stemmed from a literary scene of tremendous vigor and diversity.185
3.3 AVANT-GARDE FICTION AND SHANGHAI LITERATURE
The momentum of literary exploration moved from Beijing to the Yangtze River
Delta after 1985.186 Due to the two most reputable official literary magazines, Harvest
and Shanghai Literature, Shanghai replaced Beijing and became the new literary center,
where Avant-garde Fiction began to grow. Whereas Zhao Ziyun describes Harvest as the
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“fertile soil” of Avant-garde Fiction, he calls Shanghai Literature its “birthplace.”187 This
is not only because the journal published Ma Yuan’s “Temptation,” which “marks the
debut of Avant-garde Fiction,” but also because literary criticism in Shanghai Literature,
the other pillar of the magazine in addition to literary creation, formed the initial
interpretations of Avant-garde Fiction and eventually institutionalized it.188 Compared to
People’s Literature, Shanghai Literature was more detached from the center of political
power. Compared to Tibetan Literature, it was more reputable and influential in the
official literary field. Compared to Harvest, it was less established and more open to
fledging writers and critics. Its vice-chief-editor, Li Ziyun, who actually took charge of
the magazine from 1977 to 1987, had rich political and cultural capital, in Bourdieu’s
words, to practice her ideal of democratic literature in Shanghai Literature. All these
made the magazine the birth place of Avant-garde Fiction. Nevertheless, it deserves
mentioning that Shanghai Literature never particularly promoted Avant-garde Fiction in
the form of special issues or columns. Instead, it created a rather open atmosphere for
literary creation and criticism, from which Avant-garde Fiction came to the fore.189 While
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Cheng Guangwei builds a relationship between Avant-grade Fiction and Shanghai in
terms of the city’s commercial sensibility and Li Jianzhou connects the rise of Avantgarde Fiction in Shanghai with the “urban experience exclusive to the city,” I would like
to observe this connection from a different perspective, namely, a literary field conducive
to artistic creation and discussion that Li Ziyun created through Shanghai Literature.190
Some cases show that it was much more difficult for literature with explorative
hues to be accepted by official literary magazines in Beijing. Xie Shangfa relates the
following three anecdotes.191 In response to Gao Xingjian’s article, “An Initial Survey of
Modernist Literary Techniques,” Feng Jicai, Li Tuo, and Liu Xinwu wrote articles, in
correspondence with each other, to further discuss modernist literature. Because “the
modernist theme was politically sensitive,” their articles had been rejected by all
periodicals in Beijing in 1981, before Li Tuo sought help from Shanghai Literature’s
executive editor, Li Ziyun, in the consideration that Shanghai “bore a relatively relaxing
political atmosphere.” Finally, Li Ziyun published Discussions on Modernist Literature:
Letters between Feng Jicai, Li Tuo, and Liu Xinwu in Shanghai Literature on August 1st
1982. This round of discussion among the intellectuals brought the issues of modernist
fiction and literary modernism into the public light; their theoretical construction
prepared for the practices of modernist literary creation in the following years. In the
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same article, Xie quotes Li Hangyu’s narrative of the process in which Li resubmitted his
fiction to Shanghai after the primary failure in Beijing: after being “frustrated in various
literary fields, especially by Beijing’s authoritative critics […] I thought that Shanghai
could probably tolerate me more and be the proper place beyond the dominant ideology
of the literary field to restart [my writing].” His assumption was echoed soon at the
“Seminar on Li Hangyu’s Works” in July and August of 1984, where he acquired an
immediate answer from Shanghai Literature’s literary critics Cheng Depei and Wu
Liang: “your fictions are beyond their habitual thoughts and thematic sphere […] their
time will be over soon.” Xie Shangfa also mentions how Shanghai Literature accepted
literary works that were not accepted in Beijing due to their perceived involvement of
‘unhealthy’ values:
The Chess Master was rejected by Beijing Wenxue, because it describes the dark
side of the life of zhiqing [those educated youth who were sent to rural areas
during the Cultural Revolution]. Shanghai Literature published The Chess Master
in the July issue 1984 after revision. The novella received strong response, and
was immediately republished by Selected Novellas in 1984. The publication of
The Chess Master, [along with a few other innovative literary works], invoked a
fresh literary ambience in the literary field. At the same time that it invoked a big
concern, it encouraged critics to think about the development of literature.192
The above three cases show that the Shanghai literary field was more receptive to literary
works that could be politically controversial. This slight openness gave rise to an
unprecedented vigor in literary creation and criticism in Shanghai. It is proper to say that
the dynamism of the Shanghai literary scene and Shanghai Literature is a result of “the
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severe control in Beijing, and the confrontation among the Party’s central leaders of
literature and art. [As a result,] the most sensitive topics, the most acute thoughts, and the
most vigorous exploration constantly converged in Shanghai Literature.”193 This
publishing freedom of magazine editors in Shanghai relied heavily on Ba Jin, an
established and accomplished writer from the Republic of China. As the honorary chiefeditor of both Shanghai Literature and Harvest, Ba Jin’s existence empowered the
magazines to test different literary possibilities, despite him not actively taking charge of
the publication. In sum, distanced from the political center of Beijing and somewhat
sheltered by the local literary authority, Shanghai had a relatively relaxing ambience of
literary publication.
An idealistic internationalist, a rather liberal communist official, and a
professional literary critic and editor, Li Ziyun was proved to profoundly understand the
importance of a tolerant and flexible literary environment for literary creation. As Cheng
Guangwei notes, “just because Li was taking charge of the literary theory section of the
magazine, this section became exceptional by uttering a different voice in the stateowned system of literary production.”194 Many scholars mentioned the following three
enterprises Li took “under huge pressure from the political authority” to unfetter literature
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from being simply a political tool.195 In March 1979, Li’s talk at the Conference of
Literary Theory and Criticism called for a reexamination of the leftist literary policy that
“literature and art are tools of class struggle.” She published her speech with the title of
“Rectifying the Name of Literature and Art: Refuting the Theory of ‘Literature and Art
are Tools of Class Struggle’,” in April 1979 Shanghai Literature.196 As Li says in an
interview with Zhou Yuning, “We had had this thought for a long time then, but we were
not allowed to put it forward; otherwise, we would have been incriminated as antirevolutionary [dissidents]. However, engaged in literary work, how could we not see that
literature in the Seventeen Years [1949-1966] was shrinking and continuously narrowed
[in the content]?”197 The publication of these opinions brought her a potentially “lethal
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disaster” (mie ding zhi zai), in spite of “the protection she received from quite a few
government officials.”198 The sword of Damocles above Li’s head was not eliminated
until “Deng Xiaoping announced at the Fourth Representatives’ Convention of Chinese
Literature and Art” (October 30, 1979) that ‘one should not mention that literature and art
are subordinate to politics and political guidelines any more’.”199 This example shows
that Li was an editor of action who had both the courage to challenge the established
cultural policies and the capacity to bring her ideas to practice according to her sharp
vision of the changing political weather. She was also supported by established literary
authorities such as Xia Yan 夏衍 and Ba Jin who had the political power to offer her
solid endorsement. These conditions allowed Li to propose literary contentions in
challenge of the ultra-leftist ideologies. This was manifest again when she struggled with
Beijing’s authorities to support the debates on modernism in 1982 and when she agreed
the publication of the first Avant-garde Fiction, both of which I am going to discuss later.
During another political movement against the Bourgeoisie Liberalization (zichan jieji
ziyouhua) in 1987, she “lost her job, position, and rank in the Party” and became an “idle
person.”200 As it were, literary reforms in the 1980s were always accompanied by harsh
power struggles among cultural officials who held different ideologies. It is one of the
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aims of this article to show this complexity of 1980s’ literary field, in which cultural
officials such as Li Ziyun played a paramount role in literary reforms. In sum, Li made
immense contributions to Shanghai Literature and the entire literary field of the 1980s,
by not only struggling for literary liberalization and diversification through Shanghai
Literature, but also mentoring many of the most active young writers and critics of the
1980s. In turn, Shanghai Literature under Li’s guidance was the magazine’s “most
glorious time,” namely, most productive and influential period.201
What supported Li’s struggles for literary autonomy in 1979 and for the
justification of modernism in 1982 derived from the early communist idea(l) of literature,
that is, democratic literature. Many scholars have discussed Li’s 1979 article “Rectifying
the Name of Literature and Art” (Zhou Yuning, Chen Liao, Cheng Guangwei, and Li
Jianzhou, etc.), which problematized the subordination of literature to politics, and her
uncompromising publication of debates on modernism in Shanghai Literature in 1982
(Cheng Guangwei and Li Jianzhou, etc.).202 Very few articles have even mentioned an
earlier article named “Art and Democracy,” which was published in November 1978
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Shanghai Literature (which was still named “Shanghai Literature and Art” then) under
the name of “a critic of the magazine.” According to Bai Hua, this article was actually
“drafted together by Li Ziyun and Zhou Jieren.”203 Positioning it at the beginning of the
issue to show its importance, the magazine called the readers’ attention to Li’s ideas on
democratic literature. The article contends that “literature should raise the social
problems that concern people the most and express what people already feel but cannot
sufficiently understand, in order to win people’s [trust] and help people promote the
development of history.”204 It insists that people rather than political “leaders” should
have power over literature. Actually, Li’s ideal of literary enterprise, that is, a “people’s
literature,” does not necessarily depart from Mao’s 1942 Yan’an Talks in the sense that
literature should serve workers, peasants, and soldiers more than intellectuals.
Differently, however, for Li, intellectuals such as cultural officials and magazine editors
are supposed to speak for the people and guide their understandings, rather than learning
from workers, peasants, and soldiers, as Mao states in Talks. Li’s idea of literary
democracy, which stresses literature’s function to discover the real problems of the
society and to serve the people, largely subverted the paradigm of socialist realism, which
typically idealizes social status and eulogizes political leaders. Although the rather elitist
Avant-garde Fiction was by nature against Li’s ideal of “people’s literature,” it was
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nonetheless a fruit of a more open literary field that Li established via Shanghai
Literature.
Li actualized this idea of democratic literature by turning Shanghai Literature into
a magazine which allowed diverse literary possibilities. She began by largely publishing
works by and about workers in the early 1980s, in particular, in the special column of
“One Day of Hard Working” (大干的一日 Da gan de yiri).205 These worker-writers and
worker-critics that Li mentored include Chen Cun, Wu Liang, and Cheng Depei, just to
name a few. Chen’s literary styles in the 1980s were highly kaleidoscopic and
experimentalist. Wu and Cheng grew into the most active avant-garde critics in the late
1980s. They later became the main participants and contributors of Avant-garde Fiction.
Li discovered, trained, and recruited these worker writers and critics. On the one hand,
for Li, “worker writers fit better for this big city, where there are the most industry
workers” than anywhere else in China.206 On the other hand, it was a strategy to use
workers’ political identity for the purpose of literary liberation.207 Li had helped these
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amateur worker writers and critics to develop their talent until 1985 when they were
officially recruited. In 1985 when Ru took charge of Shanghai Writers Association, Ru
Zhijuan transferred Chen, Wu, and Cheng to the Association from factories so that they
became professional writer and critics within in the unitary literary system.208 Since
Shanghai Literature was a journal subordinate to the Association in the hierarchical
unitary literary system, they developed an increasingly tighter connection with the
magazine and with Li, whose guidance largely facilitated their growth. Through a
horizontal reading of the journal issues of the early 1980s, one can trace how Li’s idea
about literary democracy impacted and was developed by these young writers and critics.
For example, three years after Li’s 1978 article calling for democratic art, Wu’s article
“Did Art Generate a Pluralistic World?,” which simulates a debate on free literary
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creation, apparently echoes Li’s call.209 Through an imaginary dialogue between a new
artist and a friend of his, Wu brings to the public a dialectical debate over the boundary of
artistic freedom. The artist argues for the unlimited freedom in art creation, while the
friend contends that art should serve its time and its people. Wu was with Li to argue for
both freedom and democracy of literary production. Li’s envisioning of literature led to
her vigorous support of literary diversity and innovation. She valued writers’ creativity
and distinct literary personalities, which preconditioned the final emergence of modernist
and Avant-garde literary forms. As Li Ziyun recalled,
at any rate, it should be sufficiently affirmed that many writers started to show
their creativity and novelty in 1985, which brought about the unprecedented vigor
in the literary field. Although some works have shortcomings and errors of this or
that kind, writers have begun to break the boundaries of the “unitary” tradition,
obtain free literary personalities, and independently choose their own way of
literary creation from that time on.210
Li’s emphasis on the independence of both writers and literary works allowed writers to
experiment with different styles and critics to openly discuss literature of various forms,
including literary works that were metaphysical, idealistic, and detached from real life,
namely, works not necessarily fitting into the socialist literary norm.
Li’s ideal of literary diversity went along with the fact that Shanghai Literature
did not design special columns or issues for experimental works which were later
canonized as Avant-garde Fiction. Indeed, neither Li Ziyun nor her successor, Zhou
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Jieren, has ever showed special favor for Avant-garde Fiction as Harvest’s executive
editor, Cheng Yongxin, or People’s Literature’s executive editor, Zhu Wei, did. 211 It was
more important for Shanghai Literature’s editors to keep the balance between literature’s
social responsibility and literary innovation (Li), and between literary experimentation
and readability (Zhou).212 Avant-garde works were scattered in different issues, and
frequently overlapped with other experimental works, which were either given a name
such as Root-seeking Literature (寻根文学 xungen wenxue), or never named, and whose
writers either became famous later or remained unknown. For this reason, in their studies
of Avant-garde Fiction, scholars have largely ignored the significance of Shanghai
Literature. Yet I would argue, it is exactly because Shanghai Literature did not
particularly highlight Avant-garde Fiction that one can capture the complexity of the
official literary situation in which Avant-garde Fiction came into being through the study
of the magazine’s history and operation. In other words, Shanghai Literature cast light on
a broader and more diverse literary field of ‘pull-and-push’ and ‘not-yet’ that preceded
and exceeded the avant-garde canon; it published both avant-garde works that were
ignored in the historiography of Avant-garde Fiction and non-experimental works by
those who were designated as avant-garde writers. For example, Da Lu’s highly
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experimental novella “In a Trance” (恍恍惚惚 Huanghuang huhu), which depicts a man
with a mental disorder, was an example of Avant-garde Fiction by a less known writer.
Meanwhile, Shanghai Literature shows that most writers who are categorized as Avantgarde novelists were actually much more versatile in literary style. For example, in the
October issue of 1983, Ma Yuan contributed a realist short story “The Son Saying
Nothing” (儿子没说什么 Erzi mei shuo shenme). This short story is not related to Avantgarde. Likely, Shanghai Literature published in 1988 two realist works — “An Artist and
an Old County Magistrate Who Has Read Romanticism” (艺术家们和读过浪漫主义的
县长老头 Yishujiamen he duguo langman zhuyi de xianzhang laotou) and “A Sad
Dance” (伤心的舞蹈 Shangxin de wudao)— respectively by Can Xue and Su Tong.
These works were also largely neglected in the later studies of these two writers, who
were identified as representative avant-garde writers. These works in Shanghai Literature
imply that an original literary field was largely blot out in the canon-based avant-garde
studies. In brief, my study of Shanghai Literature, which refrained from specifically
promoting Avant-garde Fiction, demonstrated a “prehistory” of Avant-garde Fiction. Li
Ziyun’s “young Bolshevik qualities,” her high commitment to social reform and pursuit
of an ideal society, fostered an open, democratic, and vigorously creative atmosphere in
Shanghai Literature, which was conductive to the emergence and discussion of Avantgarde Fiction.
A ‘circle’ of writers and literary critics that came into shape around Shanghai
Literature from the mid-1980s reinforced the vigor and openness of Shanghai’s literary
field. Wu Liang (1986: 49) described the group members as “not simply friends, but
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those who are close in personal quality, aesthetics, interests, and positions, etc.”213 The
“circle writers” and “circle critics” are very much like tongren literary groups starting
from the May Fourth (1919) and largely grew in the 1920s and ’30s. Among these
tongren group, Society for Literary Studies (文学研究会 wenxue yanjiu hui) is probably
the best-known. All tongren groups aimed at social and cultural reform through
publishing literature and criticism in their own magazines, such as post-1921 Short Story
Magazine (Xiaoshuo yuebao) for The Society. With the imprisonment of Hu Feng, who
advocated the resurrection of tongren magazine in the 1950s, tongren groups and
magazines were completely repressed and left forever in the history of Chinese modern
literature. In essence, the intellectual circle in Shanghai is comparable to tongren culture
in the Republic of China. Resisting the literary authority represented by China Federation
of Literary and Art Circles (CFLAC), Shanghai Literature formed a de facto tongren
group which is composed by young and established editors, experimental writers, and
literary critics.214 In this sense, the magazine brought about a new intellectual-directed
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literary discipline within the unitary literary system. Li Ziyun and Zhou Jieren, the two
established magazine editors, initiated this intellectual circle. They discovered and
published works of many writers and literary critics for the younger generation; quite a
few, such as Chen Sihe, Fang Keqiang, Li Jie, Zhu Liyuan, Yin Guomin, Xu Zidong, Nan
Fan, Cai Xiang, and Yang Wenhu, etc., were college graduates from Fudan University,
East China Normal University, and Shanghai Normal University, while others were from
factories, such as Chen Cun, Wu Liang, and Cheng Depei, or Sun Ganlu was a postman.
While it was a socialist tradition to train writers and literary critics from the working
class, the first generation of college graduates after the Cultural Revolution became the
main force of Avant-garde literary criticism in the 1980s. At the time, when the newly
rising intellectual group began to supplement the working class as the major force of
literary creation and criticism, when literary scholarship exclusive to intellectuals with
degrees was not yet formed, critics, as well as writers, from college and factory were
equally contributing works to the magazine. They together established a sphere within the
editorship of Shanghai Literature in preference of experimental literary works of all
different styles. The publication of Ma Yuan’s “Temptation” is an outcome of this
tongren group’s effort and insistence, which I discuss in detail in the next section.
In particular, this circle formed the early Avant-garde criticism, which allowed
the magazine to create its own voice about Avant-garde Fiction. Avant-garde criticism

circle culture, Li severely attacked the “chimerical collective mind” that informed the
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refers not just to the reviews of Avant-garde Fiction, but literary and cultural critique
practiced by a group of young literary critics from Shanghai Writers Association and two
Shanghai universities (Fudan University and East China Normal University). They
borrowed methods of “New Criticism, poststructuralism, narratology, and cultural
anthropology” to interpret Chinese modernist works including Avant-garde Fiction.215
The orthodoxy that “literature serves politics as a tool of class struggle” had been
dominating literary creation and criticism in the high socialist era until the early 1980s.
Along with it, socialist realism had been the official literary norm. On this account, a
literary genre such as Avant-garde Fiction, which critics highlighted as deviating from
the realistic norm and parallel to modernism, was rebellious not just in literature, but also
in ideology and politics. This ideological struggle was accompanied by the replacement
of knowledge structures. Whereas Avant-garde Fiction was beyond the understanding of
many critics of the older generation, who dismissed it as “trivial without plots” and
“language play,” young critics of the 1980s borrowed theories of, say, narratology,
existentialism, and poststructuralism, as a method of understanding literature that did not
conform to the realistic convention.216 The avant-garde criticism justified Avant-garde
Fiction and led to the rewriting, in 1988, of contemporary Chinese literary history, which
formed the canon of 1980s literature.217
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Among the Avant-garde critics with Shanghai Literature, Wu Liang, Li Jie, and
Cheng Depei are probably the most active and prolific. They began with publishing
critical articles in Shanghai Literature in the mid-1980s or earlier. In the late 1980s, they
extended their critical articles to magazines specializing in literary criticism, such as
Literature and Art Criticism, Contemporary Writers Review, Literature and Art Debate,
Literature Corner, etc. The callow young critics “discovered” by Li Ziyun in the early
1980s quickly grew sophisticated in the second half of the decade. The maturity of these
critics prepared for the emergence of Avant-garde criticism, which immediately became
the authoritative readings of Avant-garde Fiction and opened a new paradigm of literary
criticism. In tracing the trajectory of their critiques, I discover these critics’ concerns
correspond highly with Avant-garde works of the same period. For example, as Yu
Jinxing has stated, Wu Liang’s 1987 article “Ma Yuan’s Narrative Loop” “almost
became the only interpretation” of the novella.218 In 1986 and ’87, narratology became a
new critical approach also for Li Jie and Cheng Depei other than Wu Liang. This
approach gave way to the interest in literary language among them and other critics of
Shanghai Literature in 1988. The special column of “Free Literary Talks” in the February
issue of 1988 published articles by Wu Liang, Li Jie, Cheng Depei, Nanfan, and Li
Qingxi. These theoretical essays are highly in line with the increasing publication of
Avant-garde writings in the magazine between 1986 and 1988. They established a new
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literary aesthetic, which is perfectly practiced by Avant-garde Fiction. By justifying and
theorizing the so-called incomprehensibility of Avant-garde Fiction, the circle
intellectuals formed and empowered a new literary discipline which centered on editors,
writers, and critics of the younger generation. In 1989, Shanghai Literature published
two debates on Avant-garde Fiction in the column “Critics’ Club” (评论家俱乐部
pinglunjia julebu). Titled “To Guard Avant-garde Literature” and “Avant-garde School
and the Collapse of Civilization,” the two discussions about Avant-garde Fiction show
the anxiety of intellectuals and Avant-garde writers in the last year of the 1980s. In the
midst of reemerging political tension, Avant-garde Fiction was attacked as a copy of
Western Postmodernism and for its detachment from the general reader. Meanwhile, the
elitism and incomprehensibility of Avant-garde Fiction became a problem when the
official magazines were commercialized. The circle culture from and within Shanghai
Literature, along with the emergence and primary institutionalization of the Avant-garde,
no longer existed after 1989. In sum, Shanghai Literature’s literary criticism endowed
Avant-garde Fiction with theoretical values. Whereas providing the initial interpretations
for those “incomprehensible” Avant-garde works, it also classified the way in which
Avant-garde Fiction was understood. From the publication of Ma Yuan’s “Temptation”
in 1985 to the intellectuals’ debates on Avant-garde Fiction in 1989, Shanghai Literature
witnessed and participated in the emergence and institutionalization of Avant-garde
Fiction in the 1980s. In comparison, in addition to one or two established editors and
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literary critics such as Wang Meng and Li Tuo, at that time there was not a growing
young literary circle in Beijing.219
In the following section, I focus on the February 1985 issue of Shanghai
Literature, which published Avant-garde Fiction for the first time. By reading texts about
an official convention, a semi-academic conference, an avant-garde novella, and literary
criticism published in this issue, which I treat as interrelated and mutually supportive
texts, I intend to delineate the process by which Avant-garde Fiction came to be
published. In doing so, I investigate the influence of the cultural policy on the magazine’s
publication. I also examine the debates and negotiations within the editorship of
Shanghai Literature on the initial publication of Avant-garde Fiction in 1985.
3.4 SHANGHAI LITERTURE AS A TEXT: A CASE
The February 1985 issue of Shanghai Literature starts with Hu Qili’s speech at
the 4th Representative Convention of China Writers Association (CWA), which was held
from December 29th 1984 to January 5th 1985.220 It was a common format in an official
journal to position political leaders’ speeches before any other texts, which demonstrates
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the Party’s guidance for literary creation in both literal and symbolic senses. Yet, the
magazine also used this speech to justify its publication of experimental works that
showed authors’ distinctive personal features and talents and thus could have been
attacked as bearing individualist tendencies. This was “the only time after the AntiSpiritual Pollution Campaign (清除精神污染运动 qingchu jingshen wuran yundong
1983-1984) that a leader’s speech was published on the front page of the magazine […]
Thereafter, the Party’s voice completely disappeared from Shanghai Literature.”221 In
this speech, Hu states,
writers should reflect our great time, reflect the construction of modernizations in
industry, agriculture, national defense, and science and technology, reflect
people’s labor and struggle, ideal and pursuit, success and frustration, joy and
sorrow in the construction of socialist modernizations, reflect the exciting life in
the construction of the Four Modernizations.222
Based on the principle that literature should serve the construction of the socialist
modernizations under the theoretical support of materialistic reflection notwithstanding,
Hu reiterates some fundamental changes of literary policy within the Party. Although the
Four Modernizations did not include culture, they worked as a national agenda to inform
all fields of the “socialist construction,” including literary production. Hu used this
national policy first raised by Mao Zedong and reiterated by Deng Xiaoping to endorse a
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“modern” or “modernized” literary creation, namely, literature that is depoliticized.
While criticizing the “inordinate intervention” of political leaders in literary creation and
claiming unnecessary the “hypersensitive” political ambience among writers and
“workers of literature and art,” he argues that “literary creation is featured by writers’
personal distinction; it must rely on individual’s creativity, observation and imagination
[…] and be conditioned by artistry.” As he concludes, “literary creation should be free.
Namely, writers should be allowed the full freedom to select subjects, topics, and
methods of artistic expression, and to express their own emotion, passion, and
thoughts.”223 Hu’s speech, which problematized propaganda literature and justified
individual expressions in literature, granted writers and artists great political autonomy
from the government’s supervision. As Li Yang remarks, “although literary policies were
still frequently tightened after the Convention, the institutionalized management of
literature by high-handed policy was no longer generated.”224 Indeed, by stressing the
importance of personal attributes in literary creation, this speech added a new dimension
to the monolithic socialist system of literary production, which was collectively
implemented both in thought and in practice. Shanghai Literature published this
guideline from the central government in parallel with “Temptation,” the first avant-garde
work, in the same issue; I regard this design as a self-protection to some extent. All the
more so, Hu’s advocacy for freer literary expression and for the diversity of literary
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creation, supported by the national policy of the Four Modernizations, served to justify
the experimentation with modernist literature, including Avant-garde Fiction.
Whereas the CWA’s Convention officially unfettered literary creation from the
stringent censorship, intellectuals had already sensed the political relaxation and
anticipated the changes that were to happen. Sixteen days before the official convention,
a cluster of intellectuals from Shanghai, Beijing, and, especially, the Yangtze Delta
“clandestinely” gathered in Hangzhou, a city 110 miles away from Shanghai for a semiacademic conference about contemporary Chinese literature.225 Organized by Shanghai
Literature’s editorship together with Zhejiang Art and Literature Press and West Lake’s
(Xihu) editorship, and chaired by Li Ziyun, Zhou Jieren, and Ru Zhijuan, the Hangzhou
Conference attracted many writers, editors, and literary critics.226 Some attendees later
called this conference a “meeting of immortals” (神仙会 shenxian hui), which generated
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a significant turn in the history of contemporary Chinese literature with its attendees
enjoying the greatest level of freedom ever in addressing opinions on literature.227 At the
Conference, the intellectuals reached a consensus in favor of literary innovation as a new
direction of literary development. It was also the first time in the history of contemporary
Chinese literature that intellectuals made their own plan for literature independent from
the central government, although the government’s new policy of literature turned out not
to diverge with the intellectuals’ decision. When scholars before me discussed Hangzhou
Conference either as a generator of Root-seeking Literature or as a turn of literary
criticism in China, they usually did not mention the simultaneous changing attitude
toward literary creation from the central government. Actually, Hangzhou Conference did
not deviate from the state’s new literary policy, as is presented in Hu’s speech. I contend
it is important to read the two simultaneous conferences in parallel, which shows the
temporary agreement on literary development between the government and the
intellectual. In the same issue in which Hu’s speech was published, Shanghai Literature
reports on the Hangzhou Conference in an article titled “Discussing New Literary Topics:
Dialogues between Young Writers and Critics.”228 Included as the last text in the issue, it
echoes, both in location and in content, Hu’s speech, which inaugurates the issue. This
alignment between the central government and the new literary field led by Shanghai
Literature, in addition to the agreement on literary modernism among intellectuals at the
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Hangzhou Conference, preconditioned the following experimentations with many avantgarde writings.
The article about the Hangzhou Conference in Shanghai Literature puts forward a
new goal of Chinese literature: “contemporariness” (当代性 dangdai xing). As it states,
contemporariness is a requirement of our time, which is experiencing a “great reform;” it
should be first practiced by literary critics and writers, who are asked to “alter the way of
life (namely, change the old way of life), alter the thought (namely replace the ossified
mind), alter the way of writing (namely, change stereotyped expressions), and to
diversify literary creation and criticism.”229 More than new literary techniques and
thoughts, the Conference called for a substantial change of literature predicated on
liberation of the mind, which tallied well with the direction Li Ziyun envisioned for
Shanghai Literature. As aforementioned, the intellectuals’ thoughts on literary
development aligned with the larger national agenda. Their call for literary reform at the
Hangzhou Conference is integral to the larger narrative of the “New Era” (1978-1989).
The general will to leave behind the socialist experience from the 1950s to the 1970s and
to “walk toward the world” dominated the ethos and cultural practices of this era. As the
article also suggests, “the contemporariness of literature means that literary works should
represent the life, conflict, figure, and spirit to grant readers a sense of being connected
with the contemporary world in material, culture, morality, emotion and philosophy.”230
Informed by an evolutionary mentality of literary development, the article’s author,
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presumably the editor of the magazine, imposes on literature the responsibility to allow
Chinese readers to stand on the same page with the world both materially and
metaphysically. The world here, of course, refers to the developed world. He Guimei’s
analysis of the rationale behind the “formation of modernist literature in the 1980s”
explains this idea of contemporariness: “it was in fact a process in which socialist China
internalized the literary knowledge from the other side of the Cold War into its own
resource for rebellion.”231 In this sense, Avant-garde Fiction, which radically disturbed
the existing literary norms and was largely inspired by “world” literature, conforms
perfectly to the requirement of the literary reform.
The publication of Ma Yuan’s “Temptation,” which for the first time brought
Avant-garde Fiction to a vast public, was an immediate achievement of the Hangzhou
Conference. After prolonged and intense debates between Li Ziyun and other editors and
critics, the publication of the novella was finally realized in the wake of the Hangzhou
Conference. Cai Xiang, Han Shaogong, Li Jianzhou, and Li Yang narrate, respectively,
this tortuous process of publication, which shows the tension between the government’s
control/devolution and the magazine editors’ attempts/trepidation.232 As Zhang Jinfu, a
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former editor of Shanghai Literature, recalled, “Shanghai Literature’s young editor Yang
Xiaoming highly recommended “Temptation” when she received it as early as 1983.”233
However, Li Ziyun, who was in charge of Shanghai Literature, rejected the manuscript as
she sensed the novella was “not quite comprehensible” (看不太懂 kan bu tai dong) and
she was thus “unsure” (拿不准 na bu zhun) whether to publish it. 234During the following
period of Anti-Spiritual Pollution Campaign, none of the official journals accepted this
radically experimental work. The situation took a turn in May 1984, when the literary
activist Li Tuo’s “high celebration of the novella” once more stimulated the “debates on
the publication among Shanghai Literature editors.”235 In particular, Zhou Jieren “highly
supported the publication of the novella and frequently debated with Li about
‘Temptation’,” but Li rejected the novella again.236 The final turn happened at the
Hangzhou Conference. Zhou took the manuscript to the Conference, where Li Tuo, Han
Shaogong, and others encouraged Li Ziyun to publish the novella.237 Li finally “published
the work [in the February 1985 issue] despite the [political] pressure.”238 I recount this
publication process full of zigzags at length in order to demonstrate that it was a very
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bold decision for Shanghai Literature to publish the first avant-garde work. Whereas the
intellectual circle on the forefront had been anticipating a reform in literature, it is
reasonable to surmise that as an official magazine’s editor, Li Ziyun had to consider both
literary innovation and political safety while making the decision of publishing this “quite
unusual” (很奇特 hen qite) literary work, in order to protect the limited autonomy of
Shanghai Literature from being suppressed.239 The publication of “Temptation” signifies
a groundbreaking subversion of the established literary norm and also of the unitary
literary discipline by the intellectuals. It is fair to deem the first avant-garde work as a
collective creation of this literary circle. From then on, Avant-garde works began to teem
in literary magazines; modernism was added to the official literary field, which had been
overwhelmingly dominated by realism, and a new literary discipline and aesthetic within
the official unitary literary system were coming into shape. In this sense, the production
itself can also be regarded as “avant-garde.”
The Hangzhou Conference has been frequently connected with Root-seeking
Literature in the literary historiography.240 However, I contend that this one-to-one
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connection of the Hangzhou Conference with Root-Seeking Literature not only neglected
a wider range of literary possibilities which were triggered by the Conference, but also
disregards other significant contributions of the conference: it justified literary
exploration in various forms; it also confirmed the intellectual’s resurrected participation
in the dominance of literary development. Yang Qingxiang briefly mentions that the
Conference was the “first collective presence of the New Trend critics.”241 His
illustration of the relationship between the Hangzhou Conference and Root-seeking
literature notwithstanding, Cheng Guangwei touches upon the “changing structure of
literary criticism” following the Conference. These two articles are among the rare
discussion of the significance of the Conference as not just a generator of Root-seeking
Literature.242 As Cheng notes,

“Youguan ‘Hangzhou huiyi’ qianhou,” 61. Mao Shi’an simply asserts that the
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海文学, Wenyi lilun yanjiu, no. 2 (2001): 11-14. Hong Zicheng defines Root-seeking
Literature as a “literary event originated by the Hangzhou Conference and further
interpreted by the participants of the Conference.” See Hong Zicheng, Zhongguo dangdai
wenxue shi, 278. As Zhang Qinghua puts it, the Conference laid a theoretical foundation,
promoted by writers, for Root-seeking Literature. See Zhongguo dangdai xianfeng
wenxue sichao lun, 96. Meng Fanhua and Cheng Guangwei call the Conference “the
prehistory” and “the earliest message” of Root-seeking Literature. See Meng Fanhua 孟
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the Conference was caused by the debate between Shanghai Literature and China
Writers Association about “whether literature and art should serve politics” and
“whether modernist literature can be allowed in China,” [which continued from
1982]. Li Ziyun and Ru Zhijuan made much effort to avoid the ‘middle-aged’ and
encourage ‘young’ writers and critics to attend the Conference […] When the
young people met and chatted, Li’s original concerns with these two issues were
immediately eliminated; it was not a problem at all for the young intellectuals that
literature should not be written about politics exclusively and that China could
introduce modernism.243
As it were, more than creating Root-seeking literature, the Conference epitomized the
distribution of literary power from the state exclusively to that of intellectuals, who
exchanged views on literature and set up the goal of literary development. In this sense,
the Hangzhou Conference is not so much critical in developing one single literary trend
as it opened up the official literary field where the innovation of literary forms became
highly encouraged. By promoting, reviewing, naming, and validating new literary trends
and works, many of the Conference’s participants, mostly young writers and critics, soon
became the backbone in the new literary field. This assembly of intellectuals served to
dominate the enterprise of literary reform starting from 1985.
After illustrating the significant role of the Hangzhou Conference in the modernist
turn of literature in 1980s’ China, it is proper now to investigate briefly the narrative
innovation and rebellious spirit of “Temptation” that rendered the novella highly
contested even before its publication. Through plot contradictions, narrative errors,
memory flaws, and misplaced characters, the fiction dissuades the reader from believing
the social reality that fiction is “supposed” to reflect. In this way, “Temptation” largely
challenged the only understanding of literature in the socialist convention that literature
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mirrors and sublimates real life. In the concrete sense, prefaced by a sentence in bold
characters—“Of course, whether you believe this or not is up to you. Hunting stories by
their very nature cannot be forced on people”— “Temptation” encourages the reader,
who has been accustomed to the norm that literature reflects reality, to problematize the
truth of “hunting stories” that are related in the body of the text.244 At the beginning of
the narrative, the first-person narrator “I” goes to invite “you,” who is presumptively
named Lu Gao, to join his expedition. In “my” narrative, “I” mentions another character
Yao Liang, “who helped us to know you.” This first section ends with a rather ambiguous
soliloquy:
But I never understood why Yao Liang called it “The Seaside is Also a World”?
I don’t get what the “also” is supposed to mean. Or is it possible that Yao Liang
knew that Lu Gao would go to university? Did he know you would go to Tibet
after graduation? Did he know that there was to be another story about Lu Gao
called
“The West is a World”? Otherwise, why would Yao Liang say: The Seaside (the
East coast) is also a world? I’m sure Yao Liang knew everything. Who the hell is
245
Yao Liang?
The semantic references of “also” and “there was to be” create two inconsistent
chronology sequences, which impedes completion of the plot. Through frequently
alternating between the first-person and third-person perspectives in addressing Lu Gao
and “you,” the novella fuses the narrator of the story and a character present in the story.
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The narrator is, thus, neither omniscient nor authoritative. Moreover, the uncertainty of
Yao Liang’s identity (“Who the hell is Yao Liang?”) further brings the credibility of the
story into question, since it is through Yao that “everything” about Lu Gao is told and the
connection between “I” and Lu Gao is created. The use of the measure word ge in the
sentence “maybe you think I am also a Yao Liang” (yexu ni yiwei wo ye shi ge Yao
Liang ba) is an intentional flaw in grammar, indicating that it is never clear whether Yao
Liang is a particular character in the story or a sign referring to a kind of person. As a
result, the connection between the narrative and the real is dismantled.
The reality of the story was further disturbed, when the narrator takes the author’s
position to intervene, at odds moments, in the narration by commenting on, criticizing,
annotating and disclosing events, discussing narrative techniques, and speaking to the
reader. The author always self-consciously involves the reader in his narrative in the
sentences that either assume the existence of the reader who is currently reading his
stories (“the reader will have guessed […]” “there could be readers who would raise
some questions […]”) or simply discuss narrative techniques with the reader (“Please
excuse the quibbling style of this paragraph—note from the author,” “Is this ‘then’ still
necessary, dear reader?”). These talks with the imagined reader suspend the fluidity of
the narrative. The author even uses a complete section, among his “hunting stories,” to
analyze, in detail, “technical problems” in the writing, which effectively reminds the
reader that his hunting stories are only about narratology. In this sense, “Temptation”
introduced a new concept of literature: literature “is no longer a world of eternal verities
but a series of construction, artifices, impermanent structure. The materialistic, positivist
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and empiricist world-view on which realistic fiction is premised no longer exists.”246
With this understanding of literary works, the originally solid adherence of fiction to
reality is subverted, which renders the novella particularly distinctive in a literary field
dominated by realism in 1985. As it is demonstrated by the Hangzhou Conference,
Temptation was immediately celebrated by literary critics and editors who were
unsatisfied with the literary experimentations in the first half of the 1980s, in the forms of
Scar Literature and Root-seeking Literature, or Root-searching Literature. As Yu Zhansui
puts it, “whereas scar literature tells different stories but shares the same ‘historical
grammar’ and political rhetoric with Maoist literature, root-searching literature also
adheres to the long Chinese tradition of literary instrumentalism and didacticism [In
contrast,] Avant-garde Fiction represents a truly new form of Chinese literature.”247 This
new form of literature not only problematized the ossified realism, but also subverted the
belief that literature functions to “reflect” the social real and historical truth. Indeed, the
enterprise of Avant-garde Fiction to explore the “transcendent truth” (Yu Zhanshui) or
“subjective truth” (Ye Liwen) was revolutionary, both aesthetically and ideologically.248
Along with “Temptation” which focuses on the narration itself by destroying the
simple connection between narrative and realism, theoretical articles in this period of
Shanghai Literature center around one single concept, “artistry of literature” (文学性
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wenxue xing). As opposed to literary instrumentalism, artistry of literature calls for
literary autonomy to free literature from its conventional role as political propaganda.
Beyond that, this concept involves two different ideas on literature: it requires literature
to represent the “original beauty of life” and stresses literature’s “artistic charm” (yishu
de meili).249 In other words, the beauty of life and the beauty of art became the new
pursuits of literature that Shanghai Literature advocated. Many articles in the following
issues of 1985 reiterated these new literary understandings. For example, in the March
1985 issue, “The Reform of Literary Criticism’s Term Must Be Enforced” calls for the
independence of literary criticism from politics; “Symbolism: Fiction’s Poetry Tendency”
inspects the use of figurative language that is primarily poetic in fiction; “The Effect of
Reader’s Aesthetic Experience in Receiving Literature” uses Wolfgang Iser’s readerresponse criticism to discuss the beauty of literature from the reader’s perspective. In the
October issue, “The Modes of Fiction’s Plot” suggests playing down plot in fiction; “The
Aesthetics of Formalized Fiction” discusses the importance of fiction’s form over content
(the critical article parallels the stylistic diversity of fictions published in the issue). In the
November issue, Chen Cun introduces how his short story, “One Day” (一日 Yi ri),
exposes the meaning of a psychological time which differs from the so-called physical
time of the objective world. As we may discover, the idea that literature represents the
beauty of life on the basis of the real gradually gave way to the emphasis on the beauty of
literature itself and literature’s formal experimentations, in which process one meaning of
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the artistry of literature, namely, to discover the “original beauty of life,” is lost. All the
more so, Shanghai Literature particularly valued delicate language and exquisite form of
literary works. As Cai Xiang, then the editor of Shanghai Literature’s theory section,
notes, “artistic beauty was a criterion for literary works as well as for reviews and literary
critiques in the magazine.”250 As it were, literature’s connection with the material world
was significantly repressed in the magazine’s modernist turn in 1985, which preceded Lu
Shuyuan’s famous article “On Literature’s ‘Inward Turn’ in the New Era” (published in
Literature and Art Newspaper one year later on October 18th, 1986), and the successive
debates on the relationship between fiction and faction in People’s Daily and Literature
and Art Newspaper in the following five years. This turn to artistry in literature in the
mid-1980s formed the primary model of the scholarship of Avant-garde Fiction, which
describes avant-garde works as formal and aesthetic experimentations and thus an
epitome of the so-called “pure literature.” Indeed, Shanghai Literature’s stress of the
artistry of literature was profoundly imbedded in the magazine’s desire for literary
autonomy and indicated its imagination of modernist literature.
To sum up, the February 1985 issue of Shanghai Literature shows how Avantgarde Fiction came to the fore by means of the magazine at the center of the official
literary field. The relaxed literary policy in support of creative freedom allowed
intellectuals at the forefront to reform the ossified literary paradigms. The unofficial
conference of writers, literary critics, and editors of official magazines reaffirmed literary
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exploration and innovation. As a result, Shanghai Literature published “Temptation,”
which inaugurated the publication of Avant-garde Fiction in principal official magazines.
This marked a significant change in literary field in that literary editors and expertise
replaced the government to guide literary creation; it also brought about a new literary
aesthetic in which artistic beauty and novelty replaced realistic value to demonstrate
literary excellence. This new literary aesthetic, in the pursuit of an ontological literary
complexity and depth, assumed an elitist literary position. The magazine further anchored
this reform in literary aesthetic by publishing, along with literary works, a series of
theoretical discussions that reexamined the relationships between literature and reality.
As a result, in rebellion to the political hijack of literature in the Maoist era and in its
legacy, Avant-garde Fiction became an emblem of literature’s detachment from politics
and also from the simple reflection of the social real.
3.5 CONCLUSION
Avant-garde Fiction epitomized a fruit of the national agenda of New
Enlightenment. Its emergence at the center of the official literary field did not stem from
the natural selection of the magazines, but it resulted from the struggles, negotiation, and
reconciliation of different political powers and at the intersection of a relaxed political
policy and a culturally and ideologically modernist literary field. By means of Shanghai
Literature, a reputable official magazine which had rich literary resources, the vice-chief
editor Li took the initiative to break through the ossified literary paradigm and ended up
creating a more free and inclusive literary field. Li’s rich cultural and political capital
allowed her to conduct effective struggles within the official literary field. It is hard to
assume if Shanghai Literature had not published Ma Yuan’s “Temptation” in February
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1985, whether People’s Literature would have published Can Xue’s “Cabin on the
Mountain” in August or Harvest would have published Mo Yan’s “Ball-shaped
Lightening” and Ma Yuan’s “No Sail on the Western Sea” (西海无帆船 Xihai wu
fanchuan) in September, which inaugurated the visibility of Avant-garde Fiction at the
center of the official literary field. Yet, it is fair to infer that if Li had not striven for the
justification of modernism in 1982 and had not created an open literary field conducive to
the growth of young Avant-garde critics, Avant-garde Fiction would not have been
immediately institutionalized and canonized in literary history in the late 1980s. In
retrospect, Avant-garde Fiction was special, if not unique, in contemporary Chinese
literary history in the sense that it existed in the gap between a state-planned and a
market-oriented economy. Whereas the desire for reform at all levels of the society
created an unprecedented period of political relaxation and cultural vigor, the statefunded official magazines allowed the publication of high literature without having to
cater to a commercialized literary order. This historical specialty is likely the reason that
Avant-garde Fiction created in the 1980s is still at the center of literary innovation today.
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A METAPHYSICAL CONCEPTION OF CULTURE: THE POETRY GROUPS THEM,
AT SEA, AND NOT-NOT
The last chapter investigates how Avant-garde Fiction became a product of
complicity between the state and the intellectuals through official literary magazines. The
publication of Avant-garde Fiction in official magazines was emblematic of a
disciplinary and aesthetic reform within the official literary field. This chapter focuses on
Avant-garde poetry groups and magazines. Different from the ecology of Avant-garde
Fiction, Avant-garde Poetry existed in the forms of self-organized groups and self-printed
journals beyond the official literary field. As an “important sidelin[e] of mainland
literature of the mid-1980s,” Avant-garde Fiction appeared sporadically in official
literary magazines, which were still proportionately dominated by realism.251 In contrast,
Avant-garde Poetry journals were composed predominantly of experimental works and
because of these self-printed journals the publication of Avant-garde poems was much
freer. Meanwhile, however, Avant-garde Poetry was also less visible and influential than
Avant-garde Fiction; it remained at the margin of the literary field and the public’s
recognition.
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I will examine Avant-garde Poetry from its organizational form, that is, qunti (群
体 groups), by reading their poetry magazines and newspapers from cover to cover.
Different from the politicized jiti (集体 collective) that required individuals in the jiti to
have the same thought and behavior, qunti is a plural form that can contain multiple
groups that utter multiple voices. A qunti is a loosely structured group with its members,
namely, poets and artists, holding close thoughts and interests. The form of jiti,
characterized by a high degree of unification and submission, harshly represses individual
members’ personalities; in contrast, in the form of qunti, individual artists were freer to
conduct artistic expression and experimentation beyond the mainstream ideology. Indeed,
when literary production was still almost monopolized by the official literary field, the
unofficial qunti formed a resisting force to protect and enable the publication of a large
number of works that were too ideologically challenging or aesthetically experimental to
be accepted by official publishers. Poetry qunti teemed in the 1980s; their existence was a
product of the New Enlightenment, which enabled an opener environment of both
cultural reception and creation. However, poetry qunti developed a metaphysical
dimension of enlightenment, as was alternative to the state enlightenment which directed
toward industrial modernity and capitalism. From the May Fourth Movement in 1919,
Chinese enlightenment had been politically engaged in the form of revolutions for the
purpose of national salvation and reconstruction; it was also used to justify violent
revolutions such as the Cultural Revolution.252 Instead, enlightenment in the form of
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Qunti subverted this nationalist revolutionary tradition. Meanwhile, the increasing
disjunction of cultural and social structures brought by China’s economic reform and the
capitalist turn in the late 1980s imposed on Avant-garde poets’ great anxiety about what
Clement Greenberg calls the “dumbing down of culture.” As a result, Avant-garde Poetry
groups coincidentally turned to a very romantic tendency in pursuit of a metaphysical
form of culture which was transcendental and universalist. This was cloaked by the
postmodernist appearances of individual poems in the canon. I contend that Avant-garde
groups conceived a cultural trajectory of enlightenment to resist or ridicule the so-called
spiritual degeneration in the process of industrial modernization and capitalism. This
forms the major argument of this chapter.
4.1 THE MARGINALIZATION OF POETRY AND AN ALTERNATIVE
ENLIGHTENMENT
The marginalization of poetry after 1985 is a fact, a discourse, and a symbol that
indicates the turn from a politicized age to a commercialized one. Poetry played a
seminal role in socialist revolution, partly because of the enforced identity of Mao as a
poet and partly because poems, especially in the form of recital (朗诵 langsong), had
functioned to develop the passion of revolution and the senses of collectivism. In the
early 1980s, the poetry fever again was a primary method of revolution against
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totalitarianism during the high socialist era, especially, of the Cultural Revolution. To a
large extent, politics with a revolutionary tendency invented the halo around poets and
poetry. Poetry lost its supreme symbolic capital when economic capital began to play a
determining role in both national agenda and the quotidian.
Obscure Poetry (朦胧诗 menglongshi) was probably the pinnacle of the poetry
fever in the 1980s. Stemming from the best-known self-organized literary group Today
(今天 jintian) from 1978 to 1980, Obscure Poetry fit perfectly into the national narrative
of the New Enlightenment. It communicates the traditional concerns of intellectuals about
the tribulation and resurrection of the Chinese nation during the wane of the Cultural
Revolution. Usually, “I” replaced the paradigmatic “we” in socialist phraseology. This
pierced the unified voice of the jiti and delivered personal utterances. For example, Bei
Dao’s loud cry of “I—don’t—believe!” in “The Answer,” Shu Ting’s impassioned call
for independent love in “To the Oak Tree,” which starts with “If I love you—,” and Gu
Cheng’s declaration that “The dark nights gave me my dark eyes;/I, however, use them to
look for light” in “The Generation” were among the best received lines by readers in and
beyond the 1980s.253 However, this first person pronoun, which either communicates an
idea or makes a position, is less an individual “I” than a representative “I.” This being
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said, the poets assume a survivor’s position to speak for the victims of the Revolution.
For this reason, Obscure Poetry very quickly aroused sympathy among the populace, and
many verses became dicta.
Being moved from an invisible literary circle to the center of the national literary
field in the early 1980s, Obscure Poetry became widely known to the public. Indeed, it
was not through Today, but through official journals that Obscure poetry was broadly
circulated among Chinese readers and was finally institutionalized in Chinese literary
history. For example, in the March and April 1979 issues of Poetry Monthly, the China
Writers Association, China’s most authoritative official literary institute, reprinted
Beidao’s 北岛 (Zhao Zhenkai 赵振开) “The Answer” (回答 Huida) and Shu Ting’s 舒婷
(Gong Peiyu 龚佩瑜) “To the Oak Tree” (致橡树 Zhi xiangshu), which had been
originally published in the self-printed journal Today on December 23rd of 1978. This
initiated the publication Obscure Poetry in official literary magazines, in spite of harsh
debates and controversies.254 The publications of Obscure Poetry and the debates around
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Journals such as People’s Literature (人民文学 Renmin wenxue), Shanghai
Literature (上海文学 Shanghai wenxue), Poetry Monthly (诗刊 Shikan), Poetry
Exploration (诗探索 Shi tansuo), and Stars (星星 Xingxing) continuously republished
poems from Today and later works of Today poets after the journal was banned in 1980.
In addition, articles discussing Obscure poetry by literary critics and scholars were also
successively published from 1980 to 1985 in official magazines and press, such as
Guangming Daily (光明日报 Guangming ribao), Poetry Exploration, Poetry Monthly,
Contemporary Trends of Literary Thoughts (当代文学思潮 Dangdai wenxue sichao) and
Fujian Literature (福建文学 Fujian wenxue).
Debates over Obscure poetry that were published in official periodicals further
institutionalized Today poems in academia. The Nanning Talk (南宁会谈 nanning
huitan), an official poetry conference in May of 1980, initiated the critique of Obscure
poems for their semantic vagueness. When Zhang Ming 章鸣 first raised the concept of
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it in official magazines not only justified it but also largely exposed it to the common
readers. In particular, being incorporated into high school and college textbooks, Obscure
Poetry was completely institutionalized.
Official journals’ promotion and scholars’ debates brought Obscure poetry to the
public; meanwhile, the attributes of Obscure poems allowed them to be widely read and
accepted by the populace, in particular among “intellectual youth living in the city.”255
On the one hand, the linguistic novelty and ideological subversion in Obscure poems
were readily celebrated by educated young readers who were fed up with overwhelming
propaganda literature. On the other hand, the enlightenment theme, which often informed
Obscure poetry was sympathetically received by young intellectuals, especially college
students, who imposed on themselves the role of enlightener. More importantly, the
sublime, beauty, heroism, romanticism and anxiety for the nation and human that set the
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inherent tones of Obscure poetry do not contradict the conventional narrative of
revolutionary romanticism in the leftist literary tradition, in which the Chinese audience
had been trained. Chen Chao 陈超 claims that Obscure poetry is not modern poetry, but
an extension of May Fourth literature.256 Van Crevel also points out that “the language of
Obscure poetry had been shaped by two special kinds of Chinese: by Maospeak (Mao
wenti) […] and by the Translation Style [which] was in Bei Dao’s words ‘neither Chinese
[…], a foreign language, but something in between’.”257 This allowed Chinese readers to
easily accept the Obscure verses by Bei Dao, Gu Cheng and Shu Ting, while the
Translation Style granted them a sense of foreignness, or more precisely, the Western
aesthetics, to in turn break through the Maospeak.
In contrast, Avant-garde Poetry has never been institutionalized; nor was it
accepted by readers as Obscure Poetry had been. As Li Jie 李劼, one of the young literary
critics of the time, recalls,
poetry publication was very difficult for the so-called Third Generation poets who
arose around 1985, let alone asking critics to write reviews to advocate their
works […] I met those Third Generation poets at the national poetry symposium
in 1988, [and found that] their situation was horrible. They were struggling with
the publication of [the self-printed unofficial] poetry journals; in order to do it,
they sold their own blood.258
Ostensibly, Avant-garde Poetry, which was once named “Post-obscure Poetry,” was
comparable to Obscure Poetry as the second trend of unofficial poetry that also existed in
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the form of self-organized groups and self-printed literary journals. It deepened the
Obscure Poetry’s subversive and resistant tendencies by completely steering clear of the
socialist literary orthodox characterized by the collective extoll of the socialist
revolutionary cause and the socialist leader. Differently, however, Avant-garde Poetry
turned away from the national concerns to utopian and metaphysical conceptualization of
the universe and culture. Avant-garde poets no longer bothered to speak for or enlighten
the populace; instead, they deeply isolated themselves from the mainstream society.
Aside from the “1986 Grand Exhibition of Chinese Poetry Groups,” poems by
Avant-garde poets were rarely published in official journals in high the quantity and
frequency that works by several individual Obscure Poets (Bei Dao, Gu Cheng and Shu
Ting) were.259 The dozens of self-organized Avant-garde poetry groups and their selfprinted journals also failed to receive as much attention and endorsement by scholars as
Today did. With only few exceptions such as scholars Xu Jingya and Xie Mian, Avantgarde Poetry encountered resistance from the newly established literary authority, which
had just endorsed Obscure Poetry.260 As Maghiel van Crevel points out, “within the
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The “Grand Exhibition of Chinese Poetry Groups,” initiated by Shenzhen
Youth Herald and Poetry Press in the fall of 1986, was probably the only occasion in
which scholar and editor Xu Jingya intentionally introduced and intensively exposed the
Avant-garde poetry to the public. The subsequent Avant-garde poetry anthology China’s
modernist poetry groups 1986-1988 (中国现代主义诗群大观 1986-1988 Zhongguo
xiandai zhuyi shiqun daguan), edited by Xu Jingya and Meng Lang 孟浪 (Meng Junliang
孟俊良), covered poems of more than 60 Avant-garde poetry groups and over 100 poets.
See Xu Jingya, “Zhongguo shitan 1986’ xiandaishi qunti dazhan”中国诗坛 1986’
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Xie Mian defends Avant-garde poetry in his article “Meili de dunyi”美丽的遁
逸 (the reclusion of beauty), by arguing that “we make progress in art at the cost of the
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framework of Experimental poetry, the histories’ authors seem better equipped—so far—
for dealing with Obscure than with Newborn poetry.”261 Luo Zhenya’s comments largely
represent the mainstream scholarship on Avant-garde Poetry: “all the more so, Avantgarde journals not only involve good poems, but also non-poems, fake poems, and
rubbish poems.”262 It was the aesthetic value in the classical criterion rather than the
diversity of styles that preoccupied the scholars’ reading on poetry. Many scholars who
once endorsed Obscure poetry regarded Avant-garde Poetry as “feeble, unable to exceed
and beat Obscure poetry.”263 To a larger extent in terms of Avant-garde poets and poetry,
the immediate canonization of Obscure poetry and poets in the scholarship shapes “an
absolutist, Utopian frame of mind that at least implicitly excludes other approaches to
poetry both in theory and in practice.”264 Unfortunately, this new authority on poetry did
not adopt, for example, Xie Mian’s idea that a heathy scene of poetry creation requires
diversity, to turn itself more open to the multiplicity of the Avant-garde poetry scene.265

disappearance of what once satisfied us […] the absolutist conquest and occupation has
been proved wrong in the reality of contemporary Chinese poetry; healthy poetry has
recognized art diversity.” However, Xie’s contention was not followed by wide
endorsement and approval among the scholarship. Instead, Avant-garde poetry remained
being marginalized in the national poetry scene. See Xie Mian, “Meili de dunyi: lun
zhongguo hou xinshichao” 美丽的遁逸——论中国后新诗潮 in Wenxue pinglun 文学评
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Furthermore, when readers started to play an increasingly important role in literary works
in the mid and late 1980s, Avant-garde Poetry failed to attract common as well as
experienced readers. Van Crevel’s keen observation of Obscure poetry’s readership may
offer a better understanding of the fundamental gap between Avant-garde Poetry and the
reader, which was already incubated but well cloaked in Obscure poetry. He points out
that:
to most Chinese, poetry means “classical poetry.” Few people know that there is
such a thing as modern poetry beyond the products of the 1920s-30s New Culture
movement and communist cultural policy since the 1940s, and perhaps the work
of Bei Dao, Shu Ting, Gu Cheng and Haizi in the 1970s and 1980s. With the
exception of Shu Ting, whose work bridges the gap between orthodoxy and
archetypal Obscure poetry, these poets are remembered primarily for their extratextual impact: Bei Dao’s “dissidence” and legendary success abroad, and Haizi’s
and Gu Cheng’s dramatic suicides, the latter coupled with Gu’s murder of Xie Ye,
his wife. If people do know about contemporary poetry, even if they have not read
it, they usually assume that whatever is being written now cannot possibly
compare to the New Culture Poets, much less to scores of premodern greats.266
Van Crevel continues to point out, very keenly, that Chinese readers were not “trained in
the aesthetic traditions of the avant-garde by universities and specialist publishers.”267
Indeed, the Chinese audience was very rarely taught to read Avant-garde Poetry, which is
neither easily comprehensible nor characterized by elevated theme, belles-lettres or
rhymed verses, which is how a majority of Chinese readers understood poetry. As a
result, Avant-garde Poetry turned only self-circulating among poets themselves.
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I further illustrate this inherent inaccessibility of Avant-garde Poetry to the
Chinese audience by analyzing a particular form of poetry reading, that is, recitation (朗
诵 langsong). In Chinese revolutionary tradition, recitation and even “recitation poetry”
(朗诵诗 langsong shi) were the primary ways in which intellectuals delivered their
revolutionary manifestos and the populace were exposed to revolutionary thoughts.268
Even Today poems by Bei Dao, Shu Ting and Gu Cheng accessed readers largely
through recitation. The group organized two poetry recitals in the glade beside Bayi Lake
(八一湖畔 bayi hupan) in April and October of 1979. The recitals attracted college
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College students recited poetry to express their political propositions as early
as in the 1930s and ’40s. The leftist tradition of recitation can be traced back to the
Yan’an period from the mid-1930s to the late 1940s, when the CCP required that poetry
should reflect social life and express political passion rather than register personal
thoughts and emotions. Political lyric was elevated above other poetic forms and later
became the only poetry style. Poetry recitation was incorporated into everyday life in The
Great Leap Forward Folksong Movement (大跃进民歌运动 dayuejin minge yundong) in
1958 and was increasingly performed, especially by urban residents, in the highly
politicized Chinese society of the 1960s and 1970s. After Guo Moruo 郭沫若, who was
primarily a romantic poet and later became a CCP literati, called for the “nationalization
and massification of poetry” in 1963, a wave of poetry recitation spread all over the
nation. A new kind of poetry, recitation poetry, came into being. Official publishers
began to compile collections of poetry for the special purpose of recitation. Red Guards
normalized the recitation of revolutionary poems as a daily routine during the Cultural
Revolution. The first large-scale post-revolutionary poetry performance in Tiananmen
Square in 1976 was followed by the grand poetry recital of Poetry Monthly a year later,
which marked the journal’s resumption. Although poetry began to lose propaganda
function and became increasingly independent thereafter, recitation remained for Chinese
audiences a classic and conventional method for reading and performing poetry. Poetry
recitation was always the last and most important performance in various official and
unofficial galas (联欢会 lianhuan hui). The audience received a strong sense of
collective identity and emotion through attending and listening to poetry recitation,
usually in an impassioned and feverish way.
See Hong Zicheng, A History of Contemporary Chinese Literature, 64. Also see,
Van Crevel, Language Shattered,16.
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students, poets, and editors of political or literary journals, journalists of official presses
such as Xinhua Press (新华社 Xinhua she), and, of course, also policemen who “were
silently observing in distance.”269 In particular, as many as 5,000 people attended the
second recital. This is extraordinary for a poetry recital organized by an unofficial
journal. As it were, recitals remained one of the most important means of poetry
circulation even for the newly emerging poetry trends.
This form of collective poetry performance in the Leftist convention began to
change as Obscure poets used recitals as a mechanism of self-expression. Compared to
Obscure poetry which returned to a universally inner self, Avant-garde poems took one
step further by frequently resorting to colloquial language, ironic tones and
deconstructive efforts. Therefore, for Avant-garde poets, the performance of poetry
became neither possible nor desirable. As the poet Wang Yin 王寅, a poet of both groups
of Them and At Sea, states in his poem “Recitation (朗诵 langsong)”: “I cannot recite a
poem / to make everybody cry.”270 Yet poetry recitation still remained a popular way of
reading poetry among the populace after the 1980s.271 This forms an essential chasm
between Avant-garde Poetry and the taste of the populace. In sum, Obscure Poetry
properly gave its readers a sense of literary strangeness through its linguistic innovation;
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meanwhile, it also built up an enlightenment discourse that confirms the subjectivity of
individuals. Avant-garde poets pushed the poetic experimentation to the extreme by
challenging the audience’s aesthetic convention in reading poetry: “the general public’s
overall perception of the Avant-garde is characterized by prejudice and disregard, if not
plain ignorance.”272 In a larger scope, although a progressive ideology informed 1980s
literature which led to the incessant replacement of literary forms, trends and generation
of writers, readers maintained their traditional regressive understanding of literary
development. This profound divergence between Avant-garde Poetry and the common
reader was irreconcilable in the 1980s, nor was it reconciled later. InTthe next section, I
probe three Avant-garde poetry groups—Them 他们 (Tamen), At Sea 海上 (Haishang),
and Not-Not 非非 (Feifei)—by reading their self-printed journals to examine their
respective poetry experiments and the dilemmas they encounter.
4.2 THEM: A COLLECTIVE SISYPHEAN JOURNEY
“Of the Wild Goose Pagoda” (有关大雁塔 Youguan dayanta,1982) by Han Dong
韩东, the organizer of the “Them literary school” (他们文学社 Tamen wenxueshe), is
probably among the best known individual Avant-garde poems. Scholars frequently
compare it with “The Wild Goose Pagoda (大雁塔 Dayanta, 1980)”, an earlier poem by
the Obscure poet Yang Lan 杨炼. Yang Lian’s poem is an allegory of the national trauma
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and survival, while Han Dong’s poem fundamentally deconstructed this loftiness and the
grand narrative about the nation.
Of the Wild Goose Pagoda
of the Wild Goose Pagoda
what do we really know
many people come rushing from afar
to climb up
and be a hero
some come a second time
or even more than that
people not pleased with themselves
people grown stout
they all climb up
to be that hero
and then they come down
walk into the road below
and disappear in the blink of an eye
some real gusty ones jump down
red flowers blooming on the steps
now there’s a real hero—
a hero of our time
of the Wild Goose Pagoda
what do we really know
we climb up
look at the view around us
and then come down again273
Opening with and repeating the question: “of the Great Goose Pagoda / what do we really
know” 有关大雁塔 ／ 我们又能知道些什么, this poem indicates that all great and lofty
meanings once imposed on the Wild Goose Pagoda are but groundless illusions. It is only
self-deceiving for those who are “not pleased with themselves” and who are “grown
stout” to “climb up and be a hero.” The elevated Pagoda which is linked with “national
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bitterness and life” in Yang’s poem is reduced in Han’s rephrasing to a common tourist
site where people “climb up / look at the view around us / and then climb down again,”
and will immediately head for the next site.274 Han uses “down-to-earth semantics and
low-key language” to write on the banality of individual’s life and mind, which is
deficient of meanings. Yang’s poem describes the calamity of the Wild Goose Pagoda,
which is taken as a “proud landmark of Chinese civilization,” and its arduous nirvana,
ending in the glimmer of hope and brightness.275 In this way, it perfectly registers the
idea of national revitalization, whereas Han’s poem nullifies the imageries of great
civilization, heroism, eternity, and sublimity involved in that grand narrative. Scholars
very often use this comparison to demonstrate the difference between Obscure Poetry and
Avant-garde Poetry and to identify the latter with Western postmodernist literature. In
doing so, scholars celebrated Avant-garde Poetry as deviating from an enlightenment
narrative.
However, this reading of Them Poetry, as well as Avant-garde Poetry in general,
which is based on the analysis of individual Avant-garde Poems within the canon, can
hardly capture the interconnectedness between Avant-garde Poetry and the New
Enlightenment. This prescription of the reading of Avant-garde Poetry with Western
postmodernist characteristics ignores the de facto divergence between the rationale of
Western postmodernism and that of Chinese Avant-garde Poetry, let alone only few
Avant-garde poems, most of which were later involved in the canon of Avant-garde
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Poetry, resemble Western postmodernism. On the contrary, I argue that Them poetry
always spoke to the discourse of enlightenment, which I observe from two perspectives:
the qunti character of Them and the apophatic utterance in Them poems’ quasi counterenlightenment narratives.
The poetry group Them comprised not just poets but also artists such as Ding
Fang 丁方 and fiction writers such as Ma Yuan 马原; although not from the same place,
they were close to each other in aesthetics and spirit. All members “resembled Han
Dong” in characters and literary aspiration.276 In this sense, Them group was very much
like a tongren group, which means a group of kindred spirits, and its journal Them a
tongren journal. This form of literary groups and magazines originated from the May
Fourth Enlightenment Movement tongren magazines, such as New Youth or The
Renaissance. Yet, it is not only on the level of tongren zazhi that I build the connection
between Them and enlightenment. Instead, the tongren character of the group enables one
to read the literary journal Them as one collective text, which conveys the collective
concerns of the Them poets, but we cannot not discover these concerns of the group from
any single poem, say, “Of the Wild Goose Pagoda.”
The poem on the inside front cover of the founding issue, which comprises twenty
identically formatted lines that introduce twenty group members and a concluding line,
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rightly embodies the tongren attribute of the Them poetry group.277 In this poem that
introduces Them members, each poetry line brings forward a group member by
combining the artists’ place of birth, name, and a poetry line, in most cases, quoted from
his/her works in the bulk of the issue. Opening with “Somebody asserted that Fu Li from
Nanjing would startle you” 有人断言南京付立会让你们大吃一惊, each following
sentence forms an independent and grotesque narrative beyond immediate
comprehension. Fu Li was the fake chief editor of the journal; it was made up by the
group members for the purpose of safety. When one puts all twenty sentences together,
they can hardly construct any meaningful plot; instead, the poem reads like a
heteroglossia through the reference of different poetry sentences by each member. In
colloquial language, most of the sentences in this opening poem speak only about
trivialities full of irony and skepticism.
The concluding sentence—“Other people say they do not look like how they are
introduced but also not like others what does this exactly mean” 又有人说他们不是说出
来的那个样子但也不是别的什么样子这又是什么意思—further obscures the meaning
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of the poem. The appellation of “they,” which is also the name of the group and the
journal, denotes a detached, observing position of the poet-speaker. By calling
themselves “they” rather than the more engaged “we” or “I,” which is frequently used by
Obscure poets, the Them poets assumed a disengaging and non-representable relationship
of this intellectual’s group with mainstream society. In doing this, Them poets refused to
play the spokesman’s role of the time as Obscure poets had done. The intentional
elimination of punctuation in this line prevents smooth expression and understanding of
its meaning. This tongue-twister-like concluding sentence deconstructs the previous
twenty lines that are supposed to shape the images of the twenty Them members and
reiterates the difficulty of self-identification and self-positioning. In sum, the intertextual
relationship between the opening poem and other texts in the journal allows one to at
once read the Them group as one multi-stylish text and to read the poem as the literary
group. By means of self-mocking and dubious statements, the poem forms a collective
narrative that uttered a requirement of enlightenment in spirit and aesthetics.
Them poets’ refusal and ridicule of the grand narratives nevertheless always
accompany a bitter cry for the loss of it, which forms the inherent befuddlement of the
Them poets. Their disillusioning and deconstructing poetry experimentation repressed the
poets’ essential desire for sublimity, which they projected on a narrative about the social
marginalization of poets. In this narrative, the poets usually fashioned themselves as
tragic heroes, who use “down-to-earth semantics and low-key language” to ironize
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sublimity and idealism.278 As Chen Chao suggests, “Han Dong is fundamentally different
from the poets who write by intensively accumulating words, and who are ostensibly
desperate while actually romantic […] Han is self-conscious about the language’s
disillusioning function; he also kept thinking himself in an objective position.”279 This
was true and even more so for some other Them poets. For example, Yu Jian’s 于坚
poem “Work No. 39 (作品第 39 号 Zuopin disanshijiu hao)” describes the desolate
image of an idealist poet.
at the time when it was crowded on the street
you went to Xingjiang Province [literally, the new borderland],
it was as yet good to travel in the open land
you looked grotesque in appearance in the crowd
[…]
do you still remember once
we spoke in such honesty
yet the people remained in silence
you have never laughed at my ears
truly you know by heart that
we struggled for our entire life
only to pretend to be a man
facing some pretty women
we were at loss all the time
not knowing—how silly we were
[…]
I know you will come back one day
holding three novellas and a bottle of wine
sitting on that Sichuan wicker chair
you will lecture for two hours
as if the whole world were listening
sometimes you look at yourself in the mirror
with a burst of joy
later on you will stare at me without a word
and go home alone with the empty bottle
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大街拥挤的年代
你一个人去了新疆
到开阔地去走走也好
在人群中你其貌不扬
[…]
你可还记得那一回
我们讲得那么老实
人们却沉默不语
你从来也不嘲笑我的耳朵
其实你心里清楚
我们一辈子的奋斗
就是想装得象个人
面对美丽的女性
我们永远不知所措
不明白自己——究竟有多蠢
[…]
我知道有一天你会回来
抱着三部中篇一瓶白酒
坐在那把四川藤椅上演讲两个小时
仿佛全世界都在倾听
有时回头照照自己
心头一阵高兴
后来你不出声地望我一阵
夹着空酒瓶一个人回家280
This poem conveys a profound sympathy between intellectuals through the narration of a
self-exodus image “you,” a writer friend, who distanced himself from the crowd and left
for the borderland at the very beginning of the poem. Then the poet describes the
intellectual’s gloom out of social disregard and sexual frustration. In the following
imagery of “three novellas and a bottle of wine,” the poet imposes on the modern
intellectual a classic image of men of letters who are characterized by books and wine.
Indeed, wine has been used to shape a stereotypical image of an intellectual who is true to
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himself and has no idea about the worldly wise, yet often also wistful, as it is illustrated
by Li Bai 李白 who bemoans “I drank in the hope of forgetting worries, yet my sadness
intensifies 举杯销愁愁更愁,” by Fan Zhongyan 范仲淹 who cries “wine that flows into
my sorrow heart will turn to tears of longings”酒入愁肠, 化作相思泪, and by
uncountable others. The new novellas are no longer attractive to the audience as the
protagonist wishes. As Van Crevel keenly observes, “the Obscure poets’ faith was in
Man, but the younger poets’ faith was in Poetry: one step further from Life and closer to
Art.”281 His joy after looking at himself in the mirror seems nothing more than a fantasy,
with a deep sense of self-irony. The silent gaze demonstrates the disillusionment of the
writer friend’s desire of being recognized. The last sentence quietly intensifies this
frustration and loneliness through the image of the “empty bottle.”
If Yu subtly mocks the marginalized writer who still envisions himself being
popularized, Wang yin 王寅 self-ironically problematizes the elevated identity of poets.
In the lines “just as long as I am able to write poems / who cares what is good what is
good[… I have] not combed my hair for five months / naturally there are some weeds/It
is yet fortunate that I have not lost my front teeth” 能写出诗就不错了／还在乎什么好
什么好/五个月没梳头/总有几根杂草／门牙没掉总算幸运, Wang ridicules the
degraded life of the poet-speaker while indicating the de facto frustration of the poet
whose works are not well understood.282 Compared to the sly humor in Wang’s
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complaint, Xiao Hai’s 小海 poem “Hitch-hiking (搭车 Dache)” utters a bitter cry for the
uncontainable loss of idealism.
in the afternoon, you hitch-hiked
to my place
don't forget what you said to me
yes or no
I was much obliged to you for visiting me in such cold weather
you saw that I’ve turned so ornamental and flattering
dreamy and ultimately returning to reality
I saw you, which really delighted me
you had not changed, still looked the same
you always liked to talk about the past
you are not a prince in your stories of the past after all
[…]
then you will tell me that
you had one thousand thoughts
among which the most affecting one
is that you, do not want to be a poet
Nineteen eighty-four
下午，你搭车
来我这儿
你跟我说过的话可不要忘记
是还是不是
这样冷的天气承蒙你来看我
你看我变得如此花言巧语
善于幻想而终归现实
看见了你，我打心眼里高兴
你没变，还是老样儿
你总喜欢提起往事
在往事里你可不是什么王子
[…]
那么你是愿意告诉我
你有一千个念头
最叫人感动的
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就是你，不当个诗人
一九八四年283
The poet-speaker mocks the self who has become a secularized poet by giving up dreams
and turning “gaudy and plausible.” Thus, he feels gratified when he sees his poet friend
“still remain[ing] the same [pure and idealistic].” The poem registers a strong nostalgic
mood in celebrating the traditionally pure, noble and unpolluted character of a poet, and
lamenting its loss in the tumultuous social change. Ironically, however, the last stanza
reveals that even this poet friend will give up his primary ideal of being a poet. By calling
this idea “the most affecting,” the poet-speaker sarcastically and painfully mourns the
marginalization of poets who were a symbol of idealism. The final apostasy of the poet
friend allows one to understand the befuddlement that is bemoaned by the poet-speaker in
the first stanza: “Don’t forget what you said to me / yes or no.” This deep cry for the
uncontainable loss of idealism is actually a romantic calling for order, virtue and
sublimity, which is usually disguised by colloquial language and playful tones in Them
poems and remains unspeakable.
We can further discover this apophatic romanticist longing for meanings and
sublimity from the covers of the first issue of Them (Figure 4.1). In this charcoal sketch
by Ding Fang 丁方, a silhouette of a male figure trekking through isolated mountains
occupies the most space. In the background, blinding wind sweeps over the desolate land
and flying sand covers the sun. This forms a Sisyphean image, implying the
unforeseeable future and the meaningless struggle of life. At the same time, however, the
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painter highlights a dove standing on the man’s elevated palm, which is also emphasized.
The man is gazing at the dove as if he is talking with it. Through this central image of the
dove, the painting promises the man, as well as the audience, brightness in the future.
This reminds us immediately of Yang Lian’s national narrative in “The Wild Goose
Pagoda.” Indeed, as Gu Chengfeng argues, Ding Fang’s works, “on the theme of the
Loess Plateau in Northern China, signifies a reflection on Chinese culture.”284 After the
description of all kinds of bitterness and struggling the last sentence of that poem is “with
everybody, walking toward the brightness.” A line about Ding Fang in the
abovementioned opening poem—“Ding Fang said not just hope is shimmering here”丁方
说这里不只是希望在闪烁—also echoes this cover painting and illuminates the narrative
of enlightenment.
What, then, in addition to hope, does Ding Fang reveal in this painting? The
Avant-garde art group “Red Brigade”红色·旅 (hongse·lü), another group with tongren
characteristics, of which Ding is a core figure, can help to decode the hidden message.
Ding and eight other Avant-garde artists established the Red Brigade in 1986.285 The
group members borrowed the name from the contemporary Italian terrorist organization
Brigate Rosse, although Ding and other members of the Red Brigade intentionally
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differentiated the group from the Italian organization by adding a separation dot between
“red” (hongse) and “brigade” (lü), with “hongse representing life and lü being a pun
referring to both an organization and a process.”286 The violence-related name of the art
group and its revolutionary implications indicate how the Avant-garde artists assumed a
tragic sense of sublimity and sacrifice. As Yang Zhilin argues, “I suggest a pessimistic
attitude in looking at positive things. We are simply artists of the transitional period.”
These tragic senses of sublimity and sacrifice were reinforced in the group’s Four
Principles (the key words of which are sacrifice, new life, sublimity, and eternity) and its
manifesto, “Red Brigade Precept” 红色·旅箴言 (Hongse·lü zhenyan).287 In the “Red
Brigade Precept,” Ding creates a Sisyphean image of a tragic hero who is journeying in
the wild mountains, which exactly mirrors the abovementioned painting on the cover of
Them. Ding laments for the solitude and finitude of individual lives in facing the eternal
and unlimited universe. Hence, life is meaningless unless it is elevated through artistic
creation and imagination. Ding compares art to a hard journey towards the sublime; it is
the solution to transcending the trivial life.288 In this way, Ding externalizes the Them
poets’ collective aspiration for spiritual pureness and sublimity.
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To sum up, in addition to Ding Fang’s painting, the Them poets’ longings for
sublimity were never directly uttered. Instead, they were cloaked by the poets’ ridiculing
and deconstructive attempts. Yet, the pursuit and the denial of elevated meanings are two
sides of the same coin. The apophatic expression of the desire for being recognized as the
representative of truth and ideal makes the Them poets comparable to their Obscure
poetry predecessors. As opposed to Obscure poets, however, it was neither possible nor
desirable for the Them poets to deem themselves as the enlighteners of the age. Instead,
in the spiritual domain, they created a narrative of enlightenment, which was neither
national nor completely individual.
4.3 AT SEA: THE CITY, (DIS)ORDER, AND (E)MASCULATION
The poetry group At Sea, which was established on February 16th of 1985, was
closely connected with the city of Shanghai. The founding issue of March 1985 published
works by twelve poets and three artists; all were from Shanghai. However, for these
Shanghai poets and artists, the city of Shanghai is frequently an unknown, inaccessible,
and distant subject; in many cases, the At Sea poets’ inability to approach the city of
Shanghai itself directs their writing to cosmopolitan imagination rather than the localized
reality. The name of the group, At Sea, proposed by the group member Liu Manliu 刘漫
流, both refers to and rejects the city of Shanghai. On the one hand, Shanghai 上海 was
also called haishang 海上 (At Sea), and the two-character title of the journal can also be
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read in either direction: from left to right or from right to left.289 On the other hand, the
reversed order of the two characters “shang” and “hai” communicates a different
meaning, that is, (floating) at sea, indicative of a sense of isolation and rootlessness.
This sense of detachment from the city is also shown in the cover of the first
issue, which is full of contradictions that form the poets’ vision of the city of Shanghai
(Figure 4.2). Patterns from playing card suits (two hearts, a diamond, and a spade) are
used to replace strokes of the Chinese character hai 海 (sea). In this particular design, the
unnamed designer of the journal’s cover re-presents a stereotypical image of old
Shanghai: a modern playground for entertainers, gamblers, and adventurers.290 This
vision of the city goes along with the group’s self-identification as a “club” (俱乐部 jule
bu). As opposed to the Them group, which called itself a literary school, poets of the
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group At Sea intentionally used the word “club,” which indicates, especially in Chinese,
an informal, playful, and joyful nature. Meanwhile, the Chinese character of Shang 上 is
shaped in the graphic of a lone boat under the crescent moon, to compare with the city
which is also imagined as floating At Sea and isolated from the land. Represented by the
poker patterns and the solitary boat, both the city of Shanghai and the poetry group At
Sea feature some postmodernist playfulness and rootlessness. This intentional lightness,
however, contradicts with the woodcut titled Genesis that occupies most of the cover. In
this print of woodcut on the cover, the author Wang Xiaojun 王小君, a graduate from the
Department of Visual Arts at Shanghai Normal University, depicts two gigantic dinosaurs
in the primitive forest. It provides a scientific portrayal of the origin of the world while
interestingly adopting a biblical exegesis of the world’s origin. In contrast to the futurist
zeitgeist of the 1980s, the At Sea poets and artists were fashioning an imagery of the
primitive. In doing so, they detached themselves from the city, a center of China’s
capitalist turn and social reform.
Indeed, At Sea members showed great anxiety with the rapidly commercialized
and modernized city. As Meng Lang 孟浪 (Meng Junliang 孟俊良), one core figure of
the group, states in “Art Self-explanation” (艺术自释 Yishu zishi), “Shanghai, the
biggest industrial and commercial city of China, is only a dot in the mathematical and
physical concept. We are tightly encircled by it. As poets, we are desolate and
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helpless.”291 This feeling of loneliness is further elaborated by Liu Manliu, who narrates
that “some people are terribly solitary in Shanghai. They cannot get along with each
other; they are hiding in the corners of the city, writing poems and carefully using a kind
of language.”292 The poets simultaneously describe their social desolation in the city and
psychological detachment from it. As the poem by Hai Ke titled “Like This” (就这样 Jiu
zheyang) utters,
standing like this
there comes lightening
there comes a new poem
drenched clothes snuggle up against me
force me to display naked body
walking like this
vaguely looking at the toes
vaguely walking towards the end of the road
the gorgeous clothes under the umbrella extend like desert
nobody admires our sculpture
Like this, I left
Like this, we left cling to each other
就这样坐着
忽然来了闪电
忽然来了一首新诗
湿透的衣服依偎着我
强迫我展览裸体
就这样走着
茫然地看着脚尖
茫然地走向路的尽头
伞底下的华服沙漠舒展
没有人观赏我们的雕像
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就这样我走了
就这样我们依偎着走了293
Hai Ke 海客 (Zhang Yuanshan 张远山), the chief editor of the first issue of At Sea as
well as the initiator of the poetry group, used this poem to replace an introduction 代序
(daixu). It very well describes the befuddlement and impotence of At Sea poets in the city
of Shanghai. The poets are driven to stand, to move, and to display naked bodies. They
are invisible and unknown to the people in this city, their existence meaningless and
untraceable, exactly like how the poet named himself: Hai Ke, a “guest” who is
temporarily sojourning in Shanghai.
The At Sea members’ self-detachment from the city stemmed from a profound
panic in the face of capitalist modernism. This is very much like Walter Benjamin’s
interpretation of the painting Angelus Novus:
an angel looking as though he is about to move away from something he is
fixedly contemplating […] His face is turned toward the past […] The angel
would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what has been smashed. But
a storm is blowing in from Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such a
violence that the angel can no longer close them. The storm irresistibly propels
him in the future to which his back is turned, while the pile of debris before him
grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress.294
At Sea poets and artists were largely “propelled” into an industrial and capitalist
modernity, which made them feel uneasy. Paradoxically, what made Avant-garde poets
who they were was their classicist tendencies. Consciously or unconsciously, the At Sea
members resorted to Western modernist art forms for the expression of this dis-ease. For
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example, the composition of Gong Jianqing’s 龚建庆 woodcut A Self-Portrait with Street
Views 有街景的自画像 (You jiejing de zihuaxiang) is reminiscent of German
expressionist artist Edvard Munch’s best-known painting The Scream of Nature (1893).
In Gong’s woodcut, a sorrowful man’s face is starkly separated by a street from the
multi-story buildings that oppressively tower behind and above him. The gloomy face of
the protagonist, the street that is jaggedly hollowed out and aggressively sliding down on
top of the man’s head, and the buildings with sharp angles that pitch up, register an
unsettling sense. The picture frame that is roughly cropped out, as well as the sketchy
quality and naïve style of the work further intensifies this profound anxiety in the
woodcut. In the exhibited works one year later, this hesitant roughness, fidgety, and
repressed fierceness is externalized and radicalized. Comparable to Munch’s painting that
shows a panicked skeleton at the fin de siècle, Gong’s woodcut also displays the deep
depression and anxiety of the self in facing a highly transitional time. The artist portrayed
the modern city as a strange, monstrous, and oppressive other, in which a symbolic street
stood roughly between the city and the artist-self.
Like the woodcut, At Sea poets often portrayed the modern city of Shanghai as a
dark, cold, morally corrupted, and criminal place, in which individual artists remained
extremely solitary and gloomy. Tian You 天游 (Zhou Zexiong 周泽雄), in his poem
“Summer: This City” (夏天: 这座城市 Xiatian, zhezuo chengshi), uses the film noir style
to describe a murder happening in the city. The first four lines depicting the violent
thunderstorm set up the terrifying atmosphere of a summer night of “this city.” The moon
is compared to a pistol, aiming at everybody on the street. Nobody is able to escape in
this potential, indiscriminate murder. Killing is so easy that everybody can be the
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murderer and victim. After committing a murder, the personae I “pushed the revolving
glass gate of the Dahua Hotel / stepped down as if nothing had happened” 推开达华宾馆
旋转的玻璃门 / 若无其事地走下台阶, while the personae also knows that “now,
anybody can rush up/and seize me by the throat from behind/and then gracefully put
away the folding fan/disappeared in an unfrequented by-lane” 现在, 谁都可以冲上来/从
背后[sic.掐]住我的脖子/然后潇洒地收起折扇／消失在人迹罕到的小巷.295 This
anxiety is intensified by a creepy suspense that “a girl was walking towards me / like a
quiet mine” 一位姑娘朝我走来／象一枚平静的水雷, which implies that the seemingly
vulnerable girl is probably the next murderer.296 The poem ends with the lines that “I
remembered yesterday/silent film” 我想起昨天／无声电影, which evokes old Shanghai
in terms not merely of its once-booming silent film market in the 1920s and ’30s.297 In
fact, the Shanghai-based New Sensational literary school, composed of writers such as
Liu Naou 刘呐鸥, Mu Shiying 穆时英, and Shi Zhecun 施蛰存, had already used the
film noir technique to write on the city as a place of danger and darkness.298 Although
Tian You’s poem is not novel in either literary technique or theme, the depiction of
Shanghai through psychological horror and suspense fundamentally provides another
form of deviation, among many other experimental works, from the realistic vein of
literary creation.
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Wang Yin’s 王寅 poem “Men are Born as A Kind of Animal: No. 25” (人生来就
是一种动物 25 号 Ren shenglai jiushi yizhong Dongwu 25 hao) uses filmic language
again to convey the inter/intra-personal apathy in the modern city.
Men are Born as A Kind of Animal
No. 25
this table is as lanky as a long street
you are staying on the other end
the end of the street
coldly cracking sunflower seeds
the night turns even darker
nobody is waiting for you
the table is like a street very long
you are at the other end, the dead end
birds are flying by above my head
leaves falling down
this night this night
there must be somebody who is slightly stroking
the back of a cat
人生来就是一种动物
25 号
这张桌瘦得象条长街
你呆在那一头
街的尽头
寒冷地嗑着瓜子
夜晚更黑了
没有人等你
桌子就象一条街很长
你在那一头尽头
鸟从我的头上飞过去
树叶落下来
这夜晚这夜晚
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一定有人轻轻抚摸
一只猫的背脊299
This “you” is either an observed self of the poem’s speaker or an important other. The
psychological distance between the two is repeated and compared to a long street.
Staying on two ends, they remain respectively in coldness and loneliness. This Western
modernist depiction of indifference and detachment between urban dwellers was rare in
Chinese literature in the mid-1980s since the large-scale urbanization and the
establishment of modern commercialized cities had not yet started in China. This
alienation of men from each other or from the self is present in Avant-garde artist Geng
Jianyi’s 耿建翌 painting Two People Under the Light (灯光下的两个人 Dengguang xia
de lianggeren 1985, Figure 4.3). This painting shows close-up images of a young urban
couple who are sitting in front of a table, while the intense off-centered light highlights
their faces. The beam bifurcates both persons with half of each person in darkness as if
both were hiding secrets from each other, which disturbs the audience with a sense of
uneasiness. There is no emotional or physical communication between the couple at all:
the man is reading a huge paper with his eyes hidden behind thick lenses, while the
woman is leaning and staring anxiously forward with hands clenched, as if looking for
communication from the audience. The audience can immediately feel the indifference
and disengagement between the couple. Coldness and distance characterize both Wang
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and Geng’s depiction of urban life; the protagonists’ (the poem’s speaker and the woman)
desire of communication is never fulfilled.
The difficulty of communication between the opposite sexes indicates the
irreconcilable conflict between the spiritual (man, the poets) and material (woman, the
populace) pursuits at China’s capitalist turn. Women in the representations of this rather
masculine poetry group, which was founded “for the purpose of assembling manpower in
the Shanghai poetry scene,” were also a symbolic representation of disorder and spiritual
degeneration, about which male subjects felt deeply apprehensive.300 “The Red Vinyl
Record is Slowly Rotating” (红色唱片慢慢旋转 Hongse changpian manman
xuanzhuan), another poem by Tian You, blames the spiritual decay on the material
fetishism of the “girls of this city” who are vulnerable to external temptation: “all girls of
the city surrendered / they were rushing into that green pleasure boat/ allowed the surge
of the third sex / to replace the men who were soundly sleeping in the city / to amorously
stroke themselves”全城的少女都投降了/她们拥上那艘绿色游船／让汹涌而来的第三
性别／代替城里酣睡的男人／多情地抚摸自己.301 The girls’ desire is “rotating” like
the “red vinyl record”; the men in this city are no longer attractive to, and lose control of,
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girls. The poem utters the deep anxiety with the loss of conventional values through the
men’s sexual frustration in this city. The city is also described as dangerous and
disorderly out of the urban women’s “disloyalty.” In a contrast to a pastoral “golden rape
flower land,” the ending of the poem, “look, this city / full of high rises / breasts
towering” ——看，这座城市／大楼林立／乳房高耸, expresses biting ridicule of the
morally decadent modern city that is marked by money and sex.302
In sum, the At Sea poets register profound powerlessness in writing and
identifying themselves with the city itself. As Hong Zicheng rightly states,
[At Sea poetry] is related to the experience of “isolated, helpless” poets feeling
“Shang being pushed on them.” Their poetry tended more towards expressing the
clashes and contradictions between the life of the individual and the environment
in which they live. The solitude felt by the poets found its source in the spiritual
anxiety of the individual living in the “rootless” confusion of the great oriental
city of Shanghai, and through their poetry, they attempted to “restore the charm of
humankind.”303
The At Sea poets and artists register a deep anxiety about spiritual degeneration brought
by the capitalist turn of the Chinese society. They criticized and detached themselves
from material modernity that is emblematized by the city of Shanghai; in this way, like
the Them poets, they initiated a critique not of but integral to enlightenment.
4.4 NOT-NOT: TO ESTABLISH A NEW CULTURAL ORDER
You use a suspicious language.
You set a trap for us.
You yourself first fell into it.
你使用一种可疑的语言。
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你为我们设置陷阱。
你自己先掉了进去。304
This is the beginning of Zhou Lunyou 周伦佑’s poem “Free Diamond” 自由方块 (Ziyou
fangkuai), published in the 1987 issue of Not-Not 非非 (Feifei). Zhou quoted the lines
from his own 1986 diary. He compares language to a “trap” which is designed by “you,”
the poet, for “us,” the audience. However, not only the audience, but also its designer, is
the victim of the trap. Zhou describes language as a device that tricks its users and
prevents them from approaching the real world. In other words, the world constructed by
language can be constantly decoded and recoded.
Throughout the poem, Zhou continues to dismantle the “trap of language” by
teasing meanings conveyed through language. In the last block, he presents a wedding
ceremony in the graphical structure of a cross, which is surrounded by fourteen characters
(Figure 4.4). Two grids, one each side, represent a children’s game of jumping, to which
the groom and bride are invited. The poet implies that marriage is the result of an
arbitrary “jump,” upward or downward, to the left or right. Two identical sentences
(“how to decide 怎么确定呢 ”) are circling around the grids, which turns performative
the act of questioning itself in the game. Elsewhere in the poem, Zhou intensifies the
subversion of received meanings in Daodejing 道德经 doctrines by reordering words and
pauses in the first sentence of the doctrine —“The way that becomes a way is not the
Immortal Way the name that becomes a name is not the Immortal Name” 道可道非常道
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名可名非常名—to reproduce four different versions with different meanings (Figure
4.5).305 Through a series of linguistic mazes then, the poem deconstructs fixed meanings
woven through language and problematizes the authority of doctrines and classics.
This poem shows post-modernist characteristics of the self-organized poetry
group Not-Not, which was founded and published its first poetry magazine on 4 May
1986, in Sichuan. Michael Day has celebrated Not-Not for being “in several ways ahead
in time. The group’s pan-cultural theory, focus on language, and unique poetic techniques
have been identified as possessing post-modernist elements by critics,” many of whom
“refer to deconstructive elements present in […] the theory and poetical practice of Zhou
Lunyou.”306 Day’s claim was largely supported in Chinese scholarship in the 1980s. But
it began to be rejected by scholars both in China and in the U.S. in the mid-1990s.307
They interrogate not just Not-Not poems, but also the experimental poetry of the new
generation, which was variously known as Post-Obscure, the Third Generation, the New
Tide Poetry, the New Born Generation, or the Avant-garde Poetry. Avant-garde poems
like “Free Diamond” (although this particular poem was never selected for scholarly
review) were attacked as an uncritical imitation of Western postmodern poetry. The
grafting of Western literary notions and categories, modernism and postmodernism, onto
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the examination of Not-Not poetry, was further brought into question, as the
postmodernist deconstructive tendency failed to find its social and cultural ground in
mid-1980s China. As Luo Zhenya notes,
Different from Western postmodernism which was born in post-industrial society,
Chinese postmodern poetry came into being in a pre-industrial society which was
culturally and psychologically not ready for a market economy. Because the spirit
of rational practice was restricted in the mechanism of the nation’s cultural
psychology, [Chinese] poets could hardly approve the vanity of value in Western
postmodernism. Poets’ inherent lyric tendency in the artistic tradition did not
allow complete emotional coldness. In particular, Chinese postmodernist poetry
was generated in the flippant and restless mental state of the poets, who aspired
for quick returns and instant benefits [in literature]. Some Avant-garde poets were
only following and imitating Western postmodernism, and were thus fake avantgarde.308
Luo’s idea is typical in the scholarship of Avant-garde poetry: Chinese Avant-garde
poetry in the 1980s—exemplified by Not-Not poems—is assumed to be simply an empty
postmodernist form because the social psyche that initiated Western postmodernism did
not exist in 1980s China.309 Fredric Jameson’s proposition of postmodernism as a cultural
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logic of late capitalism justifies this criticism that postmodernist critique has been
erroneously imposed on Chinese Avant-garde poetry.310
Indeed, this reading of Not-Not poems, when calibrated with postmodernism, fails
to capture the complexity of Not-Not poetry as well as the poetry group. Rather than
simply inspecting Not-Not poems, I treat Not-Not as a cultural enterprise composed with
a theoretical and practical system called Not-Not-ism. I conduct a horizontal reading of
the four annual issues of Not-Not Poetical Works and Poetics from 1986 to 1989 and two
newspaper issues of Not-Not Criticism in 1986 and 1987, before the publication was for
the first time suspended in 1990 in the aftermath of the Tiananmen Incident (1989). In
addition to poems, Not-Not magazines also published “Not-Not-ist Theory” (非非主义理
论 Feifei zhuyi lilun) (Figure 4.6), “Not-Not-ist Poetry Techniques” (非非主义诗歌方法
Feifei zhuyi shige fangfa) (Figure 4.7), an experimental language lab, a self-contained
poetry award, “Not-Not-ist Poetry Dictionary” (非非主义小辞典 Feifei zhuyi xiao
cidian) (Figure 4.8), and the annual “Top Ten News in Chinese Poetry Field” (中国诗界
十大新闻 Zhongguo shijie shida xinwen) (Figure 4.9). In doing so, I discover that the

questions that highlighted the Chinese project of taming and challenging rather than
reproducing Western postmodernism.” See Wang Jing, High Culture Fever, 235.
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Chinese intellectuals approached postmodernist critique primarily through
Fredric Jameson, who was the first Western scholar giving lecture on postmodernism in
Beijing University in 1985. Chinese literary critics excitedly captured and celebrated
postmodernist elements in Chinese experimental literature in the second half of the
1980s, which, in turn, promoted and privileged writings in ostensibly postmodernist
forms. However, Jameson’s contextualization of postmodernism in post-capitalist logic
was then largely neglected. It was not until the mid-1990s, Jameson’s proposition was
reread, and his theory composes the most important understanding of postmodernism by
Chinese intellectuals.
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Not-Not poetry group was more paradoxical than coherent. Not-Not poets claimed that
language impedes primitive truth while devoting themselves to poetry experiments that
all relied on language. They were oscillating between the attempt to distance themselves
from society and their desire for social engagement. Indifferent observation and analysis
characterized the majority of Not-Not poems, which contradicts Not-Not poets’ radical
anti-cultural and anti-rational statements that lay the foundation of Not-Not poetics.
I argue that it is not Not-Not poetry, but the poetic, theoretic, and linguistic
enterprises of Not-Not-ism that allow one to understand the desire and anxiety of this
poetry group in the original literary field of the mid-1980s. Not-Not should neither be
completely paralleled with Western postmodernism, which is characterized by the selfconscious destruction of grand narratives, nor regarded as a representation of Red
Guard’s political violence in the Cultural Revolution.311 Instead, the inherent
inconsistency within and among Not-Not poems, theories and other endeavors
demonstrates the deep uncertainty of the younger generation, which had grown up in the
socialist revolutionary era and was experiencing its dissolution, to (re-)position itself in
the New Era of postsocialist China, in which a Capitalist-West-centralism began to
overcome the Cold War mentality. Avant-garde poets such as Not-Not members (Zhou
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The critic Ouyang Jianghe 欧阳江河, also an Avant-garde poet, attacks Zhou
and Not-Not as emblematic of the violent Red Guard movement in the Cultural
Revolution. Ouyang’s critique is echoed by Cheng Guangwei, who argues that the NotNot group “was ostensibly critical of and resisting politicized culture, while in fact they
were strongly politically utilitarian. Both their articles and behaviors were characterized
by the Red-guard Movement during the ‘Cultural Revolution’.” See Cheng Guangwei 程
光炜, Zhongguo dangdai xinshi shi 中国当代新诗史 (Beijing: Zhongguo renmin daxue
chubanshe, 2003), 302.
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Lunyou, Lan Ma 蓝马, Yang Li 杨黎, etc. ) indiscriminately “swallowed” Western
(post)modern literature and (post)modernist critiques at once. As a result, the teleological
thought of cultural development, which informs their poetry and poetics, and the
nostalgic recursion to a cosmopolitan pre-modern utopia, which is composed by art and
philosophy, are mutually imbricated in Not-Not-ism.
Although the naming of the poetry group Not-Not by Zhou Lunyou 周伦佑 is not
a result of careful thought, the name “Not-Not”, which was explained later by Zhou as
Not-sublime (非崇高 fei chonggao) and Not-culture (非文化 fei wenhua), encapsulates
the intent to challenge, subvert, deny, and detach.312 The catchword of Not-sublime is an
immediate backlash against Obscure poetry, which shows profound engagement with
truth, ideals, and nobility, with which Obscure poets proclaimed themselves enlighteners
and heroes in the postsocialist New Era. Although Not-Not poets self-consciously
subverted the sublime by distancing themselves from, secularizing, and ridiculing writing
subjects of their poems, their theoretical creation of “pre-culture,” which ended up
pointing to one ultimate being and truth, replaced the affectionate national sublime with
the hypothesis of a cosmopolitan and metaphysical sublime. I will specify this in the
following analysis. The group’s call for Not-culture spoke against a culture based on
digital civilization and language that “alienates” human beings from the cosmos and from
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original truth.313 Instead, the Not-Not poets Zhou Lunyou and Lan Ma 蓝马 (Wang
Shigang 王世刚) invented the idea of “pre-culture” (前文化 qianwenhua), which was
envisioned as a primitive and transcendent state of human existence. Therefore, cultural
subversion and destruction are not Not-Not’s ultimate aim; instead, Not-Not-ism directs
readers to a metaphysical cultural hypothesis on the basis of denial. On this account,
Zhang Qinghua’s reading of the notion “Not-Not” offers a dialectical view rather than a
simple negation of sublimity and culture. As Zhang contends,
exactly like it is stated in Daodejing —“The way that becomes a way is not the
Immortal Way the name that becomes a name is not the Immortal Name,” NotNot’s precondition, “not,” refers to the absurd world and misleading culture. In
order to recover truth and facts, an active “not” is required—namely, an apophatic
epistemology. One cannot return to the original world and truth until this absurd
and unreal world is eliminated.314
The aforementioned poem “Free Diamond” echoes Zhang’s interpretation, not only
because Zhou Lunyou uses the same aphorism from Daodejing deconstrucively, but
because both Zhang’s explanation of “Not-Not” and Zhou’s poem convey the idea that
destruction foregrounds a transcendent approach to the ultimate truth. Thus, “Not-Not”
fundamentally differs from either Jean- François Lyotard’s definition of postmodernism
as “incredulity toward metanarratives” or Jean Baudrillard’s skepticism toward the origin
of the real.315
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Karl Marx’s theory of alienation was widely discussed by Chinese intellectuals
at the beginning of the 1980s. It is reasonable to assume that the debates also informed
the young poets Lan Ma and Zhou Lunyou.
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Not-Not’s creation and theorization of the concept “pre-culture” testifies to this
pursuit of the real, the ultimate truth and utopia. The notion demonstrates the poetry
group’s apophatic constructive and essentialist tendencies. In the “Not-Not-ism
Manifesto,” published in the first issue of the Not-Not journal, Lan Ma proposes the
notion of “pre-culture,” which is the core notion of Not-Not theories. He states that
today’s “(en-)cultured world and (en-)cultured crowd” should be renewed with “Not-Not
vigor” (非非生机 feifei shengji), so that one can return to pre-culture. “Not-Not is a
comprehensive term referring to the object, form, content, methodology, process, way,
and result of the mind of pre-culture.”316 In “Introduction to Pre-culture,” Lan Ma
reiterates the “danger” of the “encultured world” brought by the “strengthened
semantics” and the “civilization based on mathematics,” which results in human beings’
fundamental isolation from the universe (宇宙 yuzhou).317 He further illustrates that preculture is “not prehistoric culture,” but a “super-culture,” which is “the universe itself”
and “thus it is not reached through language.”318 Lan Man idealizes pre-culture as an
immediate equivalent to life and the universe, while reason hinging on mathematical
logic and fundamentally on language has contaminated the existing culture. Lan Ma,
Zhou Luyou, and other Not-Not poet-theorists repeatedly propose the essentialist notion
of “universe” and parallel it with the ultimate truth which transcends language, culture,
civilization, and the world in general.
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A part of the translation is from Day, a part from myself.
Lan Ma 蓝马, “Qianwenhua daoyan”前文化导言, Not-Not 非非 no. 1 (1986):
Ibid.
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Opposing mathematical logic and language, Lan Ma deems “intuition” the only
agency for pre-culture. “After restoring everything to its pre-cultural state, semantics and
culture will be eliminated and the consciousness that relies on language and culture will
also disappear; only intuition remains. In the realm of intuition, everything is Not-Not;
intuition is also Not-Not. [At this time], the mystery of the universe is solved.”319 For Lan
Ma, music and painting are the arts facilitated primarily by intuition, which forms a direct
agent of pre-culture, the ultimate utopia and truth. For example, Lan Ma anoints
Beethoven as an “absolute thing of pre-culture, almost cut off from culture;”320 he
celebrates that the composer “is good at composing the power of Not-Not through music,
his works are full of Not-Not thinking, bring about Not-Not effects, and fulfil Not-Not
values.”321 Lan Ma also uses Picasso and Kandinsky as good examples of artists “free
from cultural semantics,” while Dalí is favored by Lan Ma for his paintings, which “not
only contain unfathomable mysteries of pre-culture, but also present cultural semantics
that were denied.”322 Jing Xiaodong 敬晓东, also a Not-Not member, endorses Lan Ma’s
claim by arguing that language limits poetry and prohibits it from developing as fast as
paintings, which, as Jing points out, can be seen by comparing the works of Van Gogh
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“将一切作前文化还原之后，语义和文化丧失，被文化（语义界定）之网
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with his predecessors.323 Zhou Lunyou contends that intuition, rather than language,
empowers poets to “shake hands directly with gods without religion” as artists do; he
uses Goethe, Hugo, and Byron as the examples par excellence of creating poems not
through language, but the Freudian notion of libido, a form of intuition.324 In sum, the
Not-Not poets quoted in their theoretical articles the Western art and literary masters,
who remained in the collective readings of the intellectuals in the 1980s, to endorse the
Not-Not proposition that intuition is the only agent for approaching the essence of the
universe, while language and logic are blamed for divorcing humans from this primitive
trueness.
As a result, they constructed a cosmopolitan utopia based on the fragmentary
paper-bound knowledge of classical and modern philosophy, literature and art of
traditional China and the West. Chen Chao describes how Zhou Lunyou built up his
archaeology of knowledge about the West as such:
this intellectual in the isolated small city of Xichang was reading books,
pondering, writing and taking notes all day. He had profound understanding of
key figures in Western European and American culture and art, and he could force
a reorganization of them in his own mind. He flaunted himself and remained
eloquent; he never hesitated in constructing systems while sometimes standing in
awe of scientism.325
Not only do Not-Not poets impose their own romantic imagination on Western
philosophers, artists and writers to crystalize the hypothesis of pre-culture, they also
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hypothesize a metaphysical pre-culture, which is no more than a hodgepodge of Hegelian
historicism, Marx’s concept of alienation, and the general critique of Western modernity.
The unsorted imageries of ancient China and the “occident” foreground Not-Not
poets’ metaphysical hypothesis of utopia in Not-Not poetics and of a physical and
figurative apex, which is probably the heaven in Zhou Lunyou’s poem “Thirteen Steps”
(十三级台阶 Shisan ji taijie), denoting a path to heaven.326 The poem is composed of
thirteen stanzas which grow in both line number and line length. This visual pattern of the
poem in the structure of stairs leads the reader to experience the progress of climbing
steps when reading the poem. Zhou teases received values in classics with such images as
“those inscriptions [on bronze ware] boil / tadpoles bring Confucius to premature
ejaculation” 那些铭文煮熟 / 蝌蚪使孔子早泄 or “Ji kang dies of [gu]qin Boya / dies of
Lofty Mountains and Flying Waters” 嵇康死于琴伯牙 / 死于高山流水.327 Zhou not
only falsifies the original story of profound friendship between two great musicians Bo
Ya and Zhong Ziqi by applying it to Ji Kang, another great musician in Chinese tradition,
but also mocks the sage as suffering from sexual dysfunction so that the great musician Ji
Kang dies from playing music to Bo Ya, the confidant (zhiyin) of Zhong Ziqi in the
original legend, and from the piece of music. In many more cases, however, meanings are
eliminated rather than simply manipulated. The increasingly dense and random
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juxtaposition of images, concepts, names, and rhetoric intensifies the fragmentation of
plots, to the extent that all words become floating signifiers. Zhou eliminates the
linguistic function of weaving meanings by breaking the semantic connections between
single words that are heavily piled up. Although the poem demonstrates the elimination
of signification through the creation of linguistic density, the poem does shape a
cosmopolitan world by piecing together randomly foreign and traditional Chinese
imaginaries: Agra Fort, Greek Ancestry, Gypsies, the Snows of Kilimanjaro, Bricks from
Qin and Han Dynasty, Huang-Lao School of Thought, Epicurus, One Thousand and One
Nights, Waiting for Godot, Jesus, the Stone Hedge, the Kaaba, Prajnaparamita, apostles,
and the Leaning Tower of Pisa. This universe is generated by names of cultural, literary,
philosophical, and religious concepts signifying ancient civilizations and the
institutionalized modern West, which are randomly re-composed and paralleled. In the
metaphor of climbing thirteen steps, Zhou delineates the process of reading world
literature and culture until all works and names composed by language are overcome.
Finally, “you are no longer a man of language” 你已不再是语言的人了: the poet
envisions, at the end of the poem, the birth of an elevated and freer new world (which is
represented by “fly catkins like dancing snow”杨花飞雪, by “the birth of an apostle” 一
个使徒诞生, and by “Tower of Pisa becoming a different wonder” after getting rid of the
shackles of language. 328 Although we can find no evidence to show that French
poststructuralism inspired Zhou Lunyou and other Not-Not poets, their incredulity toward
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the revolutionary narrative of the socialist era and their concomitant attempt to subvert it
among Obscure poets and Root-seeking (寻根 xungen) writers and artists further
developed, in Not-Not, into a metaphysical challenge of language per se. The poet
constructs a utopia in “Thirteen Steps” by relying simultaneously on language and its
deconstruction. This forms an intrinsic dilemma of Not-Not: it continuously invents what
it has just jettisoned.
The subversive tendencies in both Not-Not poems and theories always end up
with greater anxiety about the deconstructed and decentralized status of existence.
Immediately after destroying the established orders, Not-Not poets always go on to
generate a new order with solid values. This is even more true in the magazine Not-Not’s
non-literary texts, which function to establish a new poetry center alternative to the
official poetry field. Not-Not poets call their journals “for internal exchange (内部交流资
料 neibu jiaoliu ziliao)” to highlight their avant-gardeness and essential difference from
the established poetry field. The journals were not necessarily only read within the group.
By contrast, they were expected to be circulated among a wider range of people. Internal
exchange materials conveyed in the 1980s a sense of being mysterious and transgressing
boundaries, since books that were published in the high socialist era (1949-1966) were
not widely available during the Revolution, and were “restricted by the authorities for
access by a high-level cadre readership” and usually called “materials for internal use,”
(内部参考 neibu cankao, or simply 内参 neican).329 By marking their journals “for
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internal exchange,” Furthermore, Not-Not poets creat here a sense of countercultural
continuity with an earlier underground poetry group, Today (今天 jintian), which
published its last three issues as “internal exchange” after it was required by the Beijing
Municipal Public Security Bureau to stop publishing, for the first time, on 2
September1980.
Not-Not poets did not always highlight the division between them and the official
poetry field. In more cases, they alleged to represent the national poetry development by
inventing a new poetic and linguistic system, which is composed with Not-Not theories,
“Not-Not-ist Poetry Techniques,” and a “Dictionary of Not-Not-ism,” both published in
their self-printed journals.330 The poetry methodology of Not-Not-ism is an extension of
Not-Not theories into the operational sphere. The dictionary of Not-Not-ism contains 70
terms which further annotate the philosophical system of Not-Not-ism. Interestingly
enough, Zhou and other Not-Not group members heavily relied on linguistic and
conceptual innovations to approach the core idea in their theories, that is, the pre-culture,
which nonetheless rejects language as a whole. In doing this, Not-Not poets created a
quasi-independent system of philosophy predicated on the invention of new language and
concepts. The Not-Not group was, of course, not the first to pursue cultural reform
through linguistic innovation. The New Cultural Movement in 1917, initiated by Hu Shi
胡适 and Chen Duxiu 陈独秀, is a more successful example. As opposed to Hu and
Chen’s attempt to secularize the Chinese language by encouraging literary writing in
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vernacular Chinese, the Not-Not group created a dictionary that only contains rather
obscure philosophical terms, as it turned out, rarely circulated beyond the group.
Nevertheless, the Not-Not group depended on linguistic invention and regulation to
convey their Not-Not-ist propositions, which showed profound skepticism toward
language. In this sense, Not-Not was not as anti-linguistic as its practitioners claimed
themselves to be.
The Not-Not group continued to establish its authority by founding a “Not-Not
Poetry Award (非非诗歌大奖 Feifei shige dajiang)” (Figure 4.10). The aim of the award
was “to promote the exploration of China’s modern poetry” and “except works by NotNot poets, all poems, poetics and poetry criticism which have been published in formal or
informal periodicals nationwide” were eligible for application.331 In the 1980s, literary
awards were only organized by official institutes, such as the China Writers Association,
and their notices were published in most prestigious official literary journals, such as
People’s Literature. For example, the review committee of the most authoritative poetry
award in the 1980s—the National Outstanding New Poetry Collection Prize—involved
scholars, literary officials, and returned poets who were already established poets in the
high socialist era before the Revolution, such as Ai Qing 艾青, Zang Kejia 臧克家, and
Feng Zhi 冯至.332 The obscure poets Shu Ting and Bei Dao obtained second and first
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The returned or re-emergent poets refer to the older generation of poets who
were victims of various political movements in the high socialist era of the 1950s
and ’60s, and they were deprived of the right of writing. According to Hong Zicheng,
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places, respectively, in the first and third award. All other awardees were professional
poets in the official literary system, most of whom were returnees. No Avant-garde poet
was ever nominated.333 In the mid-1980s official poetry field, Obscure poetry was already
instituted and had obtained a good number of educated readers, while Avant-garde poets
and poems were largely neglected. The establishment of the unofficial Not-Not Poetry
Award was quite bold. It aimed, on the one hand, to attract and discover Avant-garde
poets nationwide with the Not-Not group at the center; on the other hand, to form an
exploration-only poetry field in resistance to the established official poetry scene where
poems with “exploratory hues” were still under limit and supervision. In sum, the NotNot Poetry Award shared the function of the National Literature Prize, whose meanings,
in the literary scholar Zhang Qinghua and Cheng Guangwei’s words, “do not lie so much
in selecting many literary works or discovering writers as in the establishment of the
Award’s authority through institutionalization.”334 With the intention of awarding poems
and poetics by themselves, Not-Not poets went to challenge the only authority of the

Shahe, Chang Yao, Zhou Liangpei, Sun Jingxuan, Gao Ping, Hu Zhao, Liang Nan, and
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official literary institution composed of established writers, literary scholars, and official
poetry journals.
In addition to the notice of the poetry award, the Not-Not group also published,
annually, “Top Ten News in Chinese Poetry Field” in its journals. This “Top Ten News”
forms a connection between the official poetry world and Avant-garde poetry, by either
juxtaposing official poetry awards, conferences, publications, and poetry activities with
the establishment and publications of Not-Not issues, or by reporting the official’s
attention to or criticism of the Avant-garde poetry groups, in particular, the Not-Not
group. No other avant-garde poetry group is individually mentioned; instead, they were
simply involved under the rubric of “the third generation poetry.” The “Top Ten News”
should be read as a Not-Not group’s narrative that reveals its aspiration at once to stay
independent from the official poetry world and to be recognized by it. According to the
“Top Ten News,” the Not-Not group was directly connected with the official poetry field,
although the editor adopted an official position to render Not-Not an object of criticism.
This was nonetheless a recognition of their existence, as bold subverts of the official
field. Meanwhile, other Avant-garde groups were completely neglected. In this way, the
Not-Not group not only prioritized itself among all Avant-garde art groups, but also
incorporated itself in the national poetry field, which includes both orthodox and avantgarde poetry scenes.
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This Sichuan-based poetry group tried to “create a nationwide forum of poetry for
avant-garde poets” and to establish and become the new authority of both avant-garde
and established poetry.335 This attempt does not conflict with its grander tasks:
through us,
to change the passive influence of world cultural trends on Chinese new poetry;
through us,
to keep pace of Chinese new poetry theory and creation with the development of
contemporary world literature;
through us,
to make Chinese new poetry a part of the world literary mainstream.
通过我们
使中国新诗的理论和创作与世界当代文学的发展达成
同步
通过我们
使中国新诗堂堂正正地进入世界文学主流336
The ambition of entering the world mainstream testifies to the Not-Not group’s desire of
being recognized by the world authority as representative of Chinese poetry. Not-Not’s
firm commitment to a centralist world literary order, where the West stays at the center
while Chinese socialist literature at the margin, exposes Not-Not poets to the ambition of
moving from the national margin to the world center.
In conclusion, the horizontal reading of literary and non-literary texts in the
magazine Not-Not allows one to capture the complexity of the Avant-garde poetry group.
The destructive tendencies of the Cultural Revolutionary mentality and pattern, by which
Not-Not poets had been deeply informed in the process of growing up, was justified
through a teleological thinking of Western postmodernism. Not-Not poets borrowed
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postmodernist critiques of linguistic autonomy, scientism, and metanarrative, to
disengage themselves from the ideology and literary production of socialism, and also to
express revolutionary desire in the form of linguistic devastation and cultural patricide.
However, Not-Not poets’ unease with the post-deconstructive state of suspension, or
différance, in Derrida’s word, urged them to identify with a new center and to re-establish
metanarratives. The utopian hypothesis of pre-culture is one good example; the poets’
cosmopolitan vision composed of literary and artistic imagey from the modern West and
ancient China is another. Eventually, Not-Not also re-created a totalizing system
centering around itself through the Dictionary, the Not-Not-ist Lab, the manifestos, the
Award and the Top Ten News. In this sense, the avant-garde poets were immediately
caught in another essentialist pitfall when they were anxious to identify with Western
centralism. Thus, Not-Not’s postmodernist experiments in its poems are incomplete and
negated.
4.5 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, I examined the self-published Avant-garde poetry journals by the
Them group, the At Sea group, and the Not-Not group, contending that the Avant-garde
poets turned to a metaphysical and spiritual exploration. It is difficult to place Avantgarde Poetry comfortably in the pigeonhole of either classism or modernism. By bitterly
ridiculing idealism, heroism, and sublimity, which were once connected with Obscure
poetry and poets, the Avant-garde poets stood in a modernist elitist position in an
apophatic way. Meanwhile, these Avant-garde poets conveyed deep anxiety with the ever
commercialized society. While all three Avant-garde groups were enthusiastic and
determined to initiate innovations in literary expression and value diversification, their
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poems frequently convey self-skeptical, self-critical, and self-destructive senses in the
discourse of poets’ social marginalization. 337
The organizational form of Avant-garde Poetry, that is, qunti or groups with
tongren characters, existed temporarily between collectivism of the high socialist and
individualism driven by commercialization that developed in the 1990s. Qunti
represented the voice of a poets’ collective, which was alternative to the state
enlightenment. Whereas qunti fundamentally challenged the grand narratives such as
sublimity and greatness in socialism, it also, in a very classical way of thought and
practice, refused the dumbing down of culture caused by fetishism. In this sense, qunti
generated a third mode of enlightenment. This mode was neither nation-based as it was in
the tradition from the May Fourth Movement in 1919 to the New Enlightenment in the
1980s; nor was it solely individual in the senses of either children’s qimeng or an
individual’s proper use of reason, as Kant states. Instead, this mode of enlightenment is
metaphysical and spiritual; it belonged to the domain of aesthetic modernity and
functioned to counterbalance the aggressiveness in the rapid economic and social reform.
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forms.” Therefore, Han self-consciously subverts the connection of poetry with ideology
and thought as it was. See Tamen, no.3 (1986), cover. At Sea poets state that
investigating new language experiences and displaying new value judgements are the aim
of their journal. As Haike notifies the reader in the poetry journal, At Sea poems are
supposed to “convey new value judgements” and “explore new language of feeling and
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Figure 4.1 The cover of the 1st issue of
Them, 1985, designed by Ding Fang 丁
方

Figure 4.2 The cover of At Sea, the 1st
issue, 1985
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Figure 4.3 Geng Jianyi Two People Under the Light, 1985 oil on canvas, 117×155 cm

Figure 4.4 Zhou Lunyou, “Free Diamond” in Not-Not, the 2nd issue, 1987
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Figure 4.5 Zhou Lunyou rephrases Daodejing in “Free Diamond” in Not-Not, the 2nd
issue, 1987

Figure 4.6 Not-Not Criticism, Aug 20, 1986
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Figure 4.7 “Not-Not-ist Poetry
Techniques,” Not-Not, no. 1 (May
1986), 71-73

Figure 4.8 “Not-Not-ist Poetry
Dictionary,” Not-Not, no. 1 (May
1986), 74-75
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Figure 4.9 “Top Ten News in Chinese
Poetry Field,” Not-Not , no. 2 (1987), II

Figure 4.10 “Not-Not Poetry
Award,” Not-Not, no. 2 (1987),
III
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THE MAKING OF THE WORLD: FINE ARTS IN CHINA AND AVANT-GARDE ART
When Chinese intellectuals of the 1980s developed the national project of the
New Enlightenment in the cultural sphere, they paralleled it with the May Fourth
Enlightenment in 1919. Both movements followed the paradigm of using a modern West
to enlighten pre-modern China. In this sense, Chinese enlightenment has always involved
a global dimension. Avant-garde Art of the 1980s was also significantly inspired by the
translation of Western philosophy, literature, and culture in the wake of the Reform and
Opening-up Policy issued in 1978. In particular, “when the international exhibition called
the ‘Exhibition of International Art Publications’ (Guoji yishu shuzhan) opened in the
National History Museum in Beijing in 1982, Xiao Feng, then the director of Zhejiang
Academy of Fine Art, decided to buy all the publications from the exhibition. These rich
resources, published in various languages, later greatly stimulated the ’85 Movement
generation,” a movement of Avant-garde Art.338 These books allowed students of art
academies to approach the most contemporary world art, which was an extracurricular
activity. As it were, the logic of the New Enlightenment, namely, a developmentalist
ideology that parallels the high socialist era with premodern and the Eighties with a
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process toward modern, reinforced the Eurocentrism among young intellectuals of the
1980s. This explains why the modern West was even more influential than traditional
China to become the resource of a new knowledge system for young intellectuals.
However, Avant-garde artists’ reception, imitation, and reproduction of modern
Western arts contained significant misreading, misplacement, and misrepresentation.
They borrowed elements from modern Western philosophy and art to express domestic
concerns about Chinese cultural reform and revitalization and to create a new culture that
broke through the socialist ideology and paradigms of art. This forms the main argument
of this chapter. I will examine how Chinese Avant-garde artists reproduced the (Western)
world to inform their conceptualizations of the New Era through a horizontal reading of
the art newspaper Fine Art in China (中国美术报 Zhongguo meishu bao).339 This weekly
newspaper is well-known for introducing modern Western art and capturing the newest
Chinese artistic trends, both of which were still highly controversial in 1985. As
expected, it was among the few venues that introduced and discussed Avant-garde artists,
groups, and artworks. It not only accompanied the growth of Chinese Avant-garde Art,
but also played a seminal important role in its early selection and canonization. Most
Avant-garde art groups and artists the newspaper had focused on were later involved in
the historicity of contemporary Chinese art. In the following section, I will look at two
artworks, an imported art exhibition, and an Avant-garde art group, on all of which the
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newspaper intensively reported in 1985. The two artworks are from “The Current
Progressive Young Chinese Artists Exhibition” (前进中的中国美展 Qianjin zhong de
Zhongguo qingnian meishu zuopin zhan), a groundbreaking exhibition in May 1985, in
which appeared a new constellation of young artists, whose works rebelled against the art
orthodox in both ideology and style. The newspaper’s reports on Robert Rauschenberg’s
(1925-2008) 1985 exhibitions in China show how Chinese intellectuals accepted this
American pop artist as a representative of the contemporary “world.” As the first artist
from the capitalist West who visited China in the history of PRC, Rauschenberg was
hardly understood yet enthusiastically embraced. The Northern Art Group (北方艺术群
体 beifang yishu qunti) constructed a new and superior world civilization which was
informed by a highly spiritual and transcendental “Culture of the North” or “Culture of
the Post-Arctic”; 340 this constitutes the last mode of world conceptualization in Chinese
Avant-garde Art discussed in this chapter.
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In terms of the designation of the Culture of the Post-Arctic, Shu recalled, this
concept came from an article named “The Culture of the Arctic” in the UNESCO
magazine of Courier which he happened to read. By using the notion of “the culture of
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differentiate from this regional study, Shu designated the northern civilization he
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5.1 CREATING A NEW CHINESE HISTORY: THE REPRODUCTION OF ADAM
AND EVE
The oil painting, named In the New Era: Enlightenment of Adam and Eve 在新时
代——亚当和夏娃的启示 (Zai xin shidai: Yadang he Xiawa de qishi) and created in
1985 by Zhang Qun 张群 and Meng Luding 孟禄丁, two sophomores at the China
Central Academy of Fine Arts (Figure 5.1), became the subject of controversy then.
Meanwhile, it was reprinted and discussed by FAIC in its August 3, 1985 issue (Figure
5.2). It later became an emblem signifying the beginning of the Avant-garde Art
movement. Depicting the biblical images of Adam and Eve in a surrealist style, this
painting was criticized by conservative scholars.341 The involvement of Christian images
within the context of communist China was by itself a challenge to the established art
field. 342 However, for Zhang and Meng, the biblical allegory was not about human
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Zai xin shidai was strongly contested in the progresses of production,
awarding, and exhibition, according to Xu Bing 徐冰, who was invited by Meishu to
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Christian images are against the grain of the communist principle of atheism.
This expulsion of religion was further intensified in the Cold War, particularly when they
are from the West. In this sense, the employment of the Christian theme is a radical
subversion of the socialist ideology, even in 1985.
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beings’ original sin, but about the process of overcoming the age of ignorance with the
help of the forbidden fruit, a symbol of knowledge, wisdom, and enlightenment.
According to Zhang and Meng’s interpretation of their own artwork, “Adam and
Eve’s rebellious act of eating the forbidden fruit caused a revolt. Thereafter, civilization
drove away obscurity, neutral mankind became carnal creatures, and incarceration in the
Garden of Eden ended, ushering in a free world.”343 This interpretation twists the original
meaning of the biblical story. The Garden of Eden is described as a world of “obscurity”
and “incarceration,”344 while Adam and Eve are connected with “civilization,” “carnal
creatures,” and the “free world.”345 Their misreading of the conventional Christian
narrative was partly due to the artists’ limited knowledge about Christianity which had
been forbidden in China, and partly due to the young artists’ particular aim of recoding
the biblical story through their own imagination. Through this re-presentation, Adam and
Eve’s enlightenment becomes an allegory for the present Chinese society of the early
1980s, a transitional period from Maoism to a New Era. Maoist China is compared to the
Garden of Eden—muddy, primitive, and controlled—while the postsocialist “new age” is
envisioned in the allusion to Adam and Eve’s “revolt” of the totalitarian control of the
Garden of Eden.346 Zhang and Meng’s portrayal of Adam and Eve calls for enlightenment
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in postsocialist China through knowledge from and about the capitalist West, which was
compared to the fruit of wisdom forbidden in the Maoist age.
The painting’s portrayal of nude bodies in surrealistic style also brought attacks
on it. In the painting, two statuesque nudes of Adam and Eve loom large and occupy most
of the space. The vigorous, graceful, and muscular bodies of the biblical figures are
carefully delineated and particularly highlighted. The surrealist style was a big challenge
to the principle of art in socialist China, according to which, art originates from life and
resembles life. The portrayal of nude bodies was also disturbing because the nude body
was connected with capitalist degeneration and moral corruption in both Chinese
tradition and in socialist ideology. The artists exposed nude bodies purposefully in order
to make a breakthrough in thoughts and in aesthetics. Xu Bing 徐冰, one of the youngest
judges of the “Exhibition” and an instructor and fellow graduate student of Zhang and
Meng at the China Central Academy of Fine Arts, describes the process in which the
artists conceived and created the painting:
their [Zhang and Meng’s] original conception was all about “breakthrough”; they
intended to paint a creative nude, to break through the phenomenon [of
homogeneity] in the field of national art creation. […] The images of Adam and
Eve popped up in their mind subconsciously and through them, the artists
determined the theme of the new age. 347
The tentative plan of the artists was to paint an original work different from the
established realistic styles. For this purpose, they found the nude images of Adam and
Eve in the Western art tradition a perfect subject which would fulfill their aim of cultural
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reform. In short, by repurposing the characters of Adam and Eve with new meanings and
grafting them onto the artists’ vision of a new age in Chinese history, the artists created a
different narrative of Chinese culture in alignment with the biblical narrative of human’s
origin.
Furthermore, the artists grafted this biblical narrative onto the narrative of China’s
New Age through Sinicizing Adam and Eve; The faces and bodies of the two classical
Christian figures are given Chinese characteristics. This legitimizes the Christian
tradition in the Chinese postsocialist discourse and localizes the myth. Christian figures
of Adam and Eve replace the original Chinese mythology of Nüwa 女娲 as the human
ancestor and creator. This narrative addresses a futurist mentality, which requires the
complete denial of the national past. By combining the biblical images about human’s
origin and the narrative of China’s New Era, the artists turned the Chinese national
history into a universal one which was both Eurocentrist and nationalist.
In addition to the mispresented allegory of Adam and Eve, the artists described
the postsocialist New Era through the representation of a Chinese young woman and man
in the 1980s; this forms a double narrative of human beings’ spiritual emancipation.
Characterized by an angular jaw line, a determined look, and steady steps, the young
Chinese woman at the center of the painting confidently strides forward with a tray of
apples in one hand. As she walks, panes of glass blocking her path are broken into pieces
one after another. On the bottom right, a young Chinese man is sitting at a table.
Ironically, the English word “China” marks his shirt in order to specify his Chinese
identity. A plate with the yin-and-yang pattern is already broken into two parts. The man
looks anxious and deep in thought. He stretches out his hand, as if waiting to be granted
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an apple from the young woman’s tray. With its original meaning in the Bible largely
twisted, the imagery of the apple is extended from the first narrative of Adam and Eve to
the narrative about Chinese youth of the New Era. The Christian allegory is reinterpreted
to enlighten the Chinese postsocialist vision. This parallel transcended time and space
between the biblical allegory of human origins and 1980s China.
On the same newspaper page with the painting, FAIC published the artists’ own
interpretation of their artwork, in the article “Walking Out of the Garden of Eden.”
Accordingly, this painting expresses the world in the artists’ own minds rather than
copying the outside world as it is. They argue that the truth can also be represented
without necessarily relying on imitating the object world.348 Hence, they borrowed
Western surrealistic style in painting to show their vision of the Chinese postsocialist era.
They argue that the painting portrays a spiritual truth in juxtaposition with the one
obtained through (socialist) realisms. By highlighting the search for “spiritual truth” and
in the surrealistic style which the artists apparently borrowed from Dalí, Zhang and Meng
disturbed the orthodoxy of Marxist materialism and the reflexive theory informed by it,
while they did not transcend the dichotomy between the material and the consciousness.
As it were, they turned over the paradigmatic art expression of socialist realism by
modifying the Western imagery and incorporating it into a Marxist paradigm of
dialectical materialism.
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In the New Era shows well how the artists borrowed Western artistic style and
religious images to make innovations in the Chinese artistic field. However, it also
demonstrates the misinterpretations of the biblical images to fit to the revolutionary needs
in Chinese cultural context. Beside In the New Era, the reprint of Longing for Peace (渴
望和平 Kewang heping) (Figure 5.3) by Wang Xiangming 王向明 and Jin Lili 金莉莉,
was placed in the upper-right corner of the same page. As the first-prize artwork, this
painting corresponds well to the theme of the International Year of Peace (1987)
proposed by the United States. In this painting, a pastiche made of portions from over a
dozen of paintings from the world “is floating in the air, an apparent influence from
surrealistic master Dalí.”349 Meanwhile, an imitation of Picasso’s Guernica (1937), which
occupies nearly one third of the entire collage, overarches the painting both in position
and in theme. Instead of the glory of revolutionary victory by winning a war and
executing an enemy, which had been the most familiar narratives for Chinese audiences,
this pastiche collects and represents artworks that portray horrors, miseries and sufferings
of war and violence. Significantly, the replacement of revolutionary heroism by an antiviolence theme makes this artwork a subversion of revolutionary narratives. In addition,
the painting modifies Pierre Puvis de Chavennes’s The Pigeon (1871) as a symbol of
peace, while depicting violence in the copy of Edouard Manet’s The Execution of
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Maximilliam of Mexico (1967-68).350 Again, mourning women, as the victims of war, are
the dominant subject in this pastiche: in parallel with the praying young woman in JeanFrançois Millet’s The Angelus (1857-59), three Soviet Union paintings of crying women,
presumably also mothers, highlight the trauma left to women by war. 351 In all of these
reproductions, the artists highlighted the grieving faces of the crying women. The portrayal of a
funeral, that is, Gustave Gourbet’s Funeral at Ornans (1849-50) further sharpens this lament. The
artists copied the group of women in somber mourning clothes at the margin of the original
painting as one of the fragmentary plots to intensify the mourning theme.
As is shown above, paintings from both the West and Soviet Russia are represented and
pieced together to form a cosmopolitan narrative for peace irrespective of different ideologies or
artistic styles (realism or modernism). In this way, humanism replaces the Cold War engagement
to form a different imagination of the world by the young artists. Meanwhile, drops of flowing
blood on the bottom of the illusory frame form a thematic and emotional continuity between the
pastiche and its rather surrealistic settings. The patterns of white clouds in the background,
mountains on the horizon, green land in the foreground, as well as two saplings surrounding the
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pastiche, form a peaceful nature, in sharp contrast to the violence and suffering represented within
the illusory frame. In the foreground, two tree stumps that symbolize devastation and death are
placed in the front to form a correspondence to the assemblage. A Chinese young girl stands
beside the illusory painting, with a profoundly solemn look on her face. With hands
clasped in front of her body and legs set apart, she plays the role of a mourner of
tribulations and a defender of peace. We can regard this female image, who “represent[s]
China’s new generation,” as the contemporary of young Chinese artists.352 Her gaze
toward the viewer builds a sympathetic connection between the character and the viewer.
This artwork represents a humanistic reading of war and violence; it subverts the
dominant bellicose imperative and revolutionary ideology in socialist China. In sum, as a
representation of war trauma, the painting delivered an anti-war message and value in
line with the mainstream of the world. Meanwhile, it also indicates a lament for the
victims in China’s revolutionary time and problematizes the combative mindset in
socialist China.
Readily yet also indiscriminately, the Chinese artists and art critics of the younger
generation borrowed modern West to resist the received realistic art styles under the
influence of socialist ideology and the Party culture. This turn to the modern Western art
in 1985 should be regarded more as a cultural and political revolt than simply art reform.
The artists misinterpreted the original meanings in Western classical allusions and
artworks to fit the domestic needs of cultural transformation. In this way, they
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incorporated the imagination of the world, in which a more visible West replaced the
concept of international proletariat, in the discursive formation of China’s New Era,
which they described it as one of enlightenment and civilization.
5.2 RAUSCHENBERG IN CHINA: A MISPLACEMENT OF THE WEST
In order to communicate with the “countries that don’t always exchange
thoughts,” 353 American pop artist Robert Rauschenberg (1925-2008) initiated the project
of ROCI (Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange) “during his first visit to China in
1982.”354 Rauschenberg’s visit to China and his exhibitions in Beijing from November
18th to December 8th and in Tibet from December 2nd to 23rd of 1985 were not only
sensational at the time, but also remain an important event in the history of contemporary
Chinese art. If for Rauschenberg his world tour was a passage to the world, his visit to
China at the end of 1985 at once brought a living Western world to Chinese audiences.
Rauschenberg was the first celebrated Western artist who brought his artwork to China
for exhibition. This gave Chinese audiences a sense of being contemporary with the
world’s best artist and becoming involved in the world. Rauschenberg’s visit and
exhibition largely conformed to the Chinese populace’s desire for the world, at a time
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China had just started to open up after being isolated for decades. Moreover, as a
response to his visit to China, Rauschenberg created a new artwork titled China, on which
a picture of the Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping 邓小平 is featured. In particular, when
this artwork was selected by Time Magazine for the cover of the first issue in 1986,
Chinese audiences obtained through Rauschenberg an affirmation from the Western
world. For Chinese artists and art scholars who only approached Western arts through
books and catalogs, Rauschenberg’s exhibition was also more than attractive. By
applying materials from everyday life to form his artwork, Rauschenberg’s installation art
largely pushed the boundaries of art that had been conventionally understood in China,
and thus created an art form that significantly astounded Chinese artists. This
breakthrough in the artistic form brought by Rauschenberg was immediately taken by
Chinese artists as a model of creative freedom that they were eagerly calling for. In short,
Rauschenberg’s visit to China in 1985 opened Chinese audiences’ eyes to the
contemporary world art by making his pop art physically accessible.
Among several other periodicals, Fine Arts in China published the most reports,
introductions and discussions of the exhibitions. The newspaper even organized a
symposium to discuss Rauschenberg’s art. In addition to a brief advertisement about the
exhibit carried in the issue distributed on November 30th, the exhibition was a central
theme in the entire issue of December 21, 1985 (Figure 5.4). In the issue three months
later, an announcement along with Rauschenberg’s new artwork China was published. In
this way, the newspaper’s durable attention to the event was rounded off. In addition to
Rauschenberg’s letter of intent, all articles discussing Rauschenberg’s exhibition in Fine
Arts in China were contributed by either officials or scholars of art institutes. Therefore,
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it is fair to say that the newspaper offers an institutional discourse on Rauschenberg, in
which his artwork was lopsidedly celebrated. For example, twelve short comments
carried on the second page of the December issue show Beijing theorists’ opinions on the
exhibition.355 Rauschenberg’s art is acclaimed as a style of freedom through his
significant breakthroughs in the received artistic form and concept of aesthetic. It freely
expresses the artist’s thoughts (Ge Yan), reaches a realm of freedom (Liu Xiaochun), and
also gives its audience the freedom of reading by subverting the absolute criterion of
aesthetics (Lü Pintian). Meanwhile, in comparison to Rauschenberg, Chinese art and
artists are criticized as largely lagging behind for they still stick to classical techniques
and traditional tools of Chinese painting (Shui Zhongtian), lack freedom in selfexpression (Liu Xiaochun), and have very limited knowledge in understanding Western
concepts and ideas (Fei Dawei). These comparisons between the new and the old, the
sophisticated and the naïve, freedom and the limitation in art creation, form a narrative of
enlightenment, in which Chinese intellectuals played the role of bridge between the
Western world and Chinese audiences.
On one hand, Rauschenberg was hailed as an emblem of contemporary Western
art to enlighten Chinese artists and artistic scholars; on the other, as the comments that try
to guide the reading of Rauschenberg suggest (by Chen Zui, Gu Shangfei, Lü Pintian and
Zhang Xiaoling), the artistic theorists imposed on themselves the responsibility to inform
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the audience about contemporary Western art.356 In fact, Chinese audiences immediately
rejected Rauschenberg after visiting the exhibition, complaining that his artwork was
beyond understanding. Therefore, the Chinese art theorists also proffered, in their
comments, readings of Rauschenberg for the audiences. For example, Chen Zui points
out the error in attempting to find traditional meanings from Rauschenberg. Instead, as
Chen claims, audiences can find their individual values in Rauschenberg’s artwork when
they claim “I can also do it.”357 Gu Shangfei furthers Chen’s comment by alleging:
“Rauschenberg’s artwork shows the collective work by the subject [the artist] and the
object [the material world]; hence, they are of particular significance in art education
because they suggest that everybody can create.”358 Zhang Xiaoling also argues that the
“difference in aesthetic ideal” between Chinese audiences and Rauschenberg’s artwork is
the reason that his works are not well accepted.359 Most of these artistic theorists opine
that Chinese audiences should update their understandings of art, while Rauschenberg is
immediately celebrated as a model of new and good art. In many senses, unfathomability
obtained great legitimacy in the mid-1980s, because art and literary works that disturbed
the conventional reading habits and thus impeded understanding were celebrated, in
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particular by intellectuals, as a breakthrough from the realistic tradition from Soviet
Russia. Obscure Poetry and avant-garde fictions were both good examples, as well as
Rauschenberg’s art. Therefore, it makes sense that the voices criticizing Rauschenberg’s
artwork as not understandable were quickly lost in the celebratory comments and
interpretations by artistic professionals like the art theorists from Beijing discussed
above.
Rauschenberg’s artwork was not only interpreted as a paragon of creative
freedom and breakthrough in art, but also regarded as of “pragmatic importance for the
development of Chinese contemporary art” by Yao Qingzhang 姚庆章, a well-known
Taiwanese modern artist who moved to New York in 1970.360 Fine Arts in China
interviewed Yao to talk about Rauschenberg, and this interview became one of the most
authoritative interpretations of the artist. Accordingly, Rauschenberg is introduced as “the
first-prize winner of Venice Biennale,” “the father of American pop art,” and “a figure of
milestone in modern art history.”361 By highlighting honors and awards granted to
Rauschenberg, Yao confirms his international reputation and position to Chinese
audiences. Yao also explains how Rauschenberg is crucial for the internationalization of
Chinese contemporary art:
Although artists like Higashiyama Kaii and Andrew Wyeth were introduced to
Chinese audiences in the previous years, their works are already outdated now. In
terms of the reality in China today, the significance of Rauschenberg is even
greater. He is impacting Chinese art, in the sense that Chinese art should look
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forward and make breakthroughs in concept and form, to walk towards the
world.362
The world for Yao is both a temporal and ideological concept. It refers to the most
contemporary international society in which the Western world is taken for granted as the
center. Not only were Rauschenberg’s works deemed a model of a more sophisticated art,
but they were seen as capable of helping Chinese art accomplish its own breakthrough.
Like Beijing art theorists, Yao also requires Chinese audiences to be educated properly:
“the emergence of modern art raises new requirements for education. Education has to
keep up with the world,” which refers to the West-dominated international community.363
For Yao, any national art should be calibrated with this community. As he claims, “[any
Chinese arts that have their own characters] have to be tested internationally before they
can have a position in international art; the simple stress of national characters will only
limit Chinese arts’ development and prevent their progress.”364 He also compares art to
the Olympic Games to highlight the necessity of being recognized by the world. In this
way, Yao situates art in the same arena as athletic, scientific, and economic competitions.
According to him, “artists, as well as the people, hope their country is strong and
prosperous, and they desire to lead a rich life. In facing the quickly developing age of
science and technology, artists should actively participate in moving forward with the
time.”365 Indeed, beyond the discussion within the single realm of art and art education,
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he poses a revolutionary inspiration for social progress on aesthetics, exactly like most
domestic intellectuals in the 1980s.
I quote Yao’s words at length not only because many later interpretations of
Rauschenberg were based on his opinion, but also because this Taiwanese-American
artist’s opinions simply conform well to the social mentality of 1980s mainland China,
which informs a teleological discourse about national progress. The success of capitalism
in the West, as well as in Japan, Hongkong and Taiwan, became suddenly open to
Chinese people in the late 1970s and early ’80s. This induced profound skepticism about
socialist ideology and systems. At the time, the Western Art from which the majority of
Chinese people had been isolated immediately had an immense impact on them when it
became accessable. As a result, they accepted thoughts and cultural products from the
most developed countries without really discriminating and criticizing them. Wu Hung
keenly observes the fever for Western art in the 1980s: “it was as if a century-long
development of Western art was restaged in China. The chronology and internal logic of
this Western tradition became less important; its diverse content as visual and intellectual
stimuli for a hungry audience counted most.”366 In a sense, art was regarded as a
component of this national agenda of progression through learning from the superior
experiences of the world, which is represented, for instance, by Rauschenberg.
Rauschenberg was read differently in America and China: he was “faulted [by]
his home audiences for his cultural arrogance,” while celebrated by Yao as a “milestone
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in modern art history.” 367 Indeed, ROCI China in 1985 can also be deemed a milestone in
Chinese contemporary art history. This is not only because the exhibitions marked
China’s first direct access to contemporary world art, but also because they were allowed
and supported by the government. Rauschenberg’s artwork was displayed in the China
Art Gallery (now the National Art Museum of China) in 1985, while merely six years
before, 140 works of the “first influential avant-garde group,” The Stars (星星 Xingxing),
were “hung without official permission on the fence outside the National Art Museum of
China.”368 The official approval of Rauschenberg’s exhibitions should be understood less
as a diplomatic affair than as the actual desire for opening-up from above to both the
modern Western world and domestic cultural experiments. In particular, “members of the
Stars and No Name, the [earlier avant-garde art] groups that were not operating under
official sanction” were made to talk with Rauschenberg after his lecture at the Central
Academy of Graphic Art in Beijing.369 This suggests that avant-garde art was tacitly
justified by the government in 1985, so it was no longer in the underground state as it had
been years before. Hence, Rauschenberg’s exhibitions were deemed emblematic of the
government’s growing openness. Even Yu Feng 郁风, an artist and former senior official
in the China Artists Association in the socialist era, immediately expresses her
astonishment: “especially for our leaders, the exhibition was no longer unacceptable […]
If compared to Zhao Wuji’s exhibition two years ago, I am so surprised with the drastic
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change within the society.”370 Rauschenberg’s exhibition in 1985 showed a significant
shift in the official attitude towards modern Western art. On this edge, the government
and the intellectual reached a certain consensus: the former capitalist foe became an
advanced model that was used to inform domestic social development. As a result, the
concept of the world was also transformed: if the world referred to proletarians of all
countries in the socialist era, its meaning in 1985 was shifted to involve a common
Eurocentric understanding of the world.
Although Rauschenberg’s works were largely defended and the exhibitions were
warmly welcomed in China, which was seeking for economic development and cultural
modernity, his art was also severely displaced and manipulated. Many Chinese artists
turned his works into an imitable prototype with its original meanings being violently
manipulated. This is shown in the ensuing domestic art exhibitions and groups all over
the country like “Shanxi Modern Art Exhibition” (Taiyuan), Xiamen Dada (Xiamen) and
Red, White, and Black Art Group (Hangzhou). In particular, the imitation of
Rauschenberg in the artwork at “Shanxi Modern Art Exhibition” on December 31st of
1985—less than one month after the end of Rauschenberg’s Beijing exhibition—was
obvious to all. According to Gao Minglu, “in every region, groups of ‘little
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Rauschenbergs’ soon emerged, who were by no means ashamed of this designation. An
artist at the “Shanxi Modern Art Exhibition” said, ‘we are copying Rauschenberg; and, as
for ‘copying,’ who can avoid it?’”371 However, by piecing togheter materials from
everyday life, the young artists’ intent was simply to “elevate the value” of articles for
daily use “onto the level of art.”372 The critical connotations in Rauschenberg’s art were
completely ignored. In a word, Rauschenberg was re-interpreted as an epitome rather
than a critique of capitalism.
On this account, the mixed notices of Rauschenberg’s exhibition from the
audiences deserve a second thought. I would like to borrow and extend scholar Hiroko
Ikegami’s idea of “cultural time lag” to specify the de facto displacement of
Rauschenberg’s art in 1980s China. In addition to The Great Migrator: Robert
Rauschenberg and the Global Rise of American Art (2010), in which Ikegami studies
ROCI in different countries, the article “ROCI East: Rauschenberg’s Encounters in
China” (2012), enriches her research on ROCI by adding an account of Rauschenberg’s
visits to China. In this article, she puts forward the notion of “cultural time lag,” with
which she analyzes the gap between America and China in treating abstraction in 1985.
She states, “in the mid-1980s, the engagement with abstraction was at once extremely
radical and political in China. Most likely, however, [the avant-garde abstractionist]
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paintings [in China] instead reminded Rauschenberg of Abstract Expressionism, whose
influence he had struggled to overcome 30 years ago.”373 This time lag shapes the
fundamental difficulties for Chinese artists in synchronizing with Rauschenberg’s
postmodernist art. This gap in artistic expressions and understandings derives exactly
from a cultural time lag, which is caused largely both by the country’s long-term cultural
isolation and the distance in economic and social development between China and the
West. In a concrete sense, some of Rauschenberg’s installation artworks, which were
made up of discarded living materials, express his critical thoughts on urban life, modern
consumer culture, and capitalism. This core spirit in his art was not a primary concern for
Chinese audiences in the 1980s, who were still anxiously to embrace capitalism,
consumerism and urbanization. This also explains why theorists of the Frankfurt School
like Theodore Adorno and Walter Benjamin were not favored by Chinese intellectuals in
the 1980s, who had a particular preference for modern European philosophy.374 When
Rauschenberg’s artwork was exhibited again—with the title of “Rauschenberg in
China”—in Beijing in the summer of 2016, Qiu Min keenly points out the problem with
respect to the circulation of Rauschenberg’s art in China in 1985 as well as in 2016. As
she states, “we only absorbed the reform in Rauschenberg’s artistic language, while
neglecting the cultural reality that supported this transformation, namely, 1960s
American society which was characterized by material abundance and information
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explosion.” She argues that “if we fail to answer how Rauschenberg’s art can correspond
to our cultural reality, ‘Rauschenberg in China’ would be only an empty symbol detached
from the Chinese cultural context. In this sense, she claims that Rauschenberg was
actually “not in China.”375
By hint of Ikegami’s notion of cultural time lag, the observation of
Rauschenberg’s encounter with the Chinese artistic scene in 1985 might be caught up by
the common pitfall of historicism. In other words, China’s artistic scene in the mid-1980s
is understood as not yet like that in the contemporary West. But it is posited to be
ultimately transitioned into the trajectory of Western art from the modern to the
postmodern. In teleological historical thinking, this period of “not yet” is regarded as a
state of deficiency and it remains simply a temporary process that will eventually be
overcome. However, I would like to borrow Dipesh Chakrabarty’s conceptualization of
two different categories of histories as a counter-narrative to the single mode of
modernity, in which Rauschenberg’s reception in China has been conceptualized, to
expound from another perspective of this discrepancy between Rauschenberg and the
Chinese context. Chakrabarty differentiates two parallel kind of histories preconditioned
by capital: History 1 and History 2, which refer respectively to “histories posited by
capital” and “histories that do not belong to capital’s ‘life process’.”376 To apply this pair
of notions and its mechanism In the concrete sense of my analysis, the confrontation
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between Rauschenberg and Chinese 1980s art scene can be regarded as that between
History 1 and History 2. History 1 for Chakrabarty is resolutely modernist and capitalist,
while History 2, albeit situated in the equally modern world history, is described as “a
category charged with the function of constantly interrupting the totalizing thrusts of
History 1.”377 Instead of cultural time lag between the contemporary West and China in
1985, which indicates the expectation of closing the gap, Chakrabarthy’s statement
indicates that the history of contemporary Chinese art is irreducible into that of Western
postmodernism. The state of the Chinese art scene as being “not yet” postmodern and
capitalist can be read as a delaying and disturbing force that prevents the final
subordination of Chinese art into the single trajectory of History 1. In this way, instead of
interpreting the misplacement of Rauschenberg in China in 1985 as a yet unfulfilled
transition from History 2 to History 1, the Chinese artistic scene in which this
misplacement happened is understood as a contribution toward world contemporary art.
History 2s, such as the Chinese art field in 1985, nourished the entire category of world
contemporary art by incessantly “usurp[ing]” it, which is already an “empty place
holder.” Meanwhile, Chinese artists also incorporated the world contemporary art
represented by Rauschenberg into their own diverse practices. This is well shown in the
legacies of Rauschenberg’s visit to China: his Pop Art was finally localized when the
local artist Wang Guangyi 王广义 created Political Pop in the early 1990s.
Rauschenberg’s postmodern critique was transformed in Wang’s art into a reflection on
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socialist idolism and propaganda art. Only then did the borrowing of Rauschenberg’s art
acquire new meanings. But this was not yet the case in 1985.
5.3 A TRANSCENDENTAL WORLD IN THEORY AND ARTISTIC PRACTICE: THE
NORTHERN ART GROUP
In the above sections, I looked at the imagination and representation of the world
through two exhibitions at the end of 1985. The first section showed how modern
Western art was favorably received but misrepresented by artists of the younger
generation when it became suddenly available in the early 1980s. In comparison, the
second section pointed out that Robert Rauschenberg’s art was largely misplaced in the
Chinese art scene when it was feverishly celebrated by art critics and imitated by avantgarde artists after the exhibition of his works in China in 1985. In both cases, Chinese
avant-garde artists and art critics saw the world as a Eurocentric one, from which China
was self-excluded. In this section, I will further explore the vision and representation of
the world by Chinese avant-garde artists. This section reads Fine Arts in China’s
introduction of the Northern Art Group, one of the most known and studied avant-garde
art groups. Differently, though still using Western cultural and religious imageries and
inspired by Western modernist art, the Northern Art Group went beyond imitation and
reproduction to develop a universal and transcendent world.
Articles and artwork of the Northern Art Group were published in FAIC in six
different issues from 1985 to 1988.378 The newspaper not only delineates the process in
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which the Group was canonized in the history of avant-garde art, but it also participated
in this process of canonization through the introduction of artists and art groups and the
publication and discussion of artworks. In November 1985, a manifesto of the Group
“The Spirit of the Northern Art Group” 北方艺术群体的精神 (Beifang yishu qunti de
jingshen) written by Shu Qun 舒群, the initiator of the Group, accompanied three
reproductions of the Group members’ paintings, including Wang Guangyi’s 王广义
surrealistic painting, The Frozen Northern Arctic, No.25(凝固的北方极地第 25 号
Ninggu de beifang jidi di 25 hao) (Figure 5.5). Shu’s article states the purpose of the
Group, namely, not to “create art” but to “establish a new conceptual world” led by the
“Culture of the North” or “Culture of the Post-Arctic.”379 Wang Guangyi’s painting
materializes this idea. The painting shows a pile of white geometric figures without
differences standing between the blue sky and icy earth/sea. All things in the world—
human figures, clouds and plants—are transformed to homogeneous geometric shapes.
Wang Guangyi portrayed a spiritual and minimalist world in which individual human
beings are objectified into abstract concepts and forms. He represented a world that was
more of cultural reconfiguration than psychological reflection. As Wang Guangyi
demonstrates, “this work is not simply a painting, but it represents a state of wuhua 物化
(literally, to turn into material) that highlights humanism (人本主义 renben zhuyi).”380
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The “spirit of wuhua” for Wang Guangyi shows a scientific and minimalist attitude
towards the outside world, in which all entities, including human beings, are spiritually
homogenized in the Culture of the Post-Arctic, as it is embodied by The Frozen Northern
Arctic, No.25.381
After the Group’s successful debut with its theory and artwork published in FAIC
in 1985, the Group “started to attract widespread attention from society.”382 In the
September 8th 1986 issue, the newspaper again carried Wang Guangyi’s article “We: The
Participator of the ’85 Art Movement” 我们——“85 美术运动”的参与者(Women–bawu
meishu yundong de canyuzhe), which is juxtaposed by two other critical essays—on
“Fever for Tibet” and “City and Painting” respectively—and paintings by two Shanghai-
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based New Scholarly Artists.383 In this issue, this burgeoning Avant-garde group was
listed among several concurrent phenomena of the art scene. After two weeks, the feature
issue on the “Grand Slide Exhibition of ’85 Youth Art Trends” (’85 青年美术思潮大型
幻灯展’85 Qingnian meishu sichao daxing huandengzhan), another milestone exhibition
in the Avant-garde art history, introduced the Group again along with six other local
Avant-garde art groups.384 Debates and confrontations with other Avant-garde art groups,
whose philosophy and art styles were distinct from the Northern Art Group, were integral
in the process through which FAIC canonized the group. The first page of the December
2nd 1986 issue of FAIC saw a dialogue between the Northern Art Group and the
Southeast Art Study Group (西南艺术研究群体 xinnan yishu yanjiu qunti), another
Avant-garde art collection. An article, “A Debate of Rationalist Painting,” by Zhang
Rong 张隆, the main organizer of the Southeast Art Study Group, disputes the Northern
Art Group’s philosophy. On the same newspaper page, Zhang’s critical essay is
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paralleled by two other articles introducing the Southeast Art Study Group and four
reproductions of their paintings. This layout forms a critical examination of the Northern
Art Group. Indeed, in addition to introducing Avant-garde Art, the FAIC played an
equally important role in art criticism. The controversy on the Group continued in the
June 8, 1987 issue. Again, the report of the first exhibition of the Group—“The Northern
Art Biennale Exhibition” (北方艺术群体双年展 Beifang yishu qunti shuangnianzhan)—
is juxtaposed with a critical essay by Shu Weiguang 舒炜光, a scholar of philosophy at
Jilin University, who questions the philosophy of the Group. However, this debate on the
Group is followed by two features of the Group members, Wang Guangyi and Ren Jian
任戬, respectively, in a September 1987 issue and a May 1988 issue. In this way, the
newspaper brought the Northern Art Group and the notion of the “Culture of the North”
repetitively to the light. In sum, the newspaper’s introduction and discussion of the
Group started to focus on articles and artwork that spoke to the hypothesis of Culture of
the North, which the members of the Groups, Shu Qun, Wang Guangyi, Ren Jian, and
Liu Yan 刘彦, proposed and agreed on. Whereas FAIC encouraged the representations of
Culture of the North by say, Wang Gaugnyi, it excluded other art styles and artists of the
Group. In this way, the newspaper functioned to fortify the central narrative of the Group,
which was a narrative about a “brand new, solid, eternal and immortal world.”385
Predicated on this canonizing process of the Group’s conceptualization and
representation of the world, I would like to analyze the Culture of the Post-Arctic which
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was to dominate the world according to the collective hypothesis of the Group. As Shu
alleges in the Group’s manifesto, “we consider that both cultures of the East and West
have decomposed; they will be replaced by the arising power of a new culture, that is,
‘the Northern Civilization.’”386 The assumption that the center of world civilization was
constantly moving north forms the very basis of Shu’s hypothesis of Northern
Civilization, which was designated by Shu as the “Culture of the North.” Geographically,
according to Shu, centers of world culture have experienced continuous movement
towards the North, which is proven by the “movement from Egypt and Ancient Greece to
the Roman Empire to Florence and then to Paris in the West,” and the “movement from
Chang’an 长安 to Beijing in the East.”387 Historically, Shu advocated to “revive the
reason of the Middle Ages and the passions of the primeval period, […since] the postRenaissance West […] has continued to decline, ultimately reaching the state in which it
exists today, a state in which spirit is universally lacking and in which material goods are
overabundant.”388 Other members of the Group shared Shu’s interpretation of world
civilization. For example, Wang Guangyi’s article “We: The Participator,” published also
in FAIC shortly after Shu’s manifesto, endorses Shu’s statement. In this article, Wang
Guangyi describes the Culture of the North as a “more humanistic spiritual model” to
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oppose “pathological and peripheral art like Rococo, and all unhealthy [art] against the
evolution of life.”389 Applying Darwinism to the conceptualization of human civilization,
Shu and Wang hypothesized the Culture of the North based on imaginaries of the
Western Middle Ages. At the same time, they adopted the concept of European
Renaissance, which they considered the peak of Western civilization, in their own
theoretical formation and art practice. The reproduction of Wang Guangyi’ Frozen North
Pole shows human figures simplified into geometric shapes that merge into the nature of
the arctic, which, as Martina Köppel-Yang considers, is “evident [from] the inspiration of
the Pittura Metafisica, and in particular of De Chirico.”390 As Köppel-Yang further
interprets, “this reference goes beyond stylistic similarities: like De Chirico and Pittura
Metafisica, Wang Guangyi and the Northern Art Group searched for the sublime and the
metaphysical.”391 In short, the Northern Art Group envisioned a holistic model theorizing
human civilization. In their statements and artwork, they intended to create a superior
cultural form that had the power to solve the problem of the so-called “disintegration of
both Eastern and Western cultures.”392
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Li Xianting regards Avant-garde Art as an “ideological liberation” more than
simply art experimentations.393 This was particularly the case for the Northern Art Group,
for which art was merely as a method to embody and explain their philosophy. As Shu
claims in the Group’s manifesto, “we raised the following requirements for our artwork:
our paintings are not ‘art’! They are merely a method to convey our thoughts.”394 In
holding these views, the Group members self-consciously deviated from the mainstream
New Scholarly Art’s pursuit of the “language of pure painting.”395 This idea was also
articulated in Wang Guangyi’s article “We: The Participator,” published in the December
2, 1986 issue. Wang states that Avant-garde artists were “not engaged in creating art for
art’s sake, but rather in advancing a process of articulation and behavior that is not
merely the philosophy of a philosophical concept.”396 Wang further elaborates the
Group’s self-proclaimed superiority over New Scholarly Art by paralleling the Group
with the European Renaissance. He alleges that the Group’s concern with philosophy
is similar to the peculiar qualities of uncertainty found in art at the beginning of
the European Renaissance. The reason that Renaissance art has historical value is
not because it perfected artistic models, but rather because it conveyed the
revelatory expression of non-philosophical philosophy and gave rise to humanist
thought. This, in turn, prompted Europe to depart from the difficult conditions of
the Middle Ages, to discover humanity and the value of human nature.397
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Opposed to New Scholarly Art which was dominating the art scene, the Avant-garde art
group privileged philosophy over art. In a concrete sense, the Group formed a theoretical
proposition to historicize human civilization as described above. By means of the notion
of the Culture of Post-Arctic, they envisioned an idealized state of world culture that is
crystalized, supreme, and total.
This metaphysical hypothesis of global culture was shared by a good number of
intellectuals in the mid-1980s, who imposed on themselves the responsibility of
enlightening the Chinese public, reviving national culture, and even “solving the
problems of the world.”398 The poetic group Not-Not and their metaphysical formation of
an idealized “pre-culture” is a good example (See Chapter 4). Gao Minglu celebrates the
Northern Art Group’s “metaphysical pursuit” as a part of their “innate nature.”399
However, I contend that their metaphysical conception of world culture was not only
derivative of book-bound knowledge about Western Art and philosophy, especially
cultural anthropology which was fashionable then in China, but was also an aggressive
and imperialist conceptualization of the world. In a 2007 interview, among other sources,
Shu spoke of the great impact of the book series Walking Toward the Future (走向未来
Zouxiang weilai) on the artists. Shu recalled how books from this series fascinated he
himself and Ren: “whenever a book of the Walking series was published, Ren would
immediately come to [discuss it with] me. We favored very much [the books] GEB—An
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Eternal Golden Braid (GEB—一条永恒的金带 GEB—yitiao yonghen de jindai), Behind
the History’s Appearance (在历史的表象背后 Zai lishi de biaoxiang beihou), and
particularly Modern Physics and Eastern Mysticism (现代物理学与东方神秘主义
Xiandai wulixue yu dongfang shenmi zhuyi).”400 GEB— An Eternal Golden Braid was a
rewriting of Douglas R. Hofstadter’s book Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden
Braid. This book, which proposes a formal system between Gödel’s math, Escher’s
painting, and Bach’s music, exemplifies the holistic idea of Gestalt which was essential
for the Group.401 Behind the History’s Appearancediscusses from the anthropological
perspective the dynastic generation, degeneration and change in ancient China. The
Group universalized the rules of Chinese dynastic change constructed in this book to
explain world culture. According to this book, every dynasty starts with a stable structure
of society. Gradually the balance is broken, and the established world culture will
encounter a debacle. Finally, the collapsed civilization is recovered through a repair
mechanism. On this premise, they propose that the Culture of the Post-Arctic, a new
world civilization characterized by frigidity and rationality, would replace the currently
decaying culture of the north temperate zone. Another book, Modern Physics and Eastern
Mysticism, which Shu and Ren “most favored” put forwards two disciplines, physics and
mysticism, which offer reasoning and intuitive abilities, respectively, in constructing a
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dynamic equilibrium of the world.402 The direct influence of this book on the Group lies
not only in that it hypothesizes the two idealized cultures, namely, the Northern Culture
that stresses reason and the Southern Culture that is characterized by intuition, but also in
that the book endorsed conflicting ideas held by different group members—Shu and
Wang argued for reason while Ren was more interested in artistic representation driven
by mysticism.403
In addition, Friedrich Nietzsche largely inspired the Group members in various
aspects, like almost all intellectuals of the time. For example, the Group read Nietzsche’s
celebration of Ancient Greek culture and his criticism of modern Western culture as the
only truth of human civilization, which is embodied in Shu’s statement about the decline
of both Eastern and Western culture and thus the necessity of creating a new culture. A
more direct impact of Nietzsche on the Group members was shown in Shu and Wang
fascination with the rebellious personality created in Thus Spoke Zarathustra For
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The Group held both monist and dualist ideas in the construction and
interpretation of the Northern Culture. On one hand, the members believed that the center
of world civilization was moving from the South to the North; therefore, the Northern
Culture was deemed the most spiritual and supreme civilization. On the other hand,
inspired by Nietzsche’s statement of the dichotomy between the Apollonian and
Dionysian and between reasoning and intuition, Shu also mentioned the balance between
two cultures. Yet Shu also alleged that since he was not familiar with the Southern
Culture, he would focus his theory solely on the Northern Culture. Shu’s idea of the
Southern Culture was probably also related to the established categorization of the avantgarde art by Gao Minglu, who proposed the notions of “rationalist painting” and “stream
of life” as early as 1986. Largely in order to be included in the canon of contemporary art
history, artists of the Group adjusted their own theories and created artistic productions
that would conform to Gao’s categorization.
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example, Shu describes his experience of reading the book as “a state of feverish
excitement”:
at that time I was also reading Nietzsche, a copy of Zarathustra. Although I did
not quite understand the book, many words in the book would immediately touch
you like sparks of superman […] One sentence by Nietzsche deeply impressed
me. He says a superman prevails over hundreds of thousands of flawed
nonentities. On second thought, OK, I am exactly superman, while others are
trivial and flawed nonentities; they are a flock of sheep. Thereafter, when we met
those who repress us, that is to say, those repellent persons, we would call them a
flock of sheep […Self-regarded] supermen, we spoke arrogantly and conceitedly,
as if to exterminate all others. Others should not speak at all: shut up! They are all
representative of tradition, a flock of sheep, damnable.404
The rebellious and uncompromising personae created by Nietzsche was particularly
favored by the avant-garde artists who were experiencing censorship from the
government and were elbowed out of the official art scene by the established academic
art scene. Reinforced by their interpretation of Nietzsche, artists of the Group called for a
healthy, strong, superior and transcendent universal culture. In a sense, in contrast to the
enlightenment critique in the contemporary West, the artists borrowed Nietzsche to
actualize a narrative rather than a counter-narrative of enlightenment.
Other sources in addition to Walking and Nietzsche that contributed to the
Group’s world construction include The Library of Natural Science, Art and Visual
Perception by Rudolf Arnheim, artwork of European modernist painters such as Max
Ernest, Théodore Géricault, and Dalí, art criticism and commentary on rationalist
tradition in the West by Joseph Beuys, works of American writers who informed the
young Chinese artists with the spirit of iron man such as Jack London and Ernest
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Hemingway, just to name a few.405 It is not difficult to discover that these artists’ system
of knowledge was shaped on the basis of a hodgepodge of modern Western philosophy,
science, religion and literature—so was the hypothesis of the Culture of Post-Arctic.
Actually, many intellectuals of the 1980s shared the idea of this transcendent world
constructed by the Northern Art Group. This world represented a collective mindset that
informed a discourse of enlightenment.
Indeed, it makes less sense to trace the exact philosophical and cultural resources
that the Northern Art Group borrowed and developed to construct their own world view.
Liu Xiaochun 刘骁纯, an established art critic and one of the chief editors of FAIC,
reminds the reader that “If we compare their [avant-garde artists’] thoughts with original
texts, we will immediately find that nobody really believed in any school. They just
randomly reconstructed words and quotations that they had borrowed. [Hence,] if we
study these artists’ philosophical pursuits in the method of index or textual research, we
would definitely be misled.”406 Indeed, it makes less sense to ascertain how the Group’s
theory deviated from the original ideas than to examine the reasons for which these
philosophers, writers and painters were particularly favored by the Group members. As
Liu notes, “they were interested in arbitrarily dismembering Nietzsche, Camus and Sartre
[’s thoughts], because they were perplexed by the [quickly changing] time. The
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philosophers’ words stimulated them to face their own difficulties with courage, will,
power and a sense of cultural criticism. This [actual anxiety of young artists] was hidden
under the surface of arrogant, abstruse and intricate manifestos and propositions.”407 The
“perplexity by the time” in Liu’s words is further proven and explained by Shu, who
claims that “when the Western culture became suddenly approachable, our idyllic life
was disenfranchized. Therefore, it is of particular importance for us to find something
that is reliable, stable, and sustainable. On this account, we put forward this eternal and
immortal conception of the world.”408 In short, I regard the Group’s ostensible
haughtiness in conceiving a sublime, universal, and transcendent world culture as a stress
reaction to the swiftly changing domestic society that was uncritically absorbing world
art, culture, social and economic systems from the world’s developed countries.
To closely investigate the idealized model of the Culture of the Post-Arctic, it is
not difficult to discern that domestic cultural reform was actually the artists’ major
concern. For the purpose of “reviving Chinese culture,” “catching up with the world,”
and being involved in the core of world culture, they conceived a cultural mode of the
world that was spiritually transcendent and thus unsurpassable.409 The national agenda
under the surface of an international discourse of world cultural emancipation and
revitalization somehow demonstrates the continuity with the spirit of socialist revolution
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rather than a subversion of it. This is shown in words like naogeming (闹革命 to do
revolution) ,which Shu repeatedly used to describe their activities in the mid-1980s, or
the highly revolutionary romantic and sentimental language in Wang’s correspondences
with other Group members in the mid-1980s.410 They used political locution in the
revolutionary era to create an international community as communism originally
conceptualized. Different from Marxism, however, the world of the Northern Art Group
is purely metaphysical and more utopian; it was not related to the proletariat or working
class at all.
On a deeper level, the idea of the universal super-culture, that is, the Culture of
the North, was as much a result of a teleological thinking of historical development as a
demonstration of cultural chauvinism. The hypothesis of the universal Culture of the
North was nationally or even regionally initiated. This can be discerned from Shu’s
interpretation of it: “the Culture of the North is the beginning of a global era of
achievements. We call this international ascending phase the ‘Culture of the North’
because the Northern area is less influenced by Eastern and Western cultures, especially
the northeast of China and the Siberia area of the Soviet Union.”411 These physical
references indicate the limitation and self-contradiction of their hypothesis of universal
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culture. Indeed, in this tautological project of Chinese national cultural reform, the
conception of the world is inherently deficient in tenability and meaning.
5.4 CONCLUSION
The Reform and Opening-up Policy issued in December 1978 legitimatized the
circulation of cultural products from the Western world, although it was still limited and
censored. It is not difficult to discern, from the groundbreaking “Current Progressive
Young Chinese Artists Exhibition” in 1985, an immediate impact of the modern Western
philosophy and culture on the artistic expression and creation by Chinese artists of the
younger generation. In the same year, Rauschenberg’s solo exhibitions in China brought
in front of Chinese audiences a ready model of contemporary Western art. My reading of
the young Chinese artists’ exhibition and the Rauschenberg exhibitions (in Beijing and
Tibet) showed how Chinese artists reproduced the Western world, on the basis of
misreading and misplacement, to create a narrative of China’s New Era.
Differently, the Northern Art Group hypothesized a spiritual model of the world,
which was based on principles of minimalism, rationalism, and the desire for order.
However, under the surface of a philosophical hypothesis of the Culture of the North was
the cultural chauvinist and Eurocentric making of the world. To a large extent, the
transcendent world proposed by the Northern Art Group had a similar a mechanism with
the previous two assumptions of the world by artists of the “Current Progressive Young
Chinese Artists Exhibition” and by art critics who reacted positively to “Rauschenberg’s
Exhibition.” A similar canon of knowledge which weighed heavily on the modern West
and a common purpose of national cultural revitalization informed the Avant-garde
artists, who were also intellectuals of the New Enlightenment.
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Figure 5.1 Zhang Qun and Meng Luding, Zai xin shidai: Yadang he Xiawa de qishi, 1985
oil on canvas 196×164cm
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Figure 5.2 Fine Arts in China,
Aug. 3, 1985

Figure 5.3 Wang Xiangming and Jin Lili,
Kewang heping, 1985 oil on canvas,
122×91.5cm
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Figure 5.4 Fine Arts in China,
Dec 21, 1985

Figure 5.5 Fine Arts in China, Nov.23, 1985.
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EPILOGUE
I began this dissertation with the question of how Avant-garde Literature and Art
emerging in the mid-1980s related to the discourse of enlightenment that informed the
reform era. Was the Avant-garde a representation or a counter-narrative of
enlightenment? My study shows the solid interconnectedness between the Avant-garde
and enlightenment. The revealing of this connection is important because it allows me to
investigate how China transtioned from high socialism to socio-capitalism as well as the
limitedness of enlightenment intellectuals of the 1980s. I disentangle the Avant-garde
from postmodernism, for which I argue there were no such social condition in the 1980s.
Instead, China’s reform era was a special historical period of transition from the state to
the market; the Avant-garde was situated in this transitional rather than transitioned social
and cultural context. This context is composed by encountering the following elements:
1) the educational deprivation and cultural isolation during the Cultural Revolution and
the ensuing cultural fever in the Eighties, 2) the central position of high literature and art
as a socialist legacy, 3) the comformity between the desire to reform in the official
literary and art field and the rebellious momentum against the ossified socialist literature
and art in the minjian, and 4) the not-yet marketized cultural production that enabled
highly elitist literary and art experimentations. Indeed, in spite of the freezes and thaws of
political policies, the common goal of modernism shared by the state, the intellectual, and
the people allowed literary and art experimentations to challenge the socialist mode,
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which was comparable to feudalism in the enlightenment narrative. However, while
subverting the socialist paradigms with a modernist discourse, the Avant-garde showed
powerlessness in either criticizing the side effects of the New Enlightenment or
preventing China from being immediately involved in global capitality.
In the bulk of this study, through Avant-garde ficiton, poetry, and visual arts, I
investigate three different facets that comprised the essential rationale of enlightenment
in the reform era. The chapter on Shanghai Literature and its vice-chief-editor Li Ziyun
examines the process and cultural context in which Avant-garde Ficiton came to the
public. It shows that official literary journals monopolized the publication of Avant-garde
Ficiton and that the publication of Avant-garde Ficiton in official journals was a result of
the complicity between the state and the intellectuals. From a sociological perspective,
the emergence of Avant-garde Fiction, rather than writers’ personal expressions that
many scholars connect with a deconstruction of the grand narrative of enlightenment,
represented the common will of the enlightenment intellectuals. The chapter on Avantgarde poetry complicates this conformity between the state’s reform policy and the
Avant-garde practitioners’ experimentation with a new aesthetic and literary discipline by
adding a reflective (rather than critical) dimension to the discourse of enlightenment. The
growing commercialization of Chinese society in the reform era moved poetry from the
center to the margin of cultural reception, which greatly perplexed Avant-garde poets.
Resisting both revolutionary discourses that had been manipulatively bounded with the
nation-state and cultural commercialization that replaced the power of cultural capital
with that of economic capital, to use Bourdieu’s notions, Avant-garde poets, in the form
of qunti (poetry groups), explored the third approach to enlightenment. This mode was
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neither nation-based as it was in the tradition from the May Fourth Movement in 1919 to
the New Enlightenment in the 1980s, nor was it solely individual in the senses of either
children’s qimeng or an individual’s proper use of reason, as Kant states. Instead, this
mode of enlightenment deviates from ideological imposition and directs toward a
metaphysical exploration beyond the nation-state; it belonged to the domain of aesthetic
modernity and functioned to counterbalance the aggressiveness of the rapid economic
and social reform. Like the Avant-garde poetry groups Not-Not, Them and At Sea, the
Avant-garde art group, the Northern Art Group, also adopted metaphysical approaches to
enlightenment by conceiving a transcendent culture beyond nation. However, I contend
that this holistic worldly culture was intrinsicly imbedded in a teleological formation of
the world. As Xu Jilin points out, “New Enlightenment, as an ostensibly unified
movement of thought, was built on ‘the coherence of attitude’[…] which was embodied
in the desire on the idealized Western modernism, which [enlightenment intellectuals]
took as the ultimate goal.”412 In the chapter in which I investigated three cases published
in Fine Arts in China, I examined this coherent value and attitude among Avant-garde
practitioners in the reconception of a universal world view that was actually Eurocentric.
Indeed, Western modernism profoundly inspired Chinese Avant-garde art and literature,
and it was a core factor that differentiated the Avant-garde from other contemporary
literary and art styles. The process of being involved in the other side of the Cold War
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went along with China’s capitalist turn, in which the Avant-garde epitomized a
precipitating force in ideology, thought, and culture. The Avant-garde’s inherent conflict
between an idealist engagement with a total modernity—culturally, socially, and
economically—and its vulnerability on the market disenfrenchized its critical edge upon
encountering a commercialized cultural production. If capitalism was an inevitable result
of enlightenment in 1980s China as it had been in Europe, how was the Avant-garde, as a
product, an agency, and the most radical expression of enlightenment on the cultural
level, connected with this capitalist turn in the second half of the 1980s? This is the core
issue that I am going to discuss in the epilogue.
It is hard to imagine that the Avant-garde and cultural marketization came into
appearance simultaneously in the mid-1980s, becaue Avant-garde literature and art,
which were by nature elistist, artistocratic, and usually incomphrehensive, inherently
contradicted with the mechanism of market. In particular, the dual-track policy (双轨制
shuanggui zhi) issued at the end of 1983 forcefully pushed official journals to the market
and required them to be financially self-independent (自负盈亏 zifu yingkui). Harvest
and Shanghai Literature, for example, were among the first to operate financially on their
own. In 1984, they “withdrew the power of publication and distribution from the stateowned Shanghai Art and Literature Press.”413 Unfortunately, for almost all high literary
magazines, this change meant a crisis. However, Shanghai Literature began the history of
Avant-garde Fiction in official magazines in February 1985. Harvest also began to
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publish a good number of Avant-garde literary works in the same year. In particular, it
designed special issues for Avant-garde Fiction in 1987 and 1988, which brought this
experimental literary genre to the center of the literary field. As a result, as Cai Xiang
puts it,
around 1985 was a golden age for the so-called pure literature. Yet, it was also at
this time that the sales of official literary magazines began to drop because pure
literature’s emphasis on artistry of literary works decreased the accessibility of the
magazine. On the one hand, the level of literary creation reached a certain height;
on the other, 1985 initiated the prolonged slump of literary magazine sales.414
In parallel with the emergence of Avant-garde fiction in official literary journals in 1985,
at least five new self-organized Avant-garde poetry groups published their self-printed
magazines in 1984; this number grew to ten in 1985 and six in 1986.415 The ’85 Avantgarde Art Movement was accompanied by the establishment of official or semi-official
art newspapers in support of art experimentalism, such as Fine Arts in China. The Avantgarde, which was highly experimental and had a very small audience (as was even more
so for Avant-garde Art and Poetry), was fundamentally antagonistic to the rationale of the
market economy. Many magazine and newspaper editors already sensed the pressure of
survival imposed by the readers’ market; why, then, did they still largely promote Avantgarde works to bring them into the fore in 1985?
Scholars argue for the conformity between the Avant-garde and the marketization
of cultural products for two different reasons. First, the cultural commercialization, in
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contrast to the state-controlled cultural sphere, created a freer environment for literature
and art, and was thus conducive to the survival and development of the Avant-garde.
Second, Avant-garde works echo the sense of loss and alienation in a modern society that
became increasingly dominated by consumerism and the market economy. Regarding the
Avant-garde as benefiting from cultural marketization on the one hand, and on the other
hand as representing the modernist perplexities, the two views show the contradictory
doubleness of the Avant-garde, at once symbolizing and being repressed by modernity.
The first contention points out an inherent dilemma of high art and literature at the
crux of the relaxing state control over cultural production and the emerging cultural
capitalism: did the market grant the Avant-garde Literature and Art more space for
existence than a regime of totality? It is traditionally argued that commercialization and
consumerism allowed cultural production to steer clear of the socialist system of cultural
production. For example, as Mighiel Van Crevel contends,
commercialization play[ed] a complex and fascinating role, by no means imply
‘marginalizing’ high art if we look at more than just the size of its audiences […]
aesthetically unofficial poets [sic. who] have “gone to sea” (下海 xiahai)—that is,
into business—as book brokers (书商 shushang) [went to] produce journal
publications whose aesthetics sit squarely in the unofficial realm.416
Van Crevel’s view that commercialization provided poets a way to produce Avant-garde
poems cannot speak for the situation of most Avant-garde poetry groups. In fact, even in
an age in which poetry was significantly deified among the populace, it was always
difficult for the Avant-garde poetry groups to get the literary magazines printed. As Li Jie
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notes, some Avant-garde poets “sold their blood to sustain their journals,” while others
“donated their last penny to the self-printed magazines, even while they were living on a
meagre income.”417 Furthermore, “the size of its audiences” is indeed a notable factor, in
particular for the initially established and unsorted market.418 Due to the pluralization of
reading options, both among different literary and art styles and even beyond traditional
print media, audience of high literature and art plunged. With the commercialization of
literary and art production, the disadvantage of Avant-garde literature and art in a
reader’s market was simply too apparent. Another typical view is from He Guimei, who
suggests that Avant-garde Fiction “freed individuals from collective experience, [which]
echoed the subjective imagination of individualism constructed by marketization and
consumerism at the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s.”419 He’s idea was
widely shared among Chinese intellectuals since the 1980s. Wu Liang, an Avant-garde
critic, discussed literary development in a capitalist cultural field as early as 1985. He
argues that consumerism, with a focus on the consumer, that is, the reader, rebels against
the authority, namely, the producer of literature.420 For this reason, Wu celebrates the
consumer culture, as in parallel with the Avant-garde in terms of their rebellious
characters. Yet, neither He nor Wu elaborated on how consumerism created liberty for
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the creation of high literature and art, especially for the Avant-garde, which was by
nature alienated from the masses, while attaching a label of freedom to
commercialization. The last view supporting capitalism being conducive to the Avantgarde that I would like to discuss is from Cheng Guangwei. Cheng attributes the
emergence of Avant-garde Fiction to the city of Shanghai, which he describes as a
“modern metropolitan” incorporated in “Western culture and market culture […] even in
the 1980s.”421 As Cheng suggests, “consumerism not only informed the city’s practical
philosophy and cultural psychology, but also was imbedded in the field of literature and
imbued it with the tradition of avant-garde.”422 Cheng continues to argue that “the editors
of Shanghai Literature, Harvest, and Shanghai Literary Criticism (上海文论 Shanghai
wenlun) actually already bore the appearance of modern ‘publishers’ and
‘booksellers’.”423 It seems that the cognition of and adaptation to a modern commercial
society was already a form of being avant-garde for Cheng. Yet, I argue that there was
not the Baudelarian sense of urban banality in Benjamin’s description in 1985 Shanghai,
which was not yet a commercial society, and the conventional link of Shanghai with a
capitalist modern city different from other places in China was really based on a rather
reductionist, vague, and imaginary connection of 1980s Shanghai with its historical
image in the 1920s and 30s. Indeed, not only was this paralleling of 1980s Shanghai with
a modern commercial city problematic but the generative connectedness of the modern
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city with Avant-garde Fiction was also undetermined. In fact, the struggle of high arts
with the market in the late 1980s shows it was equally difficult, if not more so, for both
the Avant-garde practitioners and magazines that promoted Avant-garde works to survive
in a commercialized cultural field. For example, Shanghai Literature experienced an
extremely difficult time of transition from a state-funded to a self-dependent magazine.
This was even more so for self-organized Avant-garde poetry groups, which were neither
financially supported by the state as Avant-garde Fiction was, nor had a big readers’
market like popular literature. In sum, the uneasiness of surviving in a market-oriented
economic system became increasingly apparent not just for the venues that published
Avant-garde works, but even more so for unofficial Avant-garde artists, poets, and fiction
writers.
High culture’s essential predicament in encountering cultural commercialization
was the premise on which the second idea is predicated. According to this contention,
Avant-garde works, which registered the existentialist anxiety (Zhang Qinghua) and “the
strong senses of emptiness and loneliness of living in modern cities” (Cheng Guangwei),
were a response to the modernist existential crisis.424 However, this understanding of the
Avant-garde, based on the reference experience of the Western postmodernist critique,
reverses the causality. In fact, scholars and magazine editors brought Avant-garde
literature and art to the fore in 1985 not because of the existentialist predicament they
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represented as a response to the modernity that was yet to come, but because of their
aesthetic novelty which contained a critical edge against the socialist orthodoxy. In other
words, the crisis of the Avant-garde on confrontation with cultural capitalism had been
imbedded, beforehand, in its emergence, as a result of modernist turn on all social,
cultural, economic, and aesthetic levels. It is worth noting that Western modernist
theories preceded practices in 1980s Chinese Avant-garde Literature and Art. For this
reason, Ma Lu contends that “modern philosophy alienated our anxiety.”425 In other
words, the anxieties that Avant-garde artists represented were a result of “their borrowing
of modern Western art styles and theories, [which further] developed into the artists’
preference for existentialist philosophy.”426 On this account, Avant-garde artists’
anxieties were a product of alienation (not in the sense of Poggioli’s notion of Avantgarde artists’ alienation from the mainstream society, but caused by the lack of lived
experience); they did not really experience the “pessimist sense of disappointment and
loss brought by Western capitalism” in the mid-1980s; actually.427 Instead, along with
most intellectuals of the time, Avant-garde practitioners actively borrowed styles of
literature and art from what they called “modern Western capitalist civilization.”428 The
modernist critique in the West was decomposed in 1980s China and transformed into a
means to rebel against the socialist literary and art orthodox.
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Situating the Avant-garde Movement in the economically and socially transitional
decade of the 1980s, I would like to look at the concurrence of the Avant-garde and the
inception of marketization from a different perspective, namely, a vision of the modern.
Both aesthetic modernity and cultural capitalism were integral to a larger agenda of
China’s 1980s: modernism. The economic reform on the state’s level and rebellious
innovation in literature and art led to this common goal. I argue that appellated by a
utopian construction of modernity through Western literature and philosophy, the Avantgarde was already involved in the hegemony of global capitalism at its emergence.
Nonetheless, the 1980s, a postsocialist and precapitalist interim, favorably entailed the
unprecedented blossom of literature and art. Whereas Matei Calinescu contrasts aesthetic
modernity to the modernity based on “objectified, socially measurable time of capitalist
civilization” in the West, modernity in 1980s China was also practiced on two different
levels——the state and the culture. Chinese modernization was simultaneously limited
within the socialist system and integrated in global capitalism.429 The state modernity
aimed at a prosperous and powerful nation, with a special focus on the national agenda of
the Four Modernizations in the areas of industry, agriculture, military, and science and
technology. When Mao Zedong’s regime first put forward this state project in the 1950s
and 1960s, it was seeking socialist modernism. However, when Deng Xiaoping reiterated
the agenda in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the socialist practice had been severely
thwarted and Deng proposed the so-called “socialism with Chinese characteristics,”
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which in many aspects bore the tendency of incorporating China in global capitalism.
Notwithstanding the title given to the economic system, developmentalism informed the
state modernity. Preceded by the grand debate on humanism in the early 1980s, the
cultural modernity, in contrast, showed backlash against the repression of humanity
during the socialist era, as was directed by Marxist materialism on the basis of
misreadings. The pursuit of aesthetic modernity through literary and art experimentations
was an integral content of cultural modernity. In every aspect, the modernist agenda of
the 1980s showed an attempt to rectify the economic stagnation and the barbaric
repression of humanism during the Culture Revolution.
The two modernities led to two different understandings of enlightenment.
Whereas scientific-technological and economic development were of central importance
in the national discourse of the New Enlightenment, the intensive reception of modern
Western literature, art, culture, and philosophy lay the foundation of cultural
enlightenment. The basic rationale of the New Enlightenment of the 1980s remains the
same: to parallel the period from the 1950s to the 1970s with feudalism (and thus the premodern), and the 1980s with a New Era growing toward the modern. The highly
influential book series, Walking Toward the Future (走向未来 zouxiang weilai 19841989), represents the undertakings of enlightenment in this respect. Edited by Jin
Guantao 金观涛 and Liu Qingfeng 刘青峰, the series aims at “displaying the innovations
in contemporary natural and social science [and] recording the thoughts of our generation
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on the nation’s fate and humanity’s future.”430 The eighty books of the series introduce
(zhu 著 or bian 编 or bianzhu 编著, 39), translate (yi 译, 18), and rewrite critical thoughts
of the modern West (bianyi 编译, 9) in religion, cultural anthropology, physics, industry,
economics, linguistics, sociology, history, law, math, politics, social biology, culture,
music, and management. Among them, the discussion of the contemporary Chinese
society’s problems and the introduction of the world’s more advanced culture and
economics are the two major themes. Indeed, this book series does not show the latest
scientific achievements as the prologue claims nor is it academically rigid, but they are
books of qimeng, in its Chinese connotation, for the common readers, “especially young
readers” to make accessible to them the most practical knowledge conducive to the
development of postsocialist China.431 Avant-garde writers, artists, and critics were
among the most avid readers of the book series. In sum, established scholars such as Jin
Guantao introduced the successful experience of the so-called developed countries in the
form of reference knowledge for the purpose of national modernity. The intellectual’s
anticipation conformed to the national agenda of modernization in the discourse of the
New Enlightenment in the sense of their common belief in scientism, instrumental
reason, utilitarian imperatives, and developmentalism.
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On the minjian 民间 (literally, “among the people”) level, enlightenment in the
form of the Cultural Fever adopted different features: fanatic, destructive, and
carnevalesque, to borrow Mikhail Bakhtin’s notion. For example, “running books” 跑书
(paoshu) was a distinctive phenomenon of the time. Whenever the translation of a
western book or literary critique was published, it was immediately sold out. Due to the
large demand, many young people had to borrow the book from others. They either
finished reading or copied out the book overnight, and ran to deliver the book to the next
reader who was waiting eagerly. Western novels were never back in stock in university
libraries. Cai Xiang compares the 1980s’ Chinese society to “a pot of boiling water
without an outlet and thus causing much psychological pain and fury.”432 The “fever” for
culture largely derived from the suppression of the traditional Chinese culture (which was
attacked as the Four Olds) and cultural products from the capitalist side of the Cold War.
The terrible “hunger” for knowledge and culture which had been suppressed in the high
socialist era, in particular during the Cultural Revolution, caused Chinese people to
engorge modern culture from the West, Japan, Hong Kong and Taiwan in an unsorted
and dithyrambic way. As they had been during the New Cultural Movement and the
Leftist Revolution, literature and art again played a central role, this time by constructing
a favorable discourse about the modern West in the Cultural Fever. As David Derwei
Wang contends, “at the center of the ‘Cultural Fever’ was the renegotiation of the
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concept and practice of modernity.” 433 The large number of literary translations, which
became suddenly open to Chinese readers, reconstructed a West to enlighten young
readers of the 1980s. Avant-garde writers and artists were among the most enthusiastic
and “the translation of foreign literature directly gave birth to Chinese Avant-garde
literature.”434 Not only Avant-garde writers and poets, but also Avant-garde artists,
playwrights, musicians, and literary critics had overlapping reading lists of Western
literature. For example, the artist Shu Qun mentions how he was inspired by Jack
London, Ernest Hemingway, and Nietzsche to develop a spirit of superman.435 The
intensive reading was usually followed by extensive discussion, imitation, and creation.
The intellectuals’ approach to Western literature and art in the Cultural Fever,
however, was not in the least sense solid and deep. For example, Gabriel Garcia
Marquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude sold over 100,000 copies in the mid-1980s
and “Marquez inspired the entire generation of Chinese writers; his One Hundred Years
of Solitude was indisputably the most important model of writing for many Chinese
writers when they started to create fiction.”436 Nevertheless, the novel was one of the
least comprehended works for Chinese readers other than the well-known beginning of
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the novel, which composed the most imitated literary element in the 1980s. Characterized
by great spontaneity and a lavish amount of passion for culture, enlightenment in the
sense of Cultural Fever presented in the form of Sturm und Drang, and was quite
different from the Kantian pursuit of rationality that informed the Western enlightenment.
Granted, some Avant-garde practitioners also embraced scientism and rationality, such as
the Northern Art Group, which brandished the banner of “clearing out humanistic
passion” 清理人文热情. Yet, their advocacy for rationality was paradoxically in a
speculative, fanatic, and agnostic way. A transnational, ahistorical, and metaphysical
concept they invented, “Culture of the Post-Arctic” which describes a new culture born in
extreme coldness, was no more than a product derived from the Avant-garde artists’ spurof-the-moment intuition, perception, and creation inspired by cultural anthropology. In
sum, enlightenment in the form of the Cultural Fever of the mid-1980s was motivated by
the conformity of domestic young people’s immense demand for reading and the
introduction of a great amount of Western literature. The intensive literary translation
created a speculation about modernity, which gave rise to the Avant-garde literature and
culture. Indeed, the Chinese Avant-garde Movement of the 1980s—activist, antagonist,
nihilist, and agonist, exactly like Renato Poggioli’s description of the European avantgarde— was a product of this Cultural Fever.437
The state and cultural modernities were not necessarily separate from each other.
Instead, they showed more agreement than divergence throughout most of the 1980s,
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until the Tiananmen Incident in 1989 when the ideological chasm between the two was
violently exposed. The two modernities converged in their common goal, that is,
modernization, to detach from the high socialist era which was equalized to feudalism in
the discourse of the New Enlightenment. This understanding replaced the ideology-based
dichotomy of capitalist (enemy) and socialist (comrade) countries with a new dichotomy
between developed (the West) and developing (China) countries. The ultimate aim of the
New Enlightenment was to turn China from a developing to a developed country in
parallel with the strongest powers of the world. For this purpose, the state and the
intellectual, as well as the people who were supposed to be enlightened by the
intellectual, reached a consensus to “walk toward the world” by actively involving China
into the world order, whose Eurocentric essence was justified by social Darwinism which
had been universally accepted in China since the late 19th century. As often as not, the
state agenda of the Four Modernizations forcefully endorsed the discussion of modernism
on the cultural level and modernist experimentations in literature and art. Meanwhile,
scientism was universally accepted as a new truth, even for many practitioners of Avantgarde Literature and Art. An industrialized country replying on advanced science,
technology, and economy were at the center of the state agenda of modernity. For
example, although the book series Walking was attacked by some “cultural philosophers
such as Li Zehou and Gan Yang […] because of its narrow and exclusive focus on the
scientific approach to modernity,” it made a “huge impact” on some Avant-garde artists
such as Shu Qun and Ren Jian of the Northern Art Group; these “small books encouraged
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them to strive to make progress.”438 Many years later in a 2008 article, Shu Qun still
remembered the titles of some books from the series that deeply influenced him: GEB—
An Eternal Golden Braid, Behind the History’s Appearance, and particularly Modern
Physics and Eastern Mysticism, and others.439 Indeed, regarding themselves as
enlighteners and undertaking a great social responsibility of cultural revitalization,
Avant-garde writers and artists were among the most active practitioners of the state
agenda of modernization and the grand narrative of the New Enlightenment.
The enlightenment on the cultural level led by intellectuals and diffused in the
minjian, in particular, among the urban citizens, was de facto an enlightenment about the
modern Western culture. As Li Haixia puts it,
according to a survey about literary readings of college students in Beijing, young
students were universally more interested in foreign literary works than classical
and modern Chinese works […] Many foreign literary works were broadcast via
radio, TV series adapted from classic foreign literary works were shown on TV,
and foreign plays were staged: foreign literature and art resumed their prosperity
in China […] The discussion of modernism [also] took shape in early 1980
following some scholars’ endeavors toward enlightenment.440
Li provides a list of the “foreign” literature that she refers to; it comprises exclusively
modern Western works and literature of the so-called Latin American literary
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explosion.441 Again, this intensive westernization in literature and philosophy conformed
to the state agenda of the New Enlightenment. “At the Fourth Congress of Writers and
Artists, held on October and November 1979, Deng Xiaoping gave a speech urging
writers to modernize by learning from the West.”442 Endorsed by the highest leader, the
circulation and populace of Western literature continued throughout the 1980s, which
formed the enlightenment among the common readers. This enlightenment began with
the profuse introduction, translation, and reception of a large amount of modern Western
literature, and ended up constructing a modern West which is full of misreadings,
misrepresentations and, indeed, illusions. With rather romantic tendencies, intellectuals
identified the other side of the Cold War as modern and progressive, and rendered it as a
utopia.
River Elegy (河殇 Heshang), a 1988 TV documentary series, whose “hidden
agenda is that of modernity,” represented this developmentalist mentality based on the
acknowledgement of a Eurocentric world order.443 The documentary constructed a
dichotomous metaphor between the “Yellow River civilization” and the “ocean
civilization.” Accordingly, the ancient river civilization is described as a conservative,
defensive, and enclosed agrarian civilization, which has passed its golden time and is
now degenerating. It created despotic cultures informed by Confucianism, which
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prevented the country and its people from developing and regenerating. In contrast, the
maritime civilization, referring to the modern West, is characterized by democracy,
freedom, and equality brought by industrial revolution, free trade, and bourgeois
revolution. The documentaries suggest that the powerful ocean civilization which
conquered the old Confucius culture with more advanced industrial, economic, social,
and political systems, is China’s goal of national development. Broadcast twice on the
Central China Television (CCTV) in 1988 and its script written by scholars Su Xiaokang
苏晓康, Wang Luxiang 王鲁湘, Xie Xuanjun 谢选骏, and Yuan Zhiming 远志明, the
series shows a complicity of the radical intellectuals and the reformist side of the central
government.444 Their voice that disproved the socialist practices as a whole dominated in
the late 1980s, although “River Elegy was the last milestone in the intellectual history of
the 1980s that marked the cultural elite’s illusion that their enlightenment project could
not only go hand in hand with, but also steer, the state’s project of modernization in the
right direction.”445 Elegy represented a typical discourse among rational reformers who
were unconsciously appellated by the doubleness of Eurocentrism and nationalism.
Ending with the statement that “the water of life comes from the sea and flows back to
the sea. After 1,000 years of isolation the Yellow River finally sees the sky blue ocean,”
the series compares China’s integration into this ethnocentric world order to the process
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in which the Yellow River flows into the ocean and thus assumes the modern West as the
model, the goal, and the future, which formed a “new fetish for the Chinese people.”446
This Euro-centrism was accompanied by the acknowledgement of social
Darwinism, or what Wang Jing calls “superiority-inferiority nationalist complex,” which
divides the world into the developing and developed countries according to their
economic and technological powers while neglecting their cultural distinctiveness 447
Wang Jing suggests that the documentary “points to the internal limitations of a Chinese
enlightenment that is based on cultural utilitarianism […] on a kind of cultural
determinism that seeks to reduce the pluralistic manifestations of Western civilization to
a monistic totality, on their subscription to cultural fetishism […].” Estranging and dehistoricizing the West, the documentary series shows vividly how “Chinese intellectuals
identified the West with modernization, Western literature to world literature and further
to the essence of literature which registered absolute and universal truth,” as Chen
Xiaoming points out. 448 Exactly like Elegy which naturalizes the center-margin
relationship of the West and China through the imageries of “ocean” and the “Yellow
River,” Avant-garde practitioners created metaphysic notions of culture based purely on
the “superiority-inferiority nationalist complex” in an amnesia of historical and
ideological conditions, such as “Culture of the Post-Arctic” and the magazine named
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GOD by the Northern Art Group and “Pre-culture” by the poetry group Not-Not. As
Wang Hui suggests, “China’s enlightenment intellectuals in the 1980s universally
believed in Western modernity; this belief was predicated on universalism and abstract
concepts of the individual or the subject.” By the same token, Avant-garde writers and
artists, who approached Western literary modernism through de-contextualized readings,
usually took a formalist turn in literary and art creation. For the Avant-garde, “the form
became a criterion of truth while the reality of life was reduced to zero.”449 As a result,
the truth of Avant-garde works is no longer based on lived experience, but lies in their
isolation from it. However, the Avant-garde practiced an aesthetic modernity which was
nevertheless not unbiased, but profoundly imbedded in the illusion of a reductionist
world order, which understood the international relationship and competition as linear,
fair, and quality-determined. Once highly critical of the socialist paradigm, the Avantgarde activists completely lost the critical edge while encountering the modernist turn. In
this sense, the crisis of the Avant-garde was innate.
The modernist transformation in the form of cultural capitalism turned out to be
one of the core factors which brought about the collapse of the Avant-garde. The
economic reform beginning in October 1984, marked by the issue of the “Decision of the
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party on Reform of the Economic
Structure,” gradually involved China in the global capital system.450 The state’s turn to
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capitalist economic structure was paralleled to modernist experimentations in literature
and art for many intellectuals in the mid-1980s. Both reforms, in economy and in
aesthetic, were incorporated in the project of the New Enlightenment with the shared
purposes of deviating from the so-called “feudalist” high socialist era and facilitating the
fulfillment of a modern China. After 1949, the CCP excluded Chinese literature and art
from the world, which had been “identified with capitalism and humanism”; it was not
until the 1978 that Chinese literature and art “re-identified themselves with the value
system and aesthetic paradigm of the world.”451 Capitalism seems to become approvable
among intellectuals. When Li Zehou, a prestigious scholar and thinker in the 1980s,
applauded Liang Qichao as a “propagandist of capitalist enlightenment” in 1979, a high
time of the New Enlightenment, this paralleling of capitalism with enlightenment
indicates the Li’s acknowledgement of capitalism, which was representative among
intellectuals of the 1980s.452 In addition, in the mid-1980s, when the economic reform
started while the market economy was not yet fully established, Chinese intellectuals
showed uncritical fervor for capitalism. From being criticized as moral corruption to
being pursued as an engine of economic development, capitalism was tentatively
justified, although it remained ideologically controversial. For example, as many as
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fourteen books in the series Walking are about economic systems, with a special focus on
John Maynard Keynes (one book each in 1985 and 1987) and Max Weber (1986 and
1987).453 Apparently, editors of the book series espoused Western modernist narratives
based on the capitalist free market and introduced them to the readers. The subsequent
Weber Fever in the second half of 1986 among Chinese intellectuals triggered a serious
discussion on whether Confucianism could play the same role as Protestantism in the
West to lay an ethical and ideological foundation for capitalism in China. In sum, this
embrace of capitalism as a favorable product of enlightenment in 1980s China was quite
different from the contemporary enlightenment criticism in the West.
The discussion, or more precisely, encouragement of cultural capitalism was
shown in relatively reformist official periodicals often in parallel with the publication of
avant-garde works, both as practices of modernity. In the article “Literature and
Consumerism,” published in February 1985 Shanghai Literature, Wu Liang lent an
enthusiastic endorsement to consumerism, which Wu celebrated would “bring about a
more open, flexible, and efficient future, which values individuals’ wisdom, demands,
and capacities,” although he also realized that consumer culture would incur economic
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materialism.454 Treating consumerism as a challenge to the producer’s absolute authority
in the planned economy and thus as an emblem of cultural democracy, Wu’s idea was
typical among intellectuals in the 1980s. It is worth noting that in the same issue of
Shanghai Literature with this article on consumerism, one also reads Ma Yuan’s
“Temptation,” which initiated the publication of Avant-garde Fiction in official literary
journals. In the mid-1980s, both consumerism and the Avant-garde Literature and Art
were treated in parallel as emblematic of modernity more than as inherently conflicting
with each other. Although the very term of capitalism was still ideologically problematic,
capitalism as a proved economic system became negotiable and largely favored among
many intellectuals and the populace as well in the mid-1980s. For this reason, the
capitalist critique by, say, the Frankfurt School, was not popular among Chinese
intellectuals in the 1980s. Wang Jing poignantly points out their de facto antagonistic
views held by Chinese intellectuals to the Frankfurt School in the Western Cultural Fever
of the 1980s. According to Wang,
Few studies were undertaken on the ideological implications of Adorno and
Horkheimer’s Dialectic of Enlightenment for the discussions of Chinese
modernity. What escaped Chinese intellectuals’ attention is not only the author’s
critique of Occidental rationalism but also their totalizing criticism of the bondage
of instrumental reason and domination […] What this entails is that the Chinese
ad-lib response to the Frankfurt School, “it is not useful,” tells only half of the
story. It tells us what Chinese neo-Confucianists chose to negate in Western
Marxism: the whole package of antihumanist and anti-enlightenment ideology.455
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In the Deng Era, characterized by crass pragmatism, a new understanding of capitalism as
an efficient and advanced economic system and connected with the ideas of freedom and
democracy replaced the original label of physical and moral corruption.
The experimentation with a capitalist economic system was not only in theory but
it was very much a “fact” after October 1984. Fine Arts in China, a semi-official art
newspaper established “with a loan from five researchers working in China Art
Academy,” was itself a good example of a cultural product financially independent from
the state.456 Even more so, the 25th issue of the newspaper (January 13, 1986) used an
entire page to discuss a private art company named “Zhongli art studio” (中立美术工作
室 Zhongli meishu gongzuo shi). An article by the company’s founders, Wang Jianan 王
佳楠 and Shi Benming 施本铭, two graduates from the Central Academy of Fine Arts
(中央美术学院 Zhongyang meishu xueyuan), introduces how the company sold artworks
to organize more art exhibitions, as an “experiment with the professionalization of artists
in socialist conditions.”457 This article is accompanied by an introduction of a recent art
exhibition organized by the company and a newspaper editor’s article encouraging artists
to find livelihoods by themselves. To some extent, therefore, the introduction and
discussion of capitalist societies or lifestyles were as much rebellious, innovative, and
“modern” as Avant-garde Literature and Art. Fine Arts in China, for example, frequently
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used its fourth page to introduce fashion from the West, in parallel with the newspaper’s
first page where many Avant-garde artists were introduced and pictures of their works
displayed.458 In sum, in the mid-1980s, Chinese intellectuals held a positive vision of
capitalism as a new economic system already proved by the West to be more “successful”
than the socialist planned economy. As showed above, many intellectuals deemed, in the
mid-1980s, the capitalist market economy not only as innovative and modern as the
Avant-garde experimentations in literature and art but also as emblematic of freedom and
democracy. In this sense, modernity on the state and aesthetic levels temporarily
converged. However, other than utopianizing capitalism, Chinese Avant-garde
practitioners in 1985 were simply so inexperienced and innocent of the market culture
and what it would bring to the creation of high literature and art.
Returning to the question that I raised at the very beginning: how could Avantgarde Literature and Art, obscure, elitist, and oriented to a very small audience, coexist
with a society in the transition to socio-capitalism? Theoretically, as Sabina Deirdre
Knight explains,
capitalism identifies an economic system characterized by open competition in a
putatively ‘free’ market, in which private or corporate entities own the means of
production and distribution and employ wage laborers, and development
corresponds to increasing accumulation and reinvestment of profits.459
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In other words, for the purpose of maximizing profits, the market would select products
that can attract the most consumers; the audience replaces writers, artists, editors, critics,
and scholars to decide the production of literature and art on the market. Usually, popular
culture possesses a bigger market proportion than high culture. This was even more so in
China in the late 1980s and early 1990s, to the extent that popular literature and art were
simply overwhelming. As Kong Shuyu notes,
in 1988, there were sixteen so-called literature and art magazines with
distributions greater than 400,000, but not one of these was a journal of “pure”
literature. Almost all of them were popular fiction and popular culture magazines.
Some of them could now claim huge readerships. Examples: Gushi hui (Story
Session, 4,410,000) and Dazhong dianying (Popular Cinema, 1,650,000). This
was a striking change over 1983, when fourteen literature and arts magazines had
circulations higher than 400,000, and seven of these were “pure” literary
journals.460
Kong analyzes the reasons that caused official literary journals “great problems in the
marketplace” as such: ignorance of the readers’ demands, the “remarkably inefficient
distribution system,” and “poor marketing.”461 In addition to official literary journals’
lack of readiness for and experience with the market economy, I would like to discuss
two other constantly ignored reasons that resulted in a new mechanism of the cultural
field that the socio-capitalist economic structure brought about. Through these analyses, I
wish to show the fundamental changes that the cultural capitalism brought to Chinese
literature and art in the late 1980s, and in particular to the Avant-garde.
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First, while a good amount of scholarship focuses on the underground literary and
art groups such as Jintian 今天, Qimeng 启蒙, and Xingxing huahui 星星画会, which
were the predecessors of the Avant-garde Literature and Art emerging in the mid-1980s,
it deserves noticing that popular culture was also repressed in the state-controlled unitary
literary and art system (One example of underground popular literature that has been
frequently mentioned is shouchaoben (手抄本 manuscripts of detective and love stories
during the Culture Revolution). I would like to borrow Wu Ruozeng’s categorization of
shi wenxue (时文学 literature that reflects contemporary society and politics), ren wenxue
(人文学 literature that discovers the essence of humanity), and tongsu wenxue (通俗文学
popular literature) to elaborate on the relationship and development of different
literatures. Ren wenxue is very close to the idea of pure literature, as was largely
promoted by Chinese intellectuals in the late 1980s, and both shi wenxue and ren wenxue
partially overlap with high literature in the Western concept. Whereas shi wenxue had
been overwhelmingly dominating the Chinese literature field in the socialist era (even in
the early 1980s in the forms of Scar Literature and Reform Literature), it was not until
1984 that ren wenxue and popular literature begin to grow significantly. To a large extent,
after the opening-up of a cultural market with the right of book retail and distribution
being partially transformed from the state to private sellers, the explosive growth of
popular cultural production was both a reflection of the real demand and a backlash of the
long-term repression. Second, I contend that even the avid readers rarely “read” high
literary works—although many of them profoundly admired and constantly discussed
them—let alone the highly experimental Avant-garde works, which I am going to specify
later.
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Along with the relaxed state-control over literary and art production, both ren
wenxue and popular literature, which had been repressed by shi wenxue, gained the
opportunity of development. Different from popular culture, the development of the
Avant-garde Literature and Art, which was highly elitist and exclusive, was not a result
of cultural marketization, as aforementioned. Whereas the Avant-garde has been
celebrated for being rebellious to the socialist cultural production both in form and in
content, it has been scarcely mentioned that the state rather than the reader offered
experimental literature and art the greatest economic and symbolic capitals in the 1980s.
In addition to the financial support in the form of official literary magazines and
various state-funded art exhibitions, the state endowed serious literature and art with
massive symbolic capital. Literature and art acquired a very high position in the Mao
regime. “It often happened that a novel, a piece of literary reportage, or even a short story
in a literary magazine or newspaper stirred the entire nation and sparked a national
debate,” according to Kun Shuyu.462 This was still the case in the 1980s. As Chen Cun 陈
村, an active practitioner of Avant-garde Fiction in the 1980s, notes, “the publication of a
literary work [in an official literary journal] could even change the entire life of the writer
then.”463 In particular, the high prestige of poetry, contingent on a mythic combination of
the revolutionary libido and aesthetic value, granted poets an extremely high social
position in the 1980s. Due to the high prestige that the identity of poet contains, Mistry
poets, for instance, were admired and chased like today’s popstars, and there were
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hundreds of self-organized poetry groups by university students. The binding of literature
and art, as a paradigm in the socialist cultural field, made visual arts also a central
concern of ordinary readers’ social life. For example, Li Xiaoshan 李小山’s article
“When Chinese National Art Has Reached a Dead End,” published Fine Arts in China on
October 26, 1985, aroused a huge national controversy. Indeed, literature and art were
imbued with social responsibilities far beyond themselves before the capitalist turn. This
was also the case with Avant-garde Literature and Art.
While the state and the intellectual elites commonly contributed to this centrality
of high literature and art in the 1980s, the reader accepted works passively in most of the
time as they had been in the high socialist era. For this reason, there was not necessarily a
division in readership between high and popular culture before 1985, a time that Chen
Sihe describes as “under the same name” (共名 gongming); a survey in the early 1980s
shows that “students and young workers named virtually identical lists of titles as their
favorites in foreign literature.” 464 In another survey about Chinese readers’ perfect books,
most interviewees, experienced or inexperienced readers, chose the same literatures as
their favorites. As Perry Link suggests, “‘which are your favorite books?’ could be
understood […] as ‘which are standardly regarded as the ones that one ought to like?’.”465
The state and/or intellectuals set this standard, of course. As a result, the survey suggests
that “even writers who claimed literary influence from [their favorite literary works] were
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sometimes uncomfortable with questions about whether they had actually read it.”466 This
was the same case with the readers of Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s One Hundred Years of
Solitude, as aforementioned. “‘Preference’ was limited by availability,” as Link suggests.
467

Even for poetry, the most popular literary genre, the common reader was made the

most familiar with revolutionary poems, especially Mao poems, during the high socialist
period and highly interested in the legendary stories and life of avant-garde poets in the
1980s rather than poems per se. Indeed, “modern poetry was an important form among
the elite, but never had a very large readership.”468 This paradox between the high
prestige and low readership of poetry was shown in the following interview, also
provided by Link:
in 1980, a literary editor in Hangzhou reported that more than half of the
unsolicited manuscripts that arrived at the offices of the Zhejiang provincial
literary magazine were poems, and said he found this fact interesting because
poetry clearly appealed to only a tiny fraction of readers.469
From this pseudo-popularity of high literature and art, one can assume the surge of
popular culture when the market was established in the late 1980s. Moreover, when
Western literature and art were received by Chinese audience in the 1980s, they were
treated as neither high nor popular culture, but they shaped a third category under the
framework of “foreign” literature and film. For example, the first issue of Them
published three poems in parallel by Feng Xincheng 封新城; the poems are the
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representations of the John Steinbeck novel Grapes of Wrath (1939), the Mexican film
Yesenia (1971), and the Japanese film Izakaya Choji (1983). In juxtaposition, Nietzsche
was among the bestsellers favored by many Chinese readers, scholars, students, and
young workers, in the early 1980s. To sum up, it’s safe to make the conclusion that there
was never a solid reader’s market for high literature and art in the 1980s as there
appeared to be, which was cloaked by the eager consumption of Western classic and
modernist literature in translation and the cultural fever.
In this sense, the popularity of high literature and art in the 1980s did not even
“see[m] natural” as Link claims.470 Instead, it was contingent on the combination of the
leftist tradition and the specific historical conditions of the 1980s. From Mao’s Talks in
1942, literature and art were assigned a seminal role as political propaganda in general;
many ideological debates started from the discussion or criticism of particular literary
works from then on. “Chinese writers […] agreed almost unanimously in the assumption
that literature is relevant, or even essential, to morality, social life, and politics at every
level from the policymaking of the highest leadership to the daily life of the average
reader.”471 Literature and art in the high socialist era assumed the political undertakings
of molding qualified people of socialist China. In the early and mid-1980s, the hunger for
knowledge after decades of cultural isolation and the not-yet developed desire for
economic profits in a system of equal wage among people of the same rank together
catalyzed the enormous fervor for literature and art, not just among the professional
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writers, artists, critics, and editors, but also among the masses, especially among urban
workers and petit bourgeoisie. In this sense, the coexistence of the booming Avant-garde
Literature and Art and capitalism was temporary and contingent on the particular
historical conditions of the 1980s, when the Chinese society was still in the transition
from a state-controlled to a market-oriented economy structure.
In 1988, an article by Wang Meng, titled “Literature: After the Loss of Its
Sensational Effect,” aroused anxious debates on the diminishing importance of literature
in a commercializing society.472 The “literature” here, of course, referred to serious
literature. However, exactly like the Cultural Fever indicates, the so-called “sensational
effect” of literature was an abnormal phenomenon of the transitional period. The
intellectuals’ idealist vision of capitalism in 1984 and 1985 was gradually replaced by
deep frustration in 1988 when they really experienced a socio-capitalist society. The
development of capitalist marketization shaped audience-directed and profit-oriented
relations of cultural production. The reader replaced writers, artists, and editors to decide
the production of literature and culture. As a result, a quickly growing number of popular
cultural products overwhelmed serious works in the cultural market. Meanwhile, it was
neither possible nor desirable for Avant-garde Literature and Art to be widely received by
the masses. On the one hand, (post)modernist literature and art by nature required
training, which was and is still lacking in family, school, and social education; this is still
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the case today. On the other hand, whereas Renato Poggioli suggests the essential
“alienation” of avant-garde arts from the capitalist society, I contend that this
“sociopsychological condition” of Chinese Avant-garde Literature and Art began to grow
concomitant with the transition of the economic structures from socialism to
capitalism.473 Once at the center of a society where wealth inequality was extremely low,
the Avant-garde was not psychologically, socially or economically alienated. This was
also the reason that incomprehensibility (aesthetic alienation) of Avant-garde Literature
and Art received such high justification. However, along with the processes of
marketization, the division between high and popular culture was deepened and the
reception of the Avant-garde was completely isolated in small circles composed by
cultural elites. High literature and art could never return to the center of social concerns,
which brought to them tremendous anxieties, as were shown in the chapter discussing the
sense of marginalization reiterated by Avant-garde poets.
The momentum of Avant-garde Literature and Art began to wane around 1988.
Official literary magazines’ huge financial pressure brought by the severe cutting of the
state’s funding from 1984 was an important factor that led to the replacement of the
highly experimental Avant-garde Fiction by more readable New Realism as a new form
of literary experimentation emphatically promoted by the official magazines. In parallel
with the decline of literary experimentalism, as Gao Minglu notes, “in early 1988, most
groups of the ’85 Movement simultaneously disbanded. This was effected […] by a
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growing market society, a result of the economic reform.”474 Chinese Avant-garde Art
ended up being completely deterritorized and deeply involved in the global art market
along with the “new disciplinary trend” in the West that attempted to “embrace artistic
productions not originally encompassed by the Western canon” in the 1990s.475
Meanwhile, by discussing the suicide of several avant-garde poets (Hai Zi, Ge Mai, and
Gu Cheng) at the end of the 1980s and beginning of the 1990s, Michelle Yeh observes
the degeneration of avant-garde poetry. As he puts it, “political repression has so
permeated life that long-suppressed anger, discontent, powerlessness, and frustration
have driven poets to extreme alienation,” which was further intensified when “the
predominantly commercial orientation of the publishing industry has virtually excluded
avant-garde poetry except for a few anthologies.”476 Symbolically, the death of the avantgarde poets seems to signify the completion of a transition from a classic time of
literature and art, which was characterized by what Yeh calls the “cult of poetry” or what
Walt Benjamin names the “aura,” to the modern, as was based on capitalist rationality.
Exactly like their vision of the West, intellectuals in the mid-1980s also
romanticized capitalism, equally based on a teleological projection of national
development. This is shown in 1986 Weber Fever and also in Chinese artists’ misreading
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of Robert Rauschenberg’s capitalist critique, as was discussed in Chapter Five. As Wang
Hui interrogates, “whereas Weber and other theories allowed Chinese intellectuals to
criticize socialism, why did the theories not also arouse their reflection on Chinese
modernity?”477 This dilemma of Chinese Avant-garde Literature and Art embodies the
powerlessness of Chinese intellectuals in modernist criticism in the 1980s. Radically
rebellious to the socialist ideology, aesthetic, and system of literature and art
notwithstanding, the Avant-garde had neither desire nor power to be critical of the
capitalist modernity, as I argue. This is not only because Avant-garde practitioners placed
capitalist modernity in line with aesthetic modernity, which they attempted to achieve,
but also because the criticism of capitalist modernity would too easily lead them back to
Marxist criticism, the theoretical and ideological foundation of socialism, of which they
attempted to steer clear. If rebelliousness was one of the core characteristics of the Avantgarde, whereas the rebellion against socialist paradigms allowed the Avant-garde to be
what it was, the avant-gardeness was decomposed with the establishment of cultural
capitalism. Uncritically involving China in global modernity and capitalism, the former
avant-garde activists played the role as pioneers rather than rebels in precipitating the
completion of the national agenda of the New Enlightenment. Wang Hui incisively points
out that “what intellectuals of the New Enlightenment strove for was generally in
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agreement with the state.”478 The Avant-garde practitioners fell into a dilemma when they
had to admit that China was already in the process of modernization and globalization
which was originally their aim. This is exactly what Max Horkheimer and Theodore
Adorno call the “triumphant calamity,” although they refer to the European
enlightenment. Granted, in the mid-1980s, the Avant-garde activists could not challenge
what would happen in the future. Nevertheless, in conformity with the New
Enlightenment which was profoundly informed by social Darwinism and a teleological
historical thinking, the Avant-garde’s practitioners were already deprived of critical
standpoints.
The Chinese Avant-garde emerged in 1985 not because of the establishment of
the cultural market, but exactly in contrast, because the cultural production was not yet
commercialized. Chinese Avant-garde of the 1980s was socialist avant-garde, receding
along with the capitalist turn of Chinese society. In the inversely post-socialist and precapitalist interim, Chinese society experienced an unprecedented state of openness and
freedom. This, added to the fundamental conformity between the state and intellectuals
under the common goal of modernization, allowed the emergence and the blossom of
experimentations in literature and art. Neither in the least sense to create another utopia
about the 1980s, nor to make a consequentialist judgement of this period, I contend that
this interim of difference and deferral, informed ironically by illusive projection on
modernity, saw tremendous vigor and potentiality in social, cultural, and aesthetic
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practices. The background of the Avant-garde experimentations was the Cultural Fever,
which, albeit based on illusions about the Western world and the naivety of Chinese
cultural practices, was the “truth” of the 1980s. Characterized by what Poggioli calls
“infantile antagonism” and “agonistic sacrifice,” Chinese Avant-garde was a product of
classicism, and it came to an end with the “realization” of the capitalist modern, of which
it was ignorant and failed to be critical.479
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APPENDIX A
AN INTERVIEW WITH CAI XIANG
采访主题：关于八十年代《上海文学》的编辑工作
采访对象：蔡翔（原《上海文学》杂志编辑部主任，副主编；现上海大学中文系教
授）
采访时间：2017 年 5 月 4 日下午
采访地点：上海大学宝山校区蔡翔教授办公室
采访及文稿整理：张景晟（南卡大学比较文学博士）

张景晟：八十年代中篇小说崛起。一些文学杂志纷纷刊登中篇小说。最典型
的是《收获》杂志。而《上海文学》在八十年代却独独选择短篇小说作为其主要刊
登的内容。并且《上海文学》多次有意识地推动短篇小说的写作，比如，1978 年
就推出短篇小说特辑，并且对短篇小说进行题为“为什么短篇小说要短”的专题讨
论。1980 年刊登了美国现代短篇小说的介译，为中国的短篇小说写作提供参考。
1986 出现了集中的针对短篇小说的讨论和批评：杀小说越写越长之风，鼓励万字
内短篇。从 1986 年开始又推出“万字内短篇小说荟萃，”并且在“编者的话”（1987
年）中多次特别强调《上海文学》将继续扶植短篇小说 。请问，上海文学为何如
此重视短篇小说的创作？
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蔡翔：这关系到历史的定位和延续性。首先，《上海文学》是月刊，而《收
获》是双月刊。《上海文学》是 80 页，所以跟篇幅有很大关系。第二，上海作协
内部有一个不成文的定位，还是关系到《上海文学》的历史延续性。《收获》大多
发表中篇和长篇，《上海文学》则以短篇为主。这似乎已经是一个传统，所以那时
候的作家也是很自觉的，有中篇就投到《收获》，短篇就给《上海文学》。的确，
80 年代，尤其是 82 年以后，中篇势头特别好，影响也很大。中篇更能吸引读者。
相比之下，《上海文学》内部非正式地命名“小中篇”或“短中篇，”一般要求在 3 万
字左右，这是《上海文学》的一个开创。当时发表了一批很有影响力的这一类短中
篇，像阿城的《棋王》。短中篇篇幅不长，但是艺术性和文字的要求较高。另外一
方面，《上海文学》的确特别强调短篇。那时候中篇特别红火，而短篇尤其在 85
年以后相对式微，所以我们特意强调短篇。强调的重点除了篇幅以外，还有艺术
性。这个艺术性包括对文字的讲究，还有写法和意境。比如莫言的小说，赵长天的
《苍穹下》。在对艺术性的强调方面，有两位作者的作品很突出：汪曾祺和林斤
澜。从小说的艺术性来讲，这两位老作家的作品对短篇小说的艺术性有一定的推进
作用。总之，那时的短篇比较强调意境，画面和文字的精炼。
张景晟：那我是不是就可以理解为短篇小说的故事性就不是《上海文学》选
择的标准了？
蔡翔：对。这就是为什么《上海文学》后来在发行量上受到影响。那个时候
的中篇主要是现实主义比较多。现实主义的方法在当年的语境下包含很多情节小说
的特点。但是，所谓强调艺术性，也不像后来的先锋小说。90 年代以后周介人
（1942～1998）推出新市民小说，又有点回到情节小说。比如，当时格非的《迷
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舟》先是给的《上海文学》，周介人觉得它有点太通俗化，所以没有接受。所以，
当时《上海文学》特别强调艺术性。
张景晟：您刚才说，《上海文学》的强调艺术性和后来的先锋小说还有点不
一样。具体是什么样的不同呢？
蔡翔：那一类的小说既无法归结到现实主义的方法，也很难归结到现代主义
或者后现代主义，它带有更多的中国传统的特点。更接近汪曾祺和林斤澜小说的写
法。突出意境感，画面感，散文化，比如史铁生的小说。
张景晟：《上海文学》发表的小说似乎很难被归类。包括比如说一些后来被
归为寻根文学的作品。
蔡翔：《上海文学》八九十年代一直很强调小说的探索性。它在艺术上的探
索是多方面的。寻根文学是《上海文学》最早来讨论的。我也写过回忆的文章。比
如当年郑万隆，李杭育，阿城的小说都是在我们在这里发的。之前我们还发过张承
志的小说，像《GRAFFITI——胡涂乱抹》。实际上先锋小说也是在我们这里发
的。比如，马云的《冈底斯的诱惑》，苏童的小说。但是，《上海文学》的特点
是，它一直比较强调“探索”。探索的标准是注重作品而不是作家，这个为我们后来
的营销带来很大的麻烦。用李陀的话总结，就是“好作品主义。” 我们对好作品的
要求就是能提供新的思想经验和艺术经验。比如，新写实小说中池莉的小中篇《烦
恼人生》。相比较而言，《收获》比较注重作家，有较强的品牌意识。这个对他们
的营销带来很好的效果。一些作家成名后，也更愿意在《收获》上发表。这和他们
后来都写长中篇也有关系。总之，《上海文学》在艺术探索性上进行了多方位的尝
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试。但是，《上海文学》注重短篇小说和其艺术性也带来了一个问题，就是影响了
上海文学的厚重感。
张景晟：《上海文学》差不多从 1980 年开始，栏目就已经确定下来了：有
小说，散文，理论，诗歌，美术。但是它似乎一直比较偏重于小说。我想问的是，
不同的文类在《上海文学》素材的选择中是否有所偏重？我可不可以认为《上海文
学》以短篇小说为主的文学期刊，同时兼顾其它文类？还是说每一种文类对《上海
文学》都是一样的，并没有侧重点？
蔡翔：当然你从大的方面可以这么讲，但是也不完全。这样四大板块——小
说，诗歌，散文，评论，这是国内文学期刊（月刊）当时通行的。只有《收获》是
特殊的。《收获》上没有诗歌和评论。《上海文学》在四大板块中，当然是以小说
为主。因为小说是最吸引读者的。然后就是评论版。1983 年以后评论版是我负责
的。评论版块对《上海文学》很重要，但是我们不会发得特别多，每期最多两三
篇。毕竟是文学期刊，以小说为主。它的评论版的特点就是非常前卫的探索。还有
一个潜在的特点，《上海文学》发的评论和杂质的潜在品味相关：即使是评论，也
非常强调它的美文性。它的评论都蛮好看的，文字很讲究。这和杂志的整个艺术定
位有关系。我们的散文不是特别好。其实整个 80 年代散文都不是特别好。相比之
下，90 年代以后一批小说家介入散文写作，出现了一批好作品。诗歌和编辑很有
关系。《上海文学》诗歌的黄金时期是 1985 以前。那时我们的诗歌老编辑肖岗
（1930～）本身也是老诗人，他兼容性比较强。那时候，我们也发了朦胧诗，比
如，杨炼的《诺日朗》（1983）。1985 年后的年轻编辑虽然也写诗，但是发表的
诗歌有点偏个人的倾向。我们的诗歌的确不是特别强。
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张景晟：1987 年以后《上海文学》新增了“编者的话”这样一个导读性质的
栏目。“编者的话”里曾特别介绍过上海“城市诗人”的诗。包括《上海文学》85 年后
也多次刊登上海城市诗人的诗歌，这样的选择是出于什么样的考虑？
蔡翔：这个就和我们年轻的诗歌编辑的个人倾向有关系。也和他个人的人际
关系有关。反而 80 年代初“今天”诗人的作品发得就比较少。
张景晟：《上海文学》有个一“美术”专栏。一直到 1984 年在封一，封二，
封三和封四都会刊登不同的国画，油画，版画和木刻等作品。在一个文学期刊内刊
登美术作品的初衷是什么？除了装饰上的作用之外，有没有要把文学和美术相关联
起来的这样的想法？
蔡翔：没有这么明确的意识。一方面，文学期刊放画是传统文学期刊的惯
例。另一方面，还是和编辑有关。《上海文学》的美编田大均（？）严格意义上不
是艺术家，而是美术编辑，他的口味偏传统。而他个人爱好上偏版画。总之，和内
容没有直接的联系。
张景晟：美术的部分在 1985 年以后逐渐被广告替代。而绝大多数广告都是
上海本地的企业。这样，我是不是可以理解为《上海文学》设定的读者还是以本地
读者为主？
蔡翔：那不一定。《上海文学》做广告不是件容易的事。1980 年代企业对
投放广告的意识不是特别强。即使他要投放广告，一般都会找更大的媒体平台。所
以上海文学的广告等于是企业的友情赞助。所以一定是和上海的企业走得比较近。
这不像报纸和电视台，有意识地投放广告。
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张景晟：除了我所能看到的美术版面被广告替代以外，1985 年后的经济改
革和双轨制以后对《上海文学》的冲击是什么样的？
蔡翔：很大。这和当年杂志的经营状况有关系。原来是国家包办的，没有市
场的概念。事业单位都由财政拨款。《收获》和《上海文学》原来都是由上海文艺
出版社出版和发行的。发行的利润也是归上海文艺出版社。作协完全没有经营意
识。《上海文学》最高发行了 48 万（1980 年代初），到 1985 左右还有 10 万。
《收获》大约一百多万。利润归文艺出版社。85 年以后市场意识开始增强。首先
是《收获》提出要把杂志从文艺出版社拿回来自己发行。上海文艺出版社的意思
是，如果要拿的话，《上海文学》也要一起拿回去。这样一来，《上海文学》的出
版和发行权就收了回来。1985 年前后是所谓纯文学的黄金时期，但也恰恰在这个
时候，各个杂志的发行量开始下跌。因为一做纯文学，强调艺术性，受众面就开始
降低。一方面，文学创作的艺术性达到一个高度。另一方面，1985 恰恰是各个杂
志的发行量开始下跌的一个时代。杂志的发行量逐年在下降。1985 年以后，作协
从文联里面独立出来，所以它的级别和文联是同等的。那时作协的党总书记是茹志
鹃（1925～1998）。她同时也是《上海文学》的副主编，李子云（1930～2009）是
第二副主编，但是具体是李子云在负责。但是，那时候恰恰是市场化，全民经商的
时代，要求事业单位也积极参与。茹志鹃希望《上海文学》能先走一步，在市场中
探索一下。这样一来，《上海文学》就变成第一个自负盈亏的单位。也就是说，我
们的工资奖金，杂志的发行，它的利润都要自己承担，作协不再承担所有费用。但
是这时，杂志发行量又开始下跌。因此到了 86 年到 90 年代，杂志的发行量已经只
有 3 万到 5 万之间。仅靠杂志的发行量不可能承担杂志的运营费用和人力成本。那
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时候动了很多脑经。那时候有一个内部发行的杂志，后来改名为《作家和企业
家》。通过这个平台，我们成立了《上海文学》的企业家联谊会。通过这个联谊
会，经常组织作家和企业家的联系，来拉广告。这里面还包括电视台的兴起，通俗
文学的兴起。过度强调艺术性了以后，受众面就越来越窄。
张景晟：1980 年代初，从《上海文学》的“读者中来”等专栏可以看出，它
的读者包含了比如产业工人等广大的工人和市民。但是，后来当杂志的探索性越来
越强了以后，好像已经没有办法含盖这一部分读者了。
蔡翔：越来越知识分子化。但是，带来的问题就是：电视媒体和通俗文学的
兴起把原来一部分《上海文学》的读者拉过去了。另外，对艺术性的强调使它的路
子越走越窄。《上海文学》，严格意义上讲，发行量最大的时候是 1983 年以前，
也就是伤痕文学和改革文学的时候。这两种文学类别都带有一定的通俗性。
张景晟：而且和工人的生活贴的很紧密，比如像专门有“大干的一日”专题。
蔡翔：这个和编辑有关系。1982 年以前是赵自（1924～）在负责《上海文
学》。赵自是老作家。一开始《上海文学》实际上主持工作的是赵自。他来自于总
工会系统，他 1950 年代是《劳动报》的记者，一直在参与对工人作家的培养，比
如， 倪慧玲是他培养的青年作家，也是他最喜欢的工人作家。赵自是一个传统现
实主义的作家。 1982 年以后的编辑部主任是肖岗，他是来自于团市委系统。他是
《青年报》的，也是诗人。我们当年的小说组组长是费礼文（1929～），工人作
家。所以 1982 年以前比较偏传统现实主义，但是 1982 年以后是李子云在主持，她
对艺术性比较强调。李子云偏知识分子，应该属于启蒙主义者的大的范围内。另外
一方面，很多年轻的编辑进来，所以当年会发那么多强调艺术性的作品，跟后来的
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小说组组长杨晓敏有关。他在艺术上更激进，马原的作品是他力推的。实际上，无
论是李子云还是周介人，他们的艺术品位是在现实主义和现代主义之间，所以他们
会发短篇。另外一个重要编辑是肖元敏（1954～），他发了《棋王》，他退休前是
《收获》的副主编。我是 1998 年接任周介人。在这个之前我是理论编辑，后来是
理论组长，87 年以后我是《上海文学》的编辑部主任。总之，这个都和主编的倾
向有关。
张景晟：《上海文学》设置了一系列的子栏目。比如说，诗歌部分出现过
“繁星”与“短笛”专栏。但是不同专栏里刊登的诗歌到底区别在哪里？从读者的角度
看，我似乎并不能读出来。
蔡翔：1983 年前肖岗老师是编辑部主任，也是诗歌组组长。那时候还有一
位诗歌编辑王也（1943～），他是部队诗人。他的诗都比较短，这个大概和“短笛”
有关。60 年代的诗歌写作愿意用“短笛”这种说法，但是他不在现代诗的脉络里。
张景晟：另外后来又先后出现了“百家诗会”“当代诗会”和“八方诗坛”“上海
诗坛。”
蔡翔：这和当时的年轻诗歌编辑刘原( ~ )有关。他自己是诗人，复旦诗社社
长。他和上海的城市诗人比较熟。
张景晟：1988 年以后常常是“上海诗坛”和“八方来诗”间错地刊登。在通过设
专栏来扶植上海诗人和吸收全国各地的诗人之间，是怎么平衡的？
蔡翔：第一，这和编辑有关。刘原本身是很优秀的诗人，他和第三代诗人有
关。第三代诗人和“今天派”是断裂的关系。但是，必须强调的是，《上海文学》从
来没有把自己定位为地方性刊物。它为上海作家的服务意识历来不是很强。但是，
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它毕竟在上海。我觉得“上海诗坛”专栏是刘原个人的倾向。上海的诗人 1980 年代
在全国不是特别受到关注。这也和 80 年代城市的写作不是特别多。实际上上海
1980 年代的诗人是不错的。这和刘原想力推上海的诗人也有关系。我，李子云和
周介人都不是做诗歌这一块编辑工作的。
张景晟：所以，《上海文学》中的诗歌相对于小说来讲，更要弱一点。
蔡翔：对。而且诗歌的版面也少。
张景晟：1987 年后出现了”编者的话。” “编者的话”放在期刊正文内容的最
前面，似乎是纲领性的地位。请问，“编者的话”的用意和目的是什么 ？
蔡翔：“编者的话”是周介人写的，97 年第十期以后是我写的。这是和编辑
部主任，后来的副主编周介人有关。他是很优秀的理论家，批评家。他全部的精力
都放在了《上海文学》上，自己就很少写批评文章。但是他有很多想法。所以，他
通过撰写“编者的话，”把他对文学的一些想法带到了。这里可以看到周介人对文学
的很多想法。特别是他对新写实的想法。新写实的名号不是我们打出来的，而是通
过《钟山》杂志的“新写实小说大联展。”另外，编辑部也讨论过，应该有一个导读
性的 这是作为杂志的需要。也就是说，这是周介人个人的想法和编辑部实际运作
的结合的结果。 1987 年以前，中国文学的写作思潮首先是由作家推动，杂志和批
评家介入。比如，寻根，先锋文学都是这样。1987 年以后，《钟山》杂志的新形
势大联展以后，出现了一个新的现象：由杂志推动新的文学思潮，它带有一定的市
场性。上海文学的编辑李子云，周介人和我都“缺乏”资本运作的能力。比如，周介
人把池莉的小说名字《一个产业工人的二十四小时》改成《烦恼人生》，从某种角
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度看体现了周介人当时自己要拉广告的烦恼。但是，这个小说名字是改得比较好
的。所以，“编者的话“里的确体现了周介人的某些个人的想法。
张景晟：您基本上部分回答了我最后的一个问题，就是 《上海文学》的作
者，文学评论，编者，和读者这些不同的角色之间是什么样的关系和互动的过程？
尤其是文学评论家。和同时期的其它文学杂志相比，《上海文学》的评论是特别出
彩的。评论的版块是当时编辑非常有意识地要推动的吗？
蔡翔：当然。1983 年以后是我在负责评论这一块。我们是很有意识地在推
的。第一，我们有这样的传统。我们推动评论的背后，还是一个广义的启蒙主义的
力量，强调先锋，强调对旧理论的挑战性。《上海文学》的评论偏理论性，即便是
具体的作家评论。我们倾向于发现新的作家，新的思想经验和艺术经验。从写法上
我们也比较关注。1990 年代以后，我们逐渐偏向学院，就是更多强调研究。因为
1990 年代以后，当代文学的评论整个有点弱化。比如，我们推的王晓明和陈思和
的文章，偏向文学史。我接任以后，更偏向于非文学的部分。比如，我发过社会学
的田野调查。因为，纯文学受到的关注度越来越少，因为它离社会现实越来越远。
我有点偏社会派。另外，文学评论的思想性，理论性越来越弱。评论的力量向学院
转移有一个发展变化的过程
张景晟：您会不会觉得 1980 年代每一年和每一年都不太一样？
蔡翔：都不一样。今天回头去看，81 年到 84 年的小说是介乎于从传统现实
主义向现代主义过度的阶段。 不仅仅是《上海文学》。比如，张承志的《北方的
河》，《黑骏马》，张贤亮的《绿化树》，都是介乎于现实主义和现代主义之间。
这个时期从小说来看，非常多元。85 年以后，反而变成了先锋文学主导的写作潮
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流。实际上，高峰不是 85 年，而是 84 年：《棋王》《北方的河》《绿化树》，这
一系列作品出现。到了 86 年以后，先锋文学逐步一统天下。我觉得反而有些单
调。最好的时候是 1981 年到 85 年。比如，当年发的邓刚的《迷人的海》。你很难
说它是现代主义还是现实主义。非常难以归类和定义。潮流是批评家发明的。比
如，韩少功的《归去来》当然和寻根文学的思想是有关的，但是写法上就很难讲
了。他的《蓝盖子》也非常好。1981 年到 85 年之间很多作家的作品很好，但是都
写了很少的一两篇。1986 年以后《收获》推出先锋文学，也是很值得讨论的。比
如，为什么先锋文学可以获得统治性的地位。第一，这和改革开放市场化有关。文
艺青年知识阶层 1986 年以后非常迷惘，孤独，虚无。先锋文学在彼时出现有一定
的现实意义。另外，前期做了很多铺垫，比如现代性的讨论。整个现代派的讨论中
出现了“看得懂”和“看不懂”的讨论。“看不懂”后来获得了巨大的合法性。第三，恰
恰是在先锋文学的黄金时期，评论家，作家和编辑出现了一种新的关系，叫“同学
关系。”这一点恨少有人讨论。先锋文学的参与者都是恢复高考以后 77，78 届的广
义上的同学，他们之间的相互推荐促成先锋文学的中心地位。这个同学关系还涉及
到 77 年以后整个大学校园的文化氛围。77 年恢复高考以后，大学里西方文化艺术
占很大比重，这和先锋文学的崛起有很大关系。
张景晟：先锋文学就不再像 80 年的初的文学实验都以北京为中心，而是有
一个南移的倾向。
蔡翔：这和西方化有关。也和城市有关。涉及到改革开放和中国城市的关
系。1980 年代早期，改革开放主要在农村。很多作家把自己对改革开放的想象投
射到农民身上。城市化以后，整个城市被卷入改革开放。南方的市场化程度更高。
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另外，南方作家更擅长于对细部的把握，内心的把握。我个人的意见，先锋文学和
诗歌的关系很密切。很多先锋作家原来是诗人。特别是和韩东和《他们》有很密切
的关系。比如，马原，苏童，孙甘露。我们今天讲先锋文学都忽略了韩东。所以，
先锋小说很多都是意象性的描写，其逻辑性不强，诗歌性很强。先锋小说和以韩东
为代表的第三代诗人有关。今天诗派偏现代主义，但是他们的底色是启蒙主义。但
是先锋小说偏后现代——虽然不能分得那么清楚。无论是现代主义还是先锋派，共
享的主题还是 Kafka，就是身份的问题。
张景晟：1985 年后无论是小说还是诗歌，都有反启蒙的现象。
蔡翔：对。热度，激情开始衰退，出现疲惫感。比如，爱情小说在伤痕小说
中成为经典的载体。通过爱情来寄托启蒙主义者的想法。然后就是性的描写，是作
为自由的某种隐喻。但是先锋小说很少写这些，它不再会把性作为个性解放的象
征。它要不就是把性简单还原为欲望，其中启蒙主义的象征就被压抑了。要不就是
从“无意义”的角度切入。
张景晟：《上海文学》除了 1980s 初有个别翻译作品，目的是为中国作家提
供写短篇小说的摹本之外，很少有翻译作品的原因是什么？
蔡翔：《上海文学》以原创作品为主。并且，上海的《世界文学》《外国文
艺》都特别好。我们就没有必要再重复。我 2000 年约了汪静做了一个专栏，翻译
了美国女作家的小说。我做这个栏目的目的是想看一下到底美国同龄的 70 后女作
家是怎么写的。结果发现全世界的中产阶级写作差不多都到这个程度。这也是一个
间接的因素导致了《上海文学》后来关于纯文学的讨论。
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张景晟：如果我给《上海文学》下一个描述性的定义的话，能不能说它是一
个先锋杂志和纯文学杂志？
蔡翔：当然。逐步的纯文学化，这和启蒙主义思潮有一定关系。而启蒙主义
的思潮一定会导致文学的知识分子化。文学的知识分子化一定会导致文学的个人
化，导致纯文学化。这在 1990 年代后期有反思，但是始终没有找到一条新的道路
出来。文学的思潮越来越文人化。如果文人化局现在文学领域也无可厚非，但是整
个文人化的倾向不会仅仅满足于停留在艺术领域。它一定试图向社会扩张。这就显
现出文人化的浅薄和简单。现在文学的思考反而不如其他学科，缺乏厚重的东西。
但是厚重的思想相应地需要什么样的表现形式，很少中国作家在这方面思考。当然
这也涉及技术的问题。比如，小说的形式是否能承担这方面的指责。
张景晟：我们其实也一直可以见到一些反思和背离纯文学的努力。比如 85
后的反启蒙思潮，1980 年代末 1990 年代初出现的新写实，阻止文学向过度的纯文
学和崇高性发展。
蔡翔：我觉得不完全是。没有那么自觉的一种意志。如果你仔细阅读的话，
是不是会有这样一种感觉：先锋小说和新写实小说，包括王朔，是有内在联系的。
也就是说，先锋小说和新写实小说恰恰是一个问题的两面性，问题的核心是“个人”
这个概念。前三十年的社会主义文学在生产“个人，”到了改革开放以后获得合法
性。到了先锋小说，个人的概念发生了变化：特别虚无。在存在主义的脉络里，
Camus 在中国的影响逐渐替代了 Sartre。Sartre 的影响在 1985 年以前表现为启蒙主
义的感召。讲“选择”这个概念，这是一个中国式的启蒙主义的理解。这也就是为什
么会对刘索拉那么重视。存在主义对中国小说的影响到了 85 年后产生了变化，
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即，先锋小说表现对整个世界的虚无化。于是，出现了一个问题，即，虚无化进入
日常生活应该怎么表现——一定是新写实。寻根文学是 1980 年代精神的终结，它
保留了一个改造世界的愿望。但是，先锋文学中改造的概念开始退出。这样意味着
启蒙主义的式微。因此，进入社会一定是适应它。新写实的一个重要讨论是我如何
来适应这个规则。王朔是两者之间的纽接点。王朔不仅关注如何适应规则，而且要
如何利用规则。这是 60 后的共同点。这是从虚无走向现实的逻辑推演。《上海文
学》和 80 年代，90 年代贴得特别紧。通过阅读《上海文学》可以看出 80 年代和
90 年代整个文学界和思想界的动荡和变化。
1980 年代一定是对十七年问题的回应。比如，《上海文学》为什么 1982 年
以前会大量注重工人作家，而 83 年以后逐步减少。但是，文学里除了社会问题和
政治问题，还涉及到形式问题。1980 年代初简单的写作形式一定不能满足很多写
作者的要求。比如，当时心里描写和抒情很少，情节性过强。一个很好的例子是伤
痕文学的出现导致了对歌颂的否定。这涉及到 1980 年以后知识分子的自我定位，
知识分子一定是批判者而不是歌颂者。我们知道整个的歌颂体是有一个叙事潮流
的，即对主流价值的维护和肯定。当然在文学里就会涉及一个问题：光明和黑暗怎
么写？传统现实主义都是写光明的，1980 年代以后，尤其是现代主义小说，包括
先锋小说，黑暗的东西出现了蛮多。这既是一个技术的问题，也是技术背后和整个
时代有关。涉及整个时代的变化和知识分子的自我定位。
张景晟：1980 年代的文学思潮和形式变化得非常快。
蔡翔：特别快。有一些老作家不能适应的就退出了。如果要适应这样的变
化，就要不断地调整写作策略。比如，贾平凹就是一个很好的例子。贾平凹的小说
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《满月》得到了第一届《上海文学》短篇小说奖。基本上是传统小说的写作法，包
括对女性的歌颂，把女性描写得光明而单纯的。贾平凹后来转得就很快。他的变化
和转折常常符合了文学界的主流。
张景晟：陈村好像也是这样，他的作品被《上海文学》刊登得很多。其作品
的写作形式一直在变。
蔡翔：他的作品的确很难归类。他的很多作品总是很接近后来出现的某一类
作品。比如，《一天》很像后来的新写实主义小说。他的《李庄谈心公司》非常接
近后来王朔的《你不是一个俗人》。但是，陈村有一点始终没变，一直集中在城市
这个领域。但是有一点，他跟寻根文学完全没关系。《上海文学》和后三十年文学
的变化关系非常密切，比《收获》要密切多了。多方位的探索也带来了一个问题：
它经常今天否定自己的昨天，所以变化太大，就没有办法形成一个完整的局面。
张景晟：《上海文学》有没有用什么方式去统计过他的读者群？
蔡翔：没有。但是我们有定户名单，以中小城市为主。
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